
 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
ZIN, PHYO PHYO KYAW. Development and Applications of Next-Generation Cheminformatics 

Approaches (Under the Direction of Dr. Denis Fourches). 

Cheminformatics is the field that solves chemical problems using computers. In the context 

of drug discovery, one important goal of cheminformatics is to explore and design potential 

therapeutic drugs by screening very large chemical libraries in a cost-and-time effective manner.  

Macrolides are glycosylated macrocyclic lactones with twelve to sixteen atoms in the core 

cyclic frame. They possess unusual druglike properties, often violating Lipinski’s and Veber’s 

rules of drug likeness and bioavailability. Gaining insight into this unique structural class can 

potentially transform our understanding and development of novel antibiotic drugs, which has 

become critical due to increasing antimicrobial resistance. However, macrolides remain under-

exploited due to the difficulty in their organic synthesis, and the lack of publicly available 

screening-ready virtual libraries of macrolides to perform molecular modeling. To overcome these 

challenges, it is crucial to develop virtual library generating software to diversify and expand the 

chemical space of macrolides. Subsequently, these libraries can be used for in silico studies to 

screen, model and prioritize macrolides to be biosynthesized. Herein, our goal is to implement 

cheminformatics approaches to construct well-designed and diversity-controlled virtual libraries 

of screening-ready macrolides.  

In Chapter 2, we developed a novel cheminformatics approach and software called PKS 

Enumerator software in order to design virtual macrolide/macrocyclic libraries by permuting and 

adding the building blocks one by one with multiple user-defined constraints. As a case study, we 

generated our first sample library of V1M (Virtual 1 million Macrolide scaffolds) using PKS 

Enumerator and conducted a cheminformatics analysis to determine the chemical diversity of all 

macrolide scaffolds generated. We additionally performed a comparative analysis of the V1M 

scaffolds to those of eighteen well-known bioactive macrolides compiled from different studies.  

In Chapter 3, we developed another innovative cheminformatics approach along with our 

new software SIME, Synthetic Insight-based Macrolide Enumerator, which enumerates fully 

assembled in-silico macrolides with sugars present and high synthetic feasibility. One can utilize 

constitutional and structural knowledge extracted from biosynthetic and important chemical 

insights of macrolides and apply them to design biosynthetically feasible macrolides. SIME allows 

users for specifying a macrolide core structure, identifying positions in the core structure at which 



 

 

 

 

chemical components aka structural motifs and/or sugars can be inserted, and selecting the types 

of structural motifs and sugars to be incorporated at those positions. With additional parameters 

for constitutional and structural constraints, one can design highly specific libraries of 

biosynthetically feasible macrolides towards a biological target of interest (e.g. ribosome) and/or 

based on a privileged scaffold with therapeutic potential. As proof-of-concept, we generated V1B 

library containing 1 billion in-silico macrolides and conducted chemical distribution analysis of 

important molecular properties.  

To have the most success in screening, identifying and designing most potent macrolides, 

it is important to extract SAR (structure-activity relationships) of known, experimentally tested 

macrolides. The knowledge and information from such SAR studies can be used to aid in the 

design of in-silico macrolide libraries with high success rate. However, there are currently no 

centralized database of known macrolactones/macrolides with bioactivity data. Thus, in Chapter 

4, we developed the MacrolactoneDB, a web application hosting 14k macrolactones mined from 

public repositories with associated biological information. To accommodate different research 

projects focusing on various chemical scopes of macrolactones, we included options to filter them 

based on criteria such as ring size, number of sugars, molecular weight, available biological data, 

etc. This unique database has the potential to inspire the development of new macrolide 

therapeutics with multiple interesting targets. We also developed 91 mrc descriptors to better 

characterize macrolactones/macrolides. We additionally conducted large machine learning 

workflow with three common disease targets to investigate whether macrolactones/macrolides can 

be trained and validated using various state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms and chemical 

descriptors.  

Virtual screening methods such as QSAR modeling, 3D molecular docking are essential 

cheminformatics techniques that can tremendously facilitate drug discovery researches by 

effectively identifying potential lead compounds. In Chapter 5, we developed a hybrid MD-QSAR 

modeling approach relying on deep neural nets (DNN) and random forest (RF) using combinations 

of 2D, 3D, and 4D/MD (molecular docking) based chemical descriptors directly computed from 

molecular dynamics simulations. An ensemble of QSAR models using this approach yielded good 

success in predicting the biological endpoints of imatinib derivatives towards BCR-ABL kinase 

protein, a key target for treating Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML). We additionally conducted a 

thorough chemical analysis and visualization of Imatinib datasets, evaluated the binding modes of 



 

 

 

 

top analogues based on the 3D molecular docking procedure and compared the pioneering 

cheminformatics technologies of molecular docking and MD-QSAR modeling.  

Finally, another unique opportunity for cheminformatics is the use of chemical molecules 

to store and transfer information. Herein, in Chapter 6, we developed a novel molecular 

informatics-based encryption technology, CryptoChem, which uses Quantitative Structure-Data 

Relationships (QSDR) and complex machine learning approaches to encipher and decipher 

information in molecules. This study introduces an innovative application of machine learning 

techniques as well as the big chemical data concept. The preliminary results from encoding and 

decoding five datasets in virtual molecules confirmed the success of our working prototype.  
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

Cheminformatics provides insight and knowledge to chemical problems by organizing, 

analyzing, modeling, visualizing, and predicting chemical information [1–3]. Key methods widely 

used in cheminformatics such as quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) were first 

sought over fifty years ago by Hansch and Fujita [4]. Cheminformatics has various applications 

such as the creation, analysis, and visualization of large chemical databases, calculation of 

chemical properties using ligand-based or structure-based methods, predictions of 

biological/chemical endpoints for diverse compounds such as toxicity, binding affinity, and so on 

[2–10]. Specifically, some of its key roles in pharmaceutical research areas involve identifying 

new hit structures and chemical probes, guiding and optimizing lead designs, and establishing 

models to better understand the mechanisms of actions and important interactions between ligands 

and protein receptors [2, 6, 17, 7, 8, 11–16].  

Through the collaborations between experimental and computational scientists, 

cheminformatics has gained immense success in facilitating the discovery of novel drug-like 

chemicals used for a variety of diseases including cancer [18–24], diabetes [18, 19, 25–28], MDR 

[18, 19, 29–32], neurodegenerative disorders [18, 19, 33–35] and others. For instance, application 

of computer-aided drug design has successfully identified novel drug candidates and protease 

inhibitors such as Losartan (antihypertension) [36], Relenza (treatment for influenza) [19, 37, 38], 

a combination of Saquinavir, Indinavir and Ritonavir (therapeutics for HIV treatment) [18, 19, 39, 

40], Captopril (antihypertensive) [18, 19], Dorzolamide (Carbonic anhydrase inhibitor) [19, 41], 

and so on. Nowadays, with the immense surge of computational power, machine learning 

algorithms and availability of large public chemical databases, the cheminformatics field is 

growing more rapidly than ever.  

Herein, we developed two novel cheminformatics approaches and software to design large 

in-silico macrolide libraries (1) PKS Enumerator which adds and permutes structural motifs to 

create macrolide scaffolds with multiple user-defined constraints (0), and (2) SIME Synthetic 

Insight-based Macrolide Enumerator which enumerates fully-assembled macrolides by allowing 

users to identify specific positions in macrolides for integration of structural motifs and sugars of 

interest (0). My 2019 summer internship at Collaborations Pharmaceuticals Inc. (under the 

supervision of Dr. Sean Ekins) led to the development of the MacrolactoneDB, a web application 

hosting the first-ever centralized database of macrolactones with options to subset a desired 
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chemical space among macrolactones to accommodate different research projects (0). This is a 

much-needed resource to extract structure activity relationship (SAR) and chemical, biological 

insights on this less-understood structural class of macrolactones and to start designing novel 

virtual macrolides in search of better therapeutics. 

We also developed a new MD-QSAR hybrid approach that combines 3D molecular 

docking, dynamic simulations and machine learning to better model and predict bioactivities of 

kinase inhibitors (0). This new technique yielded great success in characterizing and estimating 

inhibition potencies of Imatinib derivatives, kinase inhibitors towards BCR-ABL, an important 

protein kinase to treat Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML). In 0, we developed a novel 

cheminformatics encryption technique that encodes information in molecules with the use of 

advanced machine learning techniques and Quantitative Structure-Data Relationships (QSDR). It 

has practical applications in storing and transmitting confidential information. 

Hence, this dissertation will explore how novel cheminformatics techniques such as PKS 

Enumerator (Chapter 2), SIME (0) can assist in searching new, potent macrolide therapeutics by 

designing novel macrolides by leveraging chemical and biological insights to improve their 

pharmacokinetic properties, and by analyzing large chemical datasets such as V1M, V1B and 

MacrolactoneDB. It will also discuss the important role of cheminformatics in providing an 

integrated database of known macrolactones, MacrolactoneDB, with important targets and new 

uses that can ultimately shape the future macrolide drug design and development. It will also 

investigate the predictive power of QSAR regression models on highly complex macrolactone 

ligands to effectively screen macrolides that can be biosynthesized a priori (0). Additionally, it 

entails the development and application of hybrid MD-QSAR ensemble models with integration 

of 2D, 3D and 4D/MD descriptors relying on highly complex deep neural nets (0) that can predict 

accurate potencies of kinase inhibitors. Furthermore, it will delve into the development of 

CryptoChem, a novel molecular informatics-based encryption technology with the use of virtual 

molecules (0). Lastly, future directions and perspectives for the field of cheminformatics will be 

discussed in 0 
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Abstract 

We report on the development of a cheminformatics enumeration technology and the 

analysis of a resulting large dataset of virtual macrolide scaffolds. Although macrolides have been 

shown to have valuable biological properties, there is no ready-to-screen virtual library of diverse 

macrolides in the public domain. Conducting molecular modeling (especially virtual screening) of 

these complex molecules is highly relevant as the organic synthesis of these compounds, when 

feasible, typically requires many synthetic steps, and thus dramatically slows the discovery of new 

bioactive macrolides. Herein, we introduce a cheminformatics approach and associated software 

that allows for designing and generating libraries of virtual macrocycle/macrolide scaffolds with 

user-defined constitutional and structural constraints (e.g., types and numbers of structural motifs 

to be included in the macrocycle, ring size, maximum number of compounds generated). To study 

the chemical diversity of such generated molecules, we enumerated V1M (Virtual 1 million 

Macrolide scaffolds) library, each containing twelve common structural motifs. For each 

macrolide, we calculated several key properties, such as molecular weight, hydrogen bond 

donors/acceptors, topological polar surface area. In this study, we discuss (i) the initial concept 

and current features of our PKS (polyketides) Enumerator software, (ii) the chemical diversity and 

distribution of structural motifs in V1M library, and (iii) the unique opportunities for future virtual 

screening of such enumerated ensembles of macrolides. Importantly, V1M is provided in the 

Supplementary Material of this paper allowing other researchers to conduct any type of molecular 

modeling and virtual screening studies. Therefore, this technology for enumerating extremely large 

libraries of macrolide scaffolds could hold a unique potential in the field of computational 

chemistry and drug discovery for rational designing of new antibiotics and anti-cancer agents. 
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2.1. Introduction 

Macrocycles are ring structures composed of at least twelve atoms in the central cyclic 

framework [1–3]. Of particular interest are macrolides, i.e., glycosylated macrocyclic lactones 

belonging to the class of polyketides (PKS) that represent an important family of bioactive 

molecules [4–6], Macrolides have critical therapeutically-relevant applications [7], such as 

antibiotics (e.g. Erythromycin, Telithromycin, Clarithromycin, Azithromycin [8]) and anticancer 

agents (e.g. Dactinomycin, Cyclosporine, Temsirolimus, Sirolimus [8]) (see Figure 2.1). 

Additionally, they have been broadly investigated in modern drug discovery programs as 

antifungal, antiparasitic, antiproliferative, antituberculosis, and antiviral agents [8].  

 

Figure 2.1. Two examples of well-known bioactive macrolides, Azithromycin and Erythromycin. 

Macrocycles have been observed to bind difficult protein targets that possess relatively 

bland surfaces and require large surface contacts [9]. Macrocycles, structurally bigger than small 

druglike molecules, can better fill and form multiple protein-ligand interactions within these 

difficult-to-target binding sites [9]. Additionally, as the ring structures of macrocycles can 

contribute to high structural pre-organization, these features can accommodate for minimal loss of 

entropic costs [2], and cause macrocycles to usually display binding affinities for diverse 

biological targets [10, 11]. Importantly, there is heated interest in the investigation of macrolide 

analogues as tools to chemically probe and manipulate biological systems [11].  

One major caveat of exploring macrolide bioactivities in drug discovery is the high 

difficulty of their organic synthesis. If feasible, synthesis [8, 11, 12] typically requires at least 15 
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steps and leads to very low yields, consequently impeding the discovery of new bioactive 

macrolides. Therefore, the prioritization of potent analogues of macrolides is crucial before 

attempting the experimental synthesis of these challenging organic compounds. To reduce time 

and financial costs associated with these synthetic efforts, two main avenues are now emerging:  

(1) The biosynthesis of macrolides using synthetic biology concepts: Combinatorial 

biosynthesis is a powerful technology that can produce libraries of unnatural and/or modified 

structures by genetically manipulating biosynthetic pathways to natural products [4, 13], and has 

been largely employed to increase chemical diversity of a given molecular scaffold [13]. Major 

challenges of this technology include limited accessibility of biosynthetic routes and complexities 

associated with large DNA sequences that contain multiple polyketide synthase genes and other 

components [11]. One particularly significant consequence of these barriers is the limited 

structural diversity of polyketides due to the types of structural extender units generated by 

polyketide producing organisms [11]. To complement these efforts, present-day semi-synthetic 

strategies rely on finding chemical “handles” to be incorporated into polyketides [11, 14, 15]. The 

chemical “handles” can then be leveraged via chemoselective ligation chemistries to provide 

additional chemical diversity. This too has been somewhat restricted in scope and utility [6, 11]; 

(2) The use of computational chemistry to model, screen, and prioritize the macrolides 

predicted to have the most promising properties: structure-based virtual screening of chemical 

libraries towards biological targets has proven capable of identifying novel ligands in a highly 

cost-and-time effective manner [16–22]. By employing computer-aided tools and heuristics, such 

as 3D-molecular docking and/or quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR) models [21, 

22], one could predict the potential activity and synthetic feasibility of  compounds in order to 

prioritize analogues with desirable structural and molecular properties. Cheminformatics 

approaches could thus be highly relevant to further the use of novel macrolides in pharmaceutical 

development. In fact, they could facilitate and speed up the identification of promising compounds 

to be biosynthesized in priority.  

Molecular docking and QSAR methodologies have indeed proven useful and reliable 

enough to design and/or identify highly potent molecules with desired biochemical properties and 

binding bioprofiles [16–18, 20–25]. Thus, we posit that high-throughput virtual screening could 

help researchers discover valuable molecules from a library of enumerated analogues. 

Consequently, the overall cost associated with the design and synthesis of those bioactive 
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macrolides could be dramatically reduced. Obviously, this is especially true if most of those 

enumerated macrolides can be biosynthesized by engineering polyketide synthase modules. 

However, to achieve this ambitious goal, there is an urgent need for the creation of large and 

diverse virtual chemical libraries of macrolides that could be virtually-screened against a given 

biological target of interest (e.g., bacterial ribosome) or a series of already known bioactive 

macrolides treated as active probes. As far as we know, there is no large library of macrolides 

ready for virtual screening in the public domain. Therefore, developing new cheminformatics tools 

to generate large sets of virtual macrolide scaffolds represents a valuable resource for 

computational modeling and virtual screening of novel bioactive compounds. 

 

Figure 2.2. An example macrolide scaffold with twelve structural motif (SM) units as building 

blocks.  The sequence of SMs indicates their building order in the structure. The associated 

chemical names and structures of SMs can be found in Figure 2.4. 

The main goal of this study was to develop and test a computational approach to enumerate 

extremely large libraries of macrolide scaffolds involving “common” and “rare” structural motifs. 

Structural motifs (SMs) are envisioned as the constitutional building blocks (highlighted green in 

Figure 2.2) at the foundation of a fully assembled macrolide scaffold. In our approach, SMs are 

added one by one and permuted to create and enumerate new macrocycles with all possible 

arrangements of SMs. SMs currently employed in our software were directly and solely derived 

from eighteen known, experimentally-confirmed bioactive macrolide scaffolds compiled from 

different studies (Figure 2.3) [26–34]. The approach currently has nine “common” structural 
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motifs and seven “rare” structural motifs. That restriction dramatically enhances the likelihood of 

having these macrolide scaffolds to be successfully biosynthesized if found to have promising 

properties. Herein, we conceived and implemented the PKS Enumerator program capable of 

generating large, highly customized virtual chemical libraries of macrocycle/macrolide scaffolds 

with controlled structural diversity. It can serve as a unique-in-its-genre tool to explore the 

chemical space of virtual macrocycles, investigate their chemical/physical features, and create 

well-designed libraries of macrocycles ready for virtual screening. Obviously, the vast majority of 

those macrocyles will never be (bio)synthesized due to the time and cost such an endeavor would 

represent. However, having the possibility to study the structural properties of those large series 

of macrolide scaffolds is of high interest for modelers and computational chemists. Besides, our 

PKS Enumerator technology can be coupled with other cheminformatics software such as BoBer 

which replaces some of the isosteric fragements to improve overall potency, reduce toxicity, and 

change bioavaility [35]. Moreover, the enumerated libraries of virtual molecules can have other 

uses when it comes to mapping and studying the chemical space with computational techniques. 

As the main case study, we report on the enumeration and structural characterization of the 

V1M library, a sample library generated via PKS Enumerator containing 1 million diverse 

macrolide scaffolds built using nine common SM types (blue cells in Figure 2.4). It was directly 

inspired by the core structures of eighteen known bioactive macrolides. Again, our overarching 

goal is to generate virtual macrolide scaffolds that share high structural similarity with well-known 

bioactive macrolides. We then analyzed the distributions of SMs along with several molecular 

descriptors (molecular weight, hydrophobicity, topological polar surface area, hydrogen bond 

donors/acceptors, rotatable bonds, hetero atoms, heavy atoms) calculated for each enumerated 

macrolide scaffold. We also conducted fingerprint analysis of V1M to determine the level of 

chemical similarity towards the eighteen bioactive macrolides.  

Overall, V1M was generated as a proof-of-concept study (i) to help illustrate the features 

of PKS Enumerator, (ii) to demonstrate how chemical and structural diversity can be adeptly 

controlled with the user-provided parameters, and (iii) to encourage computational (and potentially 

experimental synthetic) scientists to custom design virtual chemical libraries of macrolide 

scaffolds suited for their project needs. V1M is freely available in the Supplementary Material of 

this manuscript. Moreover, the PKS Enumerator is also freely available for download 
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(http://www.fourches-laboratory.com/software). We believe this new virtual library of publicly 

available macrolide scaffolds will enable and inspire other molecular modeling studies.  

 

Figure 2.3. List of eighteen well-known bioactive macrolide drugs. These structures were later 

simplified by removing sugar groups and replacing ester and amino chains protruding from the 

core cyclic structures with alcohol and amine respectively (see Appendix Figure A2). 

http://www.fourches-laboratory.com/software
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Figure 2.4. Sixteen structural motifs currently employed in PKS Enumerator. SMs were retrieved 

from eighteen known bioactive macrolide scaffolds (Figure 2.3): nine “common” structural motifs 

(CSMs) are in blue cells, and seven “rare” structural motifs (RSMs) are in orange cells. 
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2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Overview of the Enumeration System 

PKS Enumerator is a novel cheminformatics software that enumerates and generates virtual 

chemical libraries of macrocycles. The innovation of our enumeration approach relies on its ability 

to create extremely large and diverse chemical libraries by manipulating and constraining key 

structural parameters of the enumerated compounds, such as the type, number, and redundancy of 

structural motifs in each compound or the overall diversity of the library. The software itself has 

been developed in Python 3.5 and can be accessed via a graphical user interface. The software is 

freely available for download (http://www.fourches-laboratory.com/software) including its most 

recent GUI (https://github.com/zinph/pks-enumerator).  

An example macrocycle, with ring size twelve, is shown in Figure 2.2. One should note 

that “ring size” here is defined as the number of SM units included in the ring structure. As 

illustrated by its simplified workflow diagram (Figure 2.5), PKS Enumerator allows for the 

integration of two types of structural motifs: common and rare. The core workflow of our PKS 

Enumerator is provided and explained in depth in the Implementation Details section. The basic 

building blocks, i.e., structural motifs, in our method are functional groups such as alkenes, 

epoxides, esters, carboxylic acids, etc., with identified joining points (represented with “R”s in 

Figure 2.4) at which other SMs will be connected. These blocks are utilized to form the core ring 

structures of macrolide scaffolds and are major contributors to the structural diversity of the 

libraries generated.  

http://www.fourches-laboratory.com/software
https://github.com/zinph/pks-enumerator
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Figure 2.5. Simplified workflow diagram of PKS Enumerator system. 

In this approach, SMs were directly and solely derived from eighteen known, 

experimentally-confirmed bioactive macrolide scaffolds compiled from different studies (Figure 

2.3) [26–34]. “Common” structural motifs (CSMs), in this context, were found in at least five out 

of eighteen known bioactive macrolide drugs, while “rare” structural motifs (RSMs) were found 

in less than five (Appendix Figure A1). This is very important as our primary goal was to generate 

macrolide scaffolds that primarily include biosynthetically amenable building blocks found in 

known bioactives. We believe this will increase the feasibility of such virtually generated 

compounds through combinatorial biosynthetic approach [11, 14, 15]. One should also note that 

both CSM and RSM categories could be expanded, i.e., our program is not limited to nine CSM 

types and seven RSM types reported in this study. Other SM types can be hardcoded into the 

software per request. On that premise, RSM category may eventually include SMs that are difficult 

to synthesize and/or insert into a macrolide scaffold, and we believe such an option is useful for 

future molecular design and exploratory studies. 

The list of nine CSM types and seven RSM types employed for enumeration are provided 

in Figure 2.4. Once a subset of these basic building blocks has been selected by the user, PKS 

Enumerator automatically imports them into the program. Using SMs as building blocks, the 

software permutes and creates macrocycles according to the filters and constraints set by the user 

(see Table 2.1). All generated structures are exported as SDF (with two-dimensional structures) 

and CSV files, with six molecular properties calculated for each compound: molecular weight - 
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MW, hydrophobicity - SlogP, topological polar surface area - TPSA, hydrogen bond acceptors - 

HBA, hydrogen bond donors - HBD, and rotatable bonds – NRB. These properties were selected 

because they are often used to indicate drug likeness, cell permeability, and oral availability of 

molecules. 

Table 2.1. Constraints used in PKS Enumerator. User inputs for generating V1M library were also 

provided. 

Building Rules V1M Inputs Parameter IDs 

Range of CSMs in each macrocycle 
Minimum 12 1 

Maximum 16 2 

Range of RSMs in each macrocycle 
Minimum 0 3 

Maximum 0 4 

Range of total structural motifs in each 

macrocycle 

Minimum 12 5 

Maximum 12 6 

Prioritize “common” or “rare” category CM 7 

Number of permutations to skip 100,000 8 

Library size 1,000,000 9 

Addition of an ester Yes 10 

Repetition of each CSM and RSM 
(varies) 

Figure 2.5 
11 

 

The key user-defined constraints and filters in our program regarding the structural 

characteristics of macrocycles are recapitulated in more details in the next section. Briefly, users 

can choose to have an additional ester in the macrocycles, specify the types of CSMs, RSMs to 

build the core macrocyclic structures, and fix the number of SMs for each macrocycle. 

Additionally, users can control the overall ring sizes and the library size (e.g., 100 million unique 

compounds). The diversity of the library can also be controlled by assigning the number of 

permutations to be skipped after each macrocycle is written to the output file.  
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2.2.2. User Controls and Enumeration of the V1M Library 

We recapitulate in Table 2.1 the parameters used to set up the requirements for our program 

execution. A preliminary graphic user interface of PKS Enumerator software, along with nine 

currently employed CSMs and building rules, is provided in Figure 2.6. The example inputs are 

taken from the parameters we used to enumerate V1M, reported and analyzed in the Results 

section.  

 

Figure 2.6. Graphic user interface of PKS Enumerator software. The numbers in the blue circles 

correspond to the parameters explained in the Methods section. Yellow cells in the structural motif 

cells indicate the maximum repetitions allowed for the corresponding SMs. 

First and second parameters control the allowed range of CSM units to be included in each 

macrocycle. Since numerical values of 12 and 16 have been provided for minimum and maximum 

number of CSMs, macrocycles can contain twelve to sixteen CSM units per ring if the total ring 

size set in fifth and sixth parameters permits. Similarly, third and fourth parameters determine the 

minimum and maximum number of rare structural motif (RSM) units allowed per macrocycle. For 

V1M, these inputs have been set to 0; therefore, macrocycles will not contain any RSMs. The fifth 

and sixth parameters, respectively, determine the minimum and maximum numbers of building 

blocks or SM units to be included in each macrocycle; in other words, the ring size. The program 

will generate all ring sizes of macrocycles starting from the minimum value, incrementing up to 

the designated maximum number. Since both minimum and maximum inputs are twelve in the 

example provided in Table 1, only macrocycles with twelve SM units will be generated. The inputs 
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for the above parameters must be coherent for the program to work as desired. For example, if the 

minimum number of total SMs (5th parameter) is higher than the combination of specified 

maximum CSMs and RSMs (2nd and 4th parameters), the program will not generate any compound 

and return an error message. This is because the sum of maximally allowed CSMs and RSMs is 

lower than the required minimum ring size. Regardless, ring size (5th and 6th parameter) takes 

precedent over the range of CSMs and RSMs allowed per macrocycle (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th 

parameters). 

The seventh parameter determines whether CSM or RSM categories will be prioritized. If 

users choose to prioritize CSM, the permutation process will start with maximally allowed number 

of CSMs and decrement until the minimally allowed CSMs per macrocycle. In other words, the 

library will exhaust all possible arrangements of CSMs before including RSMs in macrocycles. 

Hence, a library may contain macrocycles with only CSMs upon one or more of the following 

conditions which can potentially limit RSMs from partaking in the permutation process: (i) large 

subsets of CSMs are imported, (ii) small skipping parameter is provided, or (iii) library size is set 

too small. The reverse can happen if RSMs are prioritized over CSMs. 

The eighth parameter controls the number of macrocycles to be overlooked after each has 

been written to the output file. Once the program starts, it enumerates the first permutation of the 

building blocks to generate one macrocycle and writes the resulting structure to the output file if 

the specified structural requirements are met. Then, the program skips a specified number of 

permutations per user’s request, and repeats the process of enumerating, checking and writing the 

compounds. This process continues until the desired library size is achieved or no more 

permutations are left to continue. Since macrocycles are built via block permutations in a 

standardized and linear order (see recursion tree in Figure 2.5), larger inputs for the skipping 

parameter delivers higher diversity. This option is particularly helpful when one desires to generate 

a very diverse yet representative library covering an extremely large portion of the chemical space 

potentially buildable using all the selected SMs.  

The ninth parameter determines the total number of macrocycles to be generated at the end 

of program execution. In other words, this parameter controls the overall size of the virtual 

chemical library. It is necessary for efficiency of the software as well as the amount of storage. In 

V1M, the total number of macrocycles is limited to 1 million. The tenth parameter indicates 

whether each macrocycle must contain an additional ester or not; the former produces macrolide 
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scaffolds, and the later macrocycle scaffolds. The eleventh parameter (yellow cells in Figure 2.6) 

controls how often each SM type can be repeated per macrocycle; in other words, users can specify 

the maximal occurrences of each SM type. This parameter is useful because repetition of certain 

CSM types, such as SM001 and SM002, was observed in eighteen bioactive macrolides (Appendix 

Figure A1A, A1B).  

Since hundreds of millions of macrocycles can be exported, output files are separated and 

organized based on their ring size (total structural motif units). In this example, since the ring size 

was twelve, the output files were named ‘RS_12.csv’ and ‘RS_12.sdf’ where ‘RS’ stands for ring 

size. Additionally, the program outputs two other files containing important information about the 

library: library_info.txt and SM_info.csv. The former has a compilation of all the input parameters 

set for the library, along with the selected CSMs, RSMs and time elapsed for the enumeration 

process. The later reports data on CSM and RSM type distribution along with their number of 

repeats per macrocycle (outputs in Figure 2.5). 

 

2.2.3. Implementation Details 

The core algorithm of PKS enumeration process is presented in Figure 2.7. The 

cheminformatics backbone of this python script relies on the RDKit library [36] and 

PKS_Enumeration object. The later employs four helper methods (FBS, FDC, FLP, FC) provided in 

Table 2.2 along with comprehensive descriptions to help aid in understanding the workflow of the 

algorithm. Three major inputs required for the program are CSM types, RSM types, and a list 

which compiles the building rules, i.e., all eleven parameters from section 2.2 in Methods. CSMs 

and RSMs are shuffled after being imported into the program to prevent the repeatable SMs from 

clustering together. 

First (Figure 2.7, Region A), the program generates all possible ring sizes of macrocycles 

based on 5th and 6th parameters. For each ring size, it generates all possible allowed length pairs of 

CSMs and RSMs per macrocycle based on 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th parameters using length pair function 

(FLP). For each ring size, an empty template storage is created to hold templates containing CSMs 

and RSMs in string representations (SMILES). These stored templates are later parsed with a 

binary search function (FBS) to ensure that no duplicate macrocycles are produced. In other words, 

duplicate check is performed on canonical SMILES by searching the template storage of associated 
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ring size. Here, the orders of CSMs and RSMs in those templates do not matter, only that the same 

SMs are present in those templates. Then, length pairs of CSM and RSM, LC & LR (LC = allowed 

CSM units and LR = allowed RSM units), are iterated for each ring size, and checked to ensure 

that the pair adds up to the current ring size. If the length pair does not add up, it simply continues 

to the next length pair. This step confirms macrocycles with only the user-specified numbers of 

CSMs and RSMs per ring size to be generated in the library. For the desired length pairs, all 

possible combinations for selected CSMs and RSMs per their respective allowed lengths are 

generated using the combination function (FC). This will generate two separate categories: CSMs 

combinations per LC and RSMs combinations per LR.  

In the next step (Figure 2.7, Region B), cartesian products (CP) of CSM and RSM 

categories are generated. Here, CPs are essentially templates holding varying mixtures of CSMs 

and RSMs. At this stage, the positions of SMs in the template are of little significance because the 

template is then sorted and binary search function (FBS) is applied to perform duplicate check in 

the associated template storage as mentioned above. If the template with the same SMs is not 

found, it is added to the template storage, and then passed into the permutation process, during 

which the actual permutation of all SM blocks is conducted to create macrocycles with different 

arrangements of SMs (see recursion tree in Figure 2.5). If the template exists already, it will simply 

move to the next CP, repeat the process of creating a template, and checking its existence in the 

template storage. 

During the permutation process (Figure 2.7, Region C), the program will first check 

whether the library size (input from 9th parameter) has been achieved. If so, the program will end. 

If not, the template (canonical SMILES) will be standardized based on molvs module [37], and an 

ester may or may not be added per user’s request (10th parameter). Molvs standardization is 

performed by removing hydrogens, sanitizing mols, disconnecting metals, normalizing, reionizing 

and assigning stereochemistry [37]. Next, the formatted template, containing SMs, is converted 

into a compatible RDKit mol format, for which 3D-coordinates and conformations may or may 

not be generated using ETKDG method from RDKit library [36] upon user’s request. Descriptor 

calculation function (FDC) is then performed on the molecule (see Table 2.2), and the macrocyclic 

compound will be written to SDF (with or withour generation of 3D coordinates per user’s request) 

and CSV files. Specified number of permutations (8th parameter) will then be skipped after the 

molecule has been written to the output file. The permutation process will continue until all 
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possible permutations for this template has been completed, after which, it will loop to the next 

cartesian product which will provide another template to permute.  

 

 

Figure 2.7. General workflow of the core PKS Enumeration process. Regions A, B and C are 

explained in the Implementation Details of the Methods section. 
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Table 2.2. Helper functions from PKS_Enumerator class. The descriptions for each function were 

provided to help understand the workflow of PKS Enumerator provided in Figure 2.7. 

Methods Description 

Binary search function (FBS) Searches target item in the given list. Implemented 

to ensure no duplicate macrocycles are generated. 

Descriptor computing function (FDC) Computes six molecular descriptors for the input 

compound via RDKit library: Molecular Weight - 

MW, Hydrophobicity - SlogP, Hydrogen Bond 

Acceptors - HBA, Hydrogen Bond Donors - HBD, 

Topological Polar Surface Area - TPSA, and 

Rotatable Bonds – NRB. 

Length pair function (FLP) Generates all possible common and rare SM length 

arrangements based on total number of SMs 

allowed in the program. This method is reliant on 

parameters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 in the building rules. 

The length pairs returned are sorted based on 

ascending number of either common or rare 

structural motifs (7th parameter). Default prioritizes 

CSMs, i.e. length pairs are sorted based on 

ascending lengths of rare SMs, thereby prioritizing 

CSMs in the macrocycles. In each length pair, the 

number of CSMs are noted as LC and RSMs as LR. 

Their sum provides the total number of SMs per 

macrocycle. 

Combination function (FC) Generates all different combinations of SMs per 

input length.  

 

2.3. Results 

For this proof-of-concept study aiming at generating the V1M library, we constrained the 

program so that each enumerated macrolide scaffold had a total of twelve SM units (i.e., to create 

14-member ring macrolide scaffolds such as Erythromycin). Each SM unit was selected from the 

nine unique CSM types (see inputs for V1M in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.6). SM001, SM002, SM006, 
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SM013 were allowed 3, 4, 2 and 2 times per macrolide scaffold respectively, and the remaining 

CSM types once. These values were chosen by an approximate weighting based on the frequency 

of CSM types found in each of the eighteen bioactive macrolide (BM) scaffolds (see Appendix 

Table A1). In other words, we allowed frequently occurring structural motifs such as SM001 and 

SM002 to be repeated more often than the others. We had the program skip 100k permutations 

after each output structure. An additional ester was added, and V1M was set up to contain exactly 

1 million macrolide scaffolds (Table 2.1). 

The number of all possible macrolide scaffolds according to the input parameters used for 

V1M was approximately 872 billion compounds, since each macrolide scaffold used twelve SMs 

taken from a total of sixteen available CSMs in the selection pool (i.e., 3 repeats of SM001, 4 

repeats of SM002, 2 repeats of SM006, 2 repeats SM013, 1 repeat of SM003, SM004, SM005, 

SM008, SM009). Herein, we generated a total of 1 million compounds by skipping 100k possible 

compounds after each selected macrolide scaffold. Considering that all the examined compounds 

met the required structural features and were chosen to be in V1M, we only covered the first 100 

billion compounds, i.e., a small fraction (11.47%) of the entire possible macrolide scaffold 

population based on the user-defined constraints. It took a standard desktop PC (Intel® Core™ i7 

CPU, 8 GB RAM) approximately seven hours to generate V1M. Then we analyzed it in terms of:  

2.3.1. Structural diversity – We reported on the distribution, composition of CSM types, 

their occurrence(s) per macrolide scaffold, along with the distribution of heteroatoms and 

heavyatoms observed in V1M. We computed the same properties for simplified structures 

of eighteen well-known BM drugs (Appendix Figure A2) and compared their results to 

those of V1M.  

2.3.2. Chemical diversity – We studied the distributions of molecular descriptors 

(molecular weight - MW, hydrophobicity - SlogP, topological polar surface area - TPSA, 

hydrogen bond acceptor - HBA, hydrogen bond donor - HBD, rotatable bond - NRB) which 

are commonly used to assess drug likeness, bioavailability, and oral absorption [38–43]. 

Additionally, we computed the same descriptors for eighteen BM scaffolds, and conducted 

a comparative analysis to further emphasize the chemical diversity of V1M.   

2.3.3. Correlation Analysis – We conducted a pairwise correlation analysis among all 

computed descriptors (MW, SlogP, TPSA, HBA, HBD, NRB, heteroatoms, heavyatoms). 
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2.3.4. Structural similarity with eighteen BM scaffolds – We assessed the chemical 

similarity of our 1M macrolide scaffolds from V1M with respect to the eighteen BM 

scaffolds by conducting fingerprint analysis (MACCS).    

Regarding the comparative analyses with the eighteen BMs, substituted ester and amino 

functional groups protruding from the ring cyclic frameworks were replaced with alcohol and 

amine groups respectively, and sugar blocks were removed. This preprocessing step allowed us to 

directly compare the molecular properties of the scaffolds of the well-known BMs to those 

generated in V1M. Simplified structures of the eighteen BMs are provided in Figure 2.2. For 

example, the structure of Erythromycin was modified as shown in Appendix Figure A3.   

 

2.3.1. Structural Diversity of V1M 

We analyzed the structural diversity of V1M by studying the distribution of CSM types, 

each type’s composition, the occurrence of each CSM type per macrolide scaffold, counts of 

heteroatoms and heavyatoms. The distribution of CSM types and their composition in V1M were 

presented in Figure 2.8A. The blue bars represent the number of macrolide scaffolds where 

respective CSM types are observed, and the orange bars represents the total composition of each 

CSM type in the entire library. All nine CSM types, in general, were highly represented (blue, 

Figure 2.8A); SM001, SM002, SM003, SM008 and SM013 were observed in all 1M macrolide 

scaffolds, and SM006, SM005, SM009, SM004 were observed in 875k, 800k, 660k, 602k 

macrolide scaffolds respectively. V1M employed all nine unique CSM types among a selection 

pool of sixteen CSMs; therefore, the overall diversity of SMs in V1M is significantly high. Among 

the eighteen BM scaffolds, we observed a somewhat similar distribution of CSM types (blue, 

Figure 2.8B). All nine CSM types were present in eighteen BM scaffolds. SM001 and SM002, like 

in V1M, were involved in all eighteen BM scaffolds; SM003, SM005, SM006, SM008 and SM013 

were found in ten, six, six, seven and seven bioactive macrolide scaffolds. Interestingly, SM002 

was observed twice more frequently than SM001 in these eighteen BM scaffolds. We could 

probably posit that the methyl structural motif (SM002) helps maintain/impose critical 

conformational constraints for the macrolides (compared to the SM001). The direct comparison of 

CSM type distribution (in percentages) among the scaffolds of the eighteen BMs and V1M was 

shown in Appendix Figure A4A.  
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We then studied the total composition of CSM types in V1M (orange, Figure 2.8A). Since 

we generated a million macrolide scaffolds each containing 12 CSMs, the total number of CSMs 

used in the library was 12 million. Among all 12 million CSMs, a comparatively large portion in 

V1M were occupied by SM002 (methyl, 2.9 million, 24%) and SM001 (methylene, 2.2 million, 

18%). The high occurrence for these SMs was obviously fueled by the high number of repetitions 

we initially allowed for this enumeration (SM002 was allowed four times, and SM001 three). The 

SM013 alkene was allowed two times and was comprised in 1.58M (13%). Some CSMs containing 

oxygen such as SM004, SM005 and SM009 were comprised in relatively small portions (from 

600k to 800k, 6%). The remaining SMs (SM003 containing an ethyl, SM006 containing an α-

hydroxy methyl, and SM008 with a methyl carboxaldehyde) were comprised in ~ 1 - 1.2M (9%) 

of the entire SM population. Regarding the eighteen BM scaffolds, a highly similar CSM type 

composition was observed (orange, Figure 2.8B). Among a total of 163 CSMs found in eighteen 

BM scaffolds, SM002 (60, 36.8%) and SM001 (32, 19.6%) accounted for fairly large portions, as 

in V1M. The remaining seven CSM types among the BM scaffolds maintained a similar 

composition (4% – 8%) each. The direct comparison of CSM type composition (in percentages) 

among the eighteen BM scaffolds and V1M (Appendix Figure A4B) emphasized a remarkably 

similar pattern, which was contributed by the carefully weighted inputs for SM type frequencies 

in generating V1M.  

 Regarding their occurrence per macrolide scaffold, we limited the occurrences of 

five CSM types: SM003, SM004, SM005, SM008, SM009, to only one per scaffold. Thus, it is not 

surprising to observe that their recurrences per macrolide scaffold in V1M were only one (Figure 

2.8C). Despite having different distributions for each repetition (which was not controlled during 

the enumeration process), V1M contained SM001, SM002, SM006 and SM013 up to their 

maximally allowed repetitions per macrolide scaffold (Figure 2.8C). It demonstrates that the 

various user constraints are fully respected in the macrolide scaffold structures generated by the 

PKS Enumerator software. In comparison to the eighteen BM scaffolds (Figure 2.8D), the 

frequency distributions of the CSMs in V1M appear more balanced or controlled (Figure 2.8C); in 

other words, they form a slightly bell-shaped pattern. On the other hand, there is no recognizable 

pattern among the different occurrences of CSMs among the eighteen BM scaffolds. 
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Figure 2.8. Distribution of structural motifs in (A) V1M (Virtual 1 million Macrolide scaffolds), 

and (B) 18 BM (Bioactive Macrolides) scaffolds from Appendix Figure A2. Blue represents the 

number of macrolide scaffolds with specified SM types. Orange represents the total composition 

of SM types in the entire library, accounting for their repeats per macrocycle scaffold. Distribution 

of SM occurrences per macrolide scaffold in (C) V1M, and (D) 18 BMs. 

The number of O-heteroatoms, which is the only type of heteroatom in V1M solely based 

on the selected CSMs, ranged from 4 to 8 (Figure 2.9F). The highest populations with approx. 

444k and 350k macrolide scaffolds had six and seven heteroatoms, respectively, and 144k 

macrocycles contained five O-heteroatoms. The diversity of heteroatoms in the library can be 

easily controlled by using RSMs that could introduce alternative heteroatoms other than oxygen, 

such as nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, boron, etc. However, we specifically chose commonly found 

CSMs derived from the eighteen BM scaffolds and excluded RSMs that are normally enriched 

with different heavy atoms and/or functional groups. In comparison to the eighteen BM scaffolds, 

which contained 7 to 9 heteroatoms, V1M delivered relatively lower numbers of heteroatoms. The 
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number of heavy atoms in V1M followed a slightly left-skewed distribution ranging from 27 to 32 

(Appendix Figure A5B). Most of the library (858K macrolide scaffolds) had 29 to 31 heavy atoms. 

A higher diversity in the number of heavy atoms can be delivered by adjusting the ring size or 

structural motifs with different lengths and/or functional groups. All BM scaffolds were composed 

of 27, 29, 30, 31 and 34 heavyatoms per ring, and seventeen BM scaffolds were observed within 

the heavyatom distribution of V1M. 
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Figure 2.9. Distribution of molecular properties: (A) Molecular Weight – MW, (B) Hydrophobicity 

– SlogP, (C) Topological Polar Surface Area – TPSA, (D) Hydrogen Bond Acceptors – HBA, (E) 

Hydrogen Bond Donors – HBD, (F) Hetero Atoms of 1 million macrolide scaffolds in V1M. 2D-

structures of randomly selected macrolides from V1M were displayed in associated bins of 

molecular properties. Eighteen BM scaffolds which fell within the range of molecular properties 

of V1M were also color-coded and displayed in associated bins. 
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2.3.2. Chemical Diversity of V1M 

We analyzed the chemical diversity of V1M library in terms of six molecular properties: 

molecular weight (MW), hydrophobicity (SlogP), topological polar surface area (TPSA), 

hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA), hydrogen bond donors (HBD), and rotatable bonds (NRB). 

These specific molecular properties were selected because they are commonly used to assess oral 

absorption, cell permeability, bioavailability, and drug likeness [38–43] of small molecules.  

The molecular weight of V1M followed a slightly left-skewed distribution. It ranged from 

378.5 to 456.6 g.mol-1 with an average (meanMW) equal to 422.6 ± 16.7 g.mol-1 (Figure 2.9A). The 

highest population with approximately 316k macrolide scaffolds (31.6%) fell between 420 and 

435 g.mol-1. Remarkably, 828k (83%) of V1M population fell within the narrow range of MW 

from 405 to 450 g.mol-1, along with seventeen out of the eighteen BM scaffolds which ranged 

from 384.22 to 482.25 g.mol-1 with an average of 424.7 ± 23.7 g.mol-1. Regarding Lipinski’s rule 

of 5 [39], V1M and eighteen BM scaffolds abided by Lipinski’s molecular weight since they all 

had MW less than 500. However, the original structures of eighteen BMs were simplified by 

removing sugars and bulky functional groups for a direct comparative study with V1M. Even after 

the removal of commonly occurring sugar groups which would amount to approx. 320 g.mol-1 and 

bulky functional groups, eighteen BM scaffolds were found to have MWs very close to the MW 

threshold. Therefore, based on the eighteen bioactive macrolide scaffolds we studied, MW limit 

of 500 g.mol-1 may not be quite relevant for macrolides. 

 Then, we analyzed the distribution of the predicted hydrophobicity as assessed by 

the fragment-based octanol/water coefficient partition (SlogP) for all generated macrolide 

scaffolds in V1M. SlogP had a bell-shaped symmetric distribution with values ranging from 1.19 

to 5.57, and an average of 3.29 ± 0.77 (Figure 2.9B). The highest population with approximately 

244k macrolide scaffolds (24.48%) fell in the SlogP range between 3 and 3.5. A very small 

percentage (0.48%) of V1M had SlogP>5, thereby exceeding Lipinski’s rule regarding 

hydrophobicity. On the other hand, SlogP of eighteen BM scaffolds abided by Lipinski’s rule; they 

ranged from 0.17 to 2.69 with an average of 1.17 ± 0.65. All eighteen BM scaffolds were observed 

either below or within the low spectrum of SlogP distribution in V1M, suggesting that 

low/moderate hydrophobicity is preferred for potent antibiotic macrolide drugs.  

Topological Polar Surface Area (TPSA) appeared to follow a left-skewed distribution. It 

ranged from 52.6 to 130.4 Å2 (Figure 2.9C) with an average of 99.5 ± 15.6 Å2. Approximately 
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302k (30.2%) fell in the most populated region between 105 and 120 Å2, and 99.5% of the library 

had TPSA between 60 and 135, in which 11 BM scaffolds (61.1%) were observed as well. TPSA 

of the eighteen BM scaffolds ranging from 113 to 153 Å2 were observed in the high end and beyond 

the maximum range of V1M. Since macrolides are known for their ability to bind difficult target 

proteins with bland surfaces and large binding pockets [9], higher TPSAs observed for these 

eighteen BMs could be highly relevant to their potent bioactivities. Overall, both V1M had thirteen 

BM scaffolds had TPSAs compliant with Veber’s rules [38], TPSA ≤ 140 Å2 beyond which five 

BM scaffolds were observed. 

The number of hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA) in V1M followed a slightly right-skewed 

distribution (Figure 2.9D). V1M ranged from 4 to 8 HBAs with an average of 6.31 ± 0.8. 

Approximately 938k macrolide scaffolds (93.8%) of V1M was observed to have HBAs from 5 to 

7, and a majority 444k (44.4%) macrolide scaffolds had 6 HBA. However, higher range of HBA 

(7 to 9) was observed for all BM scaffolds, suggesting a higher count of HBAs could be relevant 

to the potent bioactivities of macrolides. Both V1M and eighteen BM scaffolds were compliant 

with Lipinski’s rule regarding HBA (HBAs ≤10). Meanwhile, the numbers of hydrogen bond 

donors in V1M ranged from 0 to 3, with 497K (49.7%) macrolide scaffolds have 2 HBDs (Figure 

2.9E). BM scaffolds covered a wide range of HBDs from 1 to 6, with 11 BM scaffolds within HBD 

distribution of V1M. Sixteen BM scaffolds and V1M had HBD values compliant with Lipinski’s 

rule (HBD ≤ 5). Two BM scaffolds had HBDs of 6. The number of rotatable bonds in each 

macrolide scaffold ranged from three to four (Appendix Figure A5A). A large majority, 

approximately 800k (80%), of V1M had rotatable bonds of four. All BM scaffolds covered a range 

of rotatable bonds from 0 to 6 with an average of 2.33 ± 1.68. Seven BM scaffolds had NRB of 1, 

and only five BM scaffolds fell within the same distribution of V1M. Both our V1M library and 

18 BM scaffolds were compliant with Veber’s rule of NRB (NRB <=10).  

Since we have been referencing Lipinski’s rule of 5 and Veber’s rules for our macrolide 

scaffolds, we also conducted a short study to assess whether the eighteen chosen BMs with reduced 

structures (Appendix Figure A2) followed these rules as well. Appendix Figure A6 shows a 

summary of molecular properties and filters such as MW, SlogP, TPSA, HBA, HBD, NRB that 

are normally used to determine cell permeability, bioavailability and drug likeness [38, 40, 41], 

along with color-coded information on whether the molecular property values fall within or outside 

Lipinski’s and Veber’s region.  
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Thirteen out of eighteen BM scaffolds displayed molecular properties well within 

Lipinski’s [39] and Veber’s rules[38] while the rest slightly deviate in TPSA and HBD (Appendix 

Figure A6). All BM scaffolds display MW≤, SlogP≤5, HBA≤11 and NRB≤10. Five deviating BM 

scaffolds still showed values not far from the Lipinski’s and Veber’s marginal values (HBD=5, 

TPSA=140). Dirithromycin (HBD=6, TPSA=153.47) and Roxithromycin (HBD=6, TPSA=151.3) 

showed the highest deviations from the Lipinski’s border values of HBD while the rest three BM 

scaffolds (Cethromycin, Erythromycin and Flurithromycin) slightly deviated from Veber’s TPSA 

of 140 by a range of 4.52 to 7.15. This data suggested that, as expected, not all BM scaffolds abided 

by Lipinski’s or Veber’s rules [39], but the majority of BM scaffolds still fell within Lipinski’s 

region of drug likeness and bioavailability. One should underscore again that our analysis was 

conducted using the reduced representation of the BMs (i.e., only the macrolide scaffolds) to 

enable the direct comparison with the macrolide scaffolds generated by the PKS Enumerator. One 

should also underline that estimating the drug likeness of macrolides is highly complex; therefore, 

rules derived from small aliphatic molecules are likely to fail. 

 

2.3.3. Correlation Analysis among Computed Descriptors of V1M 

To better understand the relationships among the chemical descriptors, we analyzed the 

Pearson correlation coefficients among all molecular properties (MW, SlogP, TPSA, HBA, HBD, 

heteroatoms and heavyatoms) computed for V1M. The heatmap is reported in Appendix Figure 

A7. Several interesting patterns emerged during this pairwise correlation analysis among 

descriptors. TPSA was observed to hold multiple strong positive relationships with other molecular 

descriptors except for SlogP and rotatable bonds. TPSA established strong positive correlations 

with HBA (r = 0.97), HBD (r = 0.88), and heteroatoms (r = 0.97). Predictably, introducing 

heteroatoms, especially polar atoms such as oxygen or nitrogen or fluorine, would increase polar 

surface areas and promote hydrogen bonding as well. The chemical descriptors related to polarity 

and hydrogen bonding (TPSA, HBA, HBD and heteroatoms) all had strong positive correlations 

among each other; and some more than the others. For example, HBA established a perfect positive 

correlation with heteroatoms. Oxygen was the only heteroatom introduced in CSMs (SM004, 

SM005, SM006, SM008 and SM009) used for our study, thus it is the major source affecting 

important chemical properties which are TPSA, HBA and HBD. Introducing polar functional 
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groups by carefully designing new SM types, selecting and specifying the occurrences of SM types 

per macrolide scaffold could have a significant impact on the associated chemical properties. 

MW had an unsurprisingly strong positive correlation with heavyatoms (r = 0.99). MW 

also showed relatively strong positive correlations with HBA (r = 0.71), HBD (r = 0.67), TPSA (r 

= 0.66). It was likely because the CSM types containing oxygen had relatively larger functional 

groups in comparison to the rest in our study (e.g. SM005, SM006, SM008), thereby resulting in 

a high correlation between MW and other descriptors: TPSA, HBA and HBD. This correlation can 

be enhanced by allowing higher number of CSMs with polar atoms in the selection pool or 

increasing their repeats per macrolide scaffold. In general, it can be seen in V1M that several 

molecular properties such as MW, TPSA, HBA, HBD, heavyatoms and heteroatoms had moderate 

or strong positive correlations with one another.  

Comprehensibly, SlogP (hydrophobicity) established multiple strong negative 

relationships with other molecular descriptors:  TPSA (r = -0.94), HBA (r = -0.93), HBD (r = -

0.77), and heteroatoms (r = -0.93). Since most polar compounds are known to interact with water, 

lower hydrophobicity would be observed for macrolides possessing larger polar surface areas or 

functional groups with potential HBAs and HBDs. SlogP didn’t show good correlations with MW 

(r = -0.44) and NRB (r = 0.04). NRB did not report any important correlations with the rest of the 

molecular descriptors, and the distribution of NRB within V1M (Appendix Figure A5A) was too 

low to form any significant correlations with other descriptors.   

 

2.3.4. Analysis of Chemical Fingerprints for V1M  

Chemical fingerprints were computed for the scaffolds of both V1M and the eighteen BMs. 

We used 2D MACCS (RDKit implementation of the MACCS keys [36]) via the RDKit fingerprint 

node in Knime. Tanimoto similarity coefficients were computed via the CDK toolkit in Knime for 

the fingerprints of V1M against those of eighteen BM scaffolds which were used as reference 

compounds. For each of 1M macrolide scaffolds in V1M, only the maximum Tanimoto score 

achieved with any of the eighteen BM scaffolds was reported, i.e., maximum aggregation method. 

For example, a macrolide scaffold would afford various Tanimoto scores with all the eighteen BM 

scaffolds, among which it afforded the highest Tanimoto score with Clarithromycin. So, for that 

macrolide scaffold, only Clarithromycin and the associated Tanimoto score was reported. We then 
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analyzed the distribution of Tanimoto scores obtained for all 1M macrolide scaffolds. Tanimoto 

scores range from 0 to 1, with 1 being the highest similarity score between two compounds and 0 

the lowest. It should be noted that the Tanimoto score between Spiramycin and Rokitamycin is 1 

(Appendix Figure A8), which would explain why macrolide scaffolds in V1M obtained the same 

Tanimoto scores with both. It should also be noted that MACCS method does not account for 

chirality since they are 2D fingerprints based; thus, there is a clear limitation in determining 

chemical similarity for compounds with different stereocenters. 

V1M had a slightly left-skewed distribution of MACCS Tanimoto scores ranging from 

0.63 to 1.0, with an average of 0.84 ± 0.04 (Figure 2.10A). The macrolide scaffolds in V1M 

identified seven among the eighteen BM scaffolds as most chemically similar: Clarithromycin, 

Midecamycin, Rokitamycin, Spiramycin, Tylosin, Miocamycin and Erythromycin (Figure 2.10B).  

The count of macrolide scaffolds with highest Tanimoto scores associated with these seven 

BM scaffolds is reported in Figure 2.10B. A large portion of V1M, 297k (30%) and 301k macrolide 

scaffolds (30%), was associated with the highest MACCS-based chemical similarity with 

Miocamycin and Clarithromycin respectively among all other BM scaffolds (Figure 2.10B). 

Approximately one quarter of V1M, 216k (22%) macrolide scaffolds, identified Midecamycin, 

and 149k macrolide scaffolds (15%) identified Erythromycin as the most chemically similar BM 

scaffolds. Only 32k macrolide scaffolds (3%) identified Rokitamycin/ Spiramycin, and 3.9k 

macrolide scaffolds (0.39%) Tylosin as the highest chemically similar BM scaffold.  

The boxplot analysis in Figure 2.10C showed the distributions of Tanimoto scores against 

these seven BM scaffolds. This allowed us to determine the level of chemical similarity between 

individual BM scaffolds identified as most chemically similar, and their closest macrolide scaffold 

analogues in V1M. Clarithromycin (0.853 ± 0.03), Midecamycin (0.846 ± 0.03) and Rokitamycin/ 

Spiramycin (0.849 ± 0.03) showed similar distributions with a median Tanimoto score of 

approximatively 0.85 (Figure 2.10C), indicating that macrolide scaffolds in V1M afforded an 

equivalent level of chemical similarity with these BM scaffolds. Miocamycin (0.826 ± 0.05) and 

Erythromycin (0.831 ± 0.04) covered relatively wider, but somewhat similar Tanimoto 

distributions with a median Tanimoto score of approximately 0.83 (Figure 2.10C). Overall, their 

closest analogues from V1M showed an equivalent level of chemical similarity with these BM 

scaffolds; except for Tylosin which had relatively lower Tanimoto scores ranging from 0.66 to 

0.84 with an average of 0.76 ± 0.03. Among the macrolide scaffolds in V1M that had highest 
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fingerprint similarity with Miocamycin, six example structures along with their Tanimoto scores 

were provided in Figure 2.11. Using Tanimoto score of 0.75 as a cutoff value for good similarity 

measurement, 987k macrolide scaffolds in V1M achieved high chemical similarity with the known 

BM scaffolds based on MACCS fingerprint.  
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Figure 2.10. Calculation of Tanimoto similarity scores between V1M and the 18 BM scaffolds as 

probe molecules using MACCS Fingerprint and maximum aggregation method. (A) Highest 

Tanimoto distribution of V1M. Number of macrolide scaffolds in V1M identifying eight BM 

scaffolds as highest chemically similar; (B) pie chart with count of macrolide scaffolds reported 

as percentage of the population; (C) box plot analysis of eight BM scaffolds with associated 

Tanimoto score distributions. 
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Figure 2.11. Example macrolide scaffolds from V1M identified as close analogues of Miocamycin, 

based on their Tanimoto coefficient and MACCS fingerprints. 

 

2.4. Discussion 

One of our primary goals in this study was to develop a method and associated software 

capable of efficiently generating very large libraries of virtual screening-ready macrolide scaffolds 

that include biosynthetically amenable building blocks found in known bioactive macrolides. That 

is why we studied eighteen known bioactive macrolide drugs (Appendix Figure A1) and included 

only the CSMs (the common structural motifs found in at least five among the eighteen BMs) to 
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generate V1M library, which has been shown to contain analogues with high structural similarity 

towards the known bioactive macrolides. We posit it is possible to synthesize many of these 

enumerated virtual macrolide scaffolds using the combinatorial biosynthesis technology which 

applies synthetic biology concepts to engineer polyketide synthase modules, mentioned in the 2.1. 

Introduction. Additionally, with the surge of powerful technologies, supercomputers and smart 

algorithms, there is much hope in synthesizing such complex and innovative compounds using AI-

powered retrosynthetic route planning software (e.g., Chematica [44]).  

However, it should be noted that using the derived building blocks from known bioactive 

macrolides or sharing strong chemical similarity with the already-existing analogues do not 

guarantee stable or experimentally synthesizable compounds, since certain arrangements of SMs 

can result in unstable chemical components. For example, functional groups such as 

hydroxymethylester (CO-O-C-OH) or methoxymethylester (CO-O-C-OMe) are unstable and 

perhaps impossible to form and they do not occur in any of the bioactive macrolides we studied. 

The technology of our PKS Enumerator software does not address synthetic feasibility, stability, 

or toxicity of the enumerated compounds since each feature, being a project worthy of a research 

paper on its own, involves a large scope of work. In the future, we aim to implement some of those 

useful additional features to enhance the capabilities of PKS Enumerator.  

According to Lipinski’s rule of 5, compounds with MW> 500, SlogP > 5, HBD > 5 and 

HBA >10 show low potential for druglikeness due to poor oral absorption [39]. Many bioactive 

compounds display Lipinski’s characteristics [45], and certain drug classes, including antibiotic 

macrolides, have been known for drug-like potential including reasonable absorption, cell 

membrane permeability, and bioavailability [41, 45]. Additionally, filters such as topological polar 

surface area (≤ 140) [40, 41] and the number of rotatable bonds (≤ 10) [38, 41] are also good 

indicators of oral bioavailability. In V1M, all generated compounds displayed molecular properties 

well within Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules in terms of MW, TPSA, HBA, HBD, and NRB, and a 

large majority of V1M (99.5%) displayed SlogP lower than 5.  

Nonetheless, most bioactive macrolides violate Lipinski’s rules (e.g., macrolides with 

MW> 500) but are still bioactive and afford reasonable bioavailability [10]. Therefore, strict 

reliance on those rules could be a hindrance in exploring the chemical space of macrolides for 

novel antibiotics due to their unique structural features and biological properties [39, 41, 42]. One 

way to approach macrolides would be to establish predictive (Q)SAR models from bioactive 
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compounds and explore how their unique structural features contribute to their potencies. It would 

certainly give us more insight for developing new compounds. 

The analysis part of the manuscript may appear to some readers as either “obvious” or 

“common sense”. However, there is a plethora of benefits to gain from such exploratory and 

descriptive statistics. The structural and chemical diversity analyses further reflect the depth of 

control users can have in designing and manipulating these virtual chemical libraries. Chemical 

similarity statistics can be used to finetune the libraries: researchers can create either highly 

focused set of compounds sharing strong chemical similarity towards the target molecules, or 

diverse set of compounds with different building blocks and molecular descriptors.  

There are several types of applications we plan to accomplish with this enumeration 

technology. We aim to generate libraries of macrocycles with very specific molecular properties, 

and thus create highly focused sets of compounds, not just structure-wise, but also property-wise. 

In other words, we can provide a range for each molecular descriptor (e.g., MW, SlogP, TPSA, 

HBA, HBD, NRB) and the enumerator will select only the macrocycles with molecular properties 

that fall within user-defined ranges. This could be done in addition to similarity constraints toward 

a particular active macrolide probe. Currently, that step is done post-enumeration. Moreover, we 

will virtually screen PKS Enumerator library using molecular docking to test tens of millions of 

diverse macrolide scaffolds against several biological targets of relevance. These molecular 

docking findings will be used to prioritize new macrolide biosynthesis and potential experimental 

testing.  

The macrolide scaffolds generated by our PKS Enumerator lack sugar components found 

in bioactive macrolides. More research is needed to correctly and systematically incorporate sugars 

into our macrolide scaffolds. For example, how do we determine all the potential positions in a 

given macrolide scaffold? Would sugars be attached to the same SMs throughout the entire library? 

If not, how should we implement it as an option in our software? What if the chosen SMs are not 

always part of the macrolide scaffolds? Or if the chosen SMs can repeat twice or more, to which 

SM(s) should we attach sugars? Should sugars be added pre- or post- enumeration? We plan to 

resolve these questions and include the corresponding feature in a future version of our software.  

At last, we compared our PKS Enumerator to BoBER (web server Base of Bioisosterically 

Exchangeable Replacements) [35]. The purpose and approach behind these cheminformatic tools 

are very different. The purpose of PKS Enumerator is to diversify the class of macrocycles and 
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macrolides by adding structural motifs one by one and permuting them, while offering the option 

to introduce novel structural motifs into macrocycle/macrolide scaffolds. On the other hand, 

BoBER aims to improve activity, reduce toxicity, change bioavailability using the concept of 

bioisosterism and scaffold hopping [35]. These two cheminformatics tools, however, can be 

complementary to one another such that some structural fragments from macrocycle/macrolide 

scaffolds generated by PKS Enumerator can be replaced with other fragments using BoBER to 

improve overall biological activities and pharmacokinetic properties. 

 

2.5. Conclusion 

V1M, the virtual library of 1 million macrolide scaffolds created in this study using our 

PKS Enumerator software, is the largest publicly accessible library of macrolide scaffolds. This 

library including chemical structures, and computed properties is provided as supplemental 

material. We showed that modern molecular enumeration software enables the computationally 

efficient generation of diversity-controlled and extremely large chemical libraries of macrolide 

scaffolds with well-defined structural constraints. Such new type of enumeration technology 

diversifies the class of macrolides by offering a plethora of innovative and unexplored structures. 

Hence, it widens the scope of macrolides to motivate the search of polyketide drugs for design and 

synthesis, and consequently helps advance pharmaceutical development. Chemical diversity 

analysis of V1M showed well-distributed molecular properties of interest, and druglike 

characteristics (based on Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules) for a vast majority of 1 million macrolide 

scaffolds. Importantly, V1M contained analogues that share high chemical similarity with well-

known bioactive macrolides. This is certainly hopeful for future studies in search of novel 

bioactive macrolides.  

 

Supplementary Material 

SMI File of V1M containing 1M macrolide scaffolds 

Appendix Table A1. Common structural motif (CSM) type distribution and occurrence per 

macrolide scaffold among eighteen bioactive macrolide (BMs) scaffolds. 
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Appendix Figure A1 (A-P). Sixteen structural motifs (nine CSMs and seven RSMs) 

currently employed in PKS Enumerator software, along with the bioactive macrolides from which 

they were derived. 

Appendix Figure A2. Modified structures of eighteen well-known bioactive macrolides 

(BMs) 

Appendix Figure A3. Structural simplification of Erythromycin for a comparative study 

with enumerated macrolide scaffolds from V1M. 

Appendix Figure A4. Percentage of (A) macrolide scaffolds in which associated CSM 

types were found, and (B) CSM type composition, in 18 BMs and V1M. 

Appendix Figure A5. Distribution of (A) rotatable bonds, and (B) heavy atoms in V1M  

Appendix Figure A6. Color-coded map to demonstrate the molecular properties of eighteen 

bioactive macrolide scaffolds in correlation to Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules 

Appendix Figure A7. Pearson’s pair-wise correlation heatmap of all eight molecular 

descriptors of V1M library: MW – molecular weight, SlogP – hydrophobicity, TPSA - topological 

polar surface area, HBA – hydrogen bond acceptors, HBD – hydrogen bond donors, NRB – 

rotatable bonds, heteroatoms, heavy atoms. 

Appendix Figure A8. Modified structures of Rokitamycin and Spiramycin. The computed 

Tanimoto score between these two structures is 1, based on MACCS fingerprint method. 
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Abstract 

We report on a new cheminformatics enumeration technology—SIME, Synthetic Insight-

based Macrolide Enumerator—a new and improved software technology. SIME can enumerate 

fully assembled macrolides with synthetic feasibility by utilizing the constitutional and structural 

knowledge extracted from biosynthetic aspects of macrolides. Taken into account by the software 

are key information such as positions in macrolide structures at which chemical components can 

be inserted, and the types of structural motifs and sugars of interest that can be synthesized and 

incorporated at those positions. Additionally, we report on the chemical distribution analysis of 

the newly SIME-generated V1B (Virtual 1 Billion) library of macrolides. Those compounds were 

built based on the core of the Erythromycin structure, thirteen structural motifs and a library of 

sugars derived from eighteen bioactive macrolides. This new enumeration technology can be 

coupled with cheminformatics approaches such as QSAR modeling and molecular docking to aid 

in drug discovery for rational designing of next generation macrolide therapeutics with desirable 

pharmacokinetic properties. 
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3.1. Introduction  

Macrolides are at least 12-membered glycosylated macrolactone rings [1] wherein 12- to 

16- membered macrolides are widely known as a family of antibiotics [2, 3] (e.g. Erythromycin, 

Pikromycin, Clarithromycin, Azithromycin). Macrolides belong to a large family of protein 

synthesis inhibitors and other biologically activity members known as polyketides: structurally 

diverse and complex natural products with important therapeutic properties [4]. They display 

diverse biological properties such as antibiotic, antifungal, antimicrobial, anticancer, and 

immunosuppressant activity [2]; they thus have gained a critical interest in the pharmaceutical 

industry to be pursued as starting points for the development of novel antibacterial agents [5]. The 

advancements in combinatorial biosynthesis have made it possible to genetically engineer 

biosynthetic pathways to natural products to produce unnatural/modified macrolides based on a 

molecular scaffold provided [6].  

Macrocyclic structures are known for their ability to bind to large, featureless, almost 

undruggable protein binding pockets [7], and their unusual physicochemical properties commonly 

far exceed all of the thresholds, structural alerts, and other empirical rules for estimating 

druglikeness (such as Lipinski [8] and Veber [9]). In fact, the unique nature of the ring scaffold 

makes them highly desirable due to the resulting high structural pre-organization and rigid 

conformations [10, 11]. The rigidity of the macrocyclic backbone limits the flexibility of certain 

structural motifs, thereby reducing undesirable off-target interactions and the associated entropic 

costs, which sequentially increases binding affinity [7]. Macrocycles also possess “chameleonic” 

properties that enable conformational flips driven by intra-hydrogen bonding and polarity of the 

solvent environment, yielding a significant impact on bioavailability and permeability [12]. 

Additionally, they are known for their stability to proteolytic degradation in intricate biological 

surroundings, higher membrane permeability and metabolic stability [10], which are important 

druglike properties. The mechanistic insights and molecular properties that allow for such 

favorable bioavailability and pharmaceutical properties are not yet fully understood, which hinders 

the innovation and exploitation of this structural class for novel polyketide antibiotics [11, 13, 14]. 

Hence, studying macrolides has potential to yield important findings that could help identify vital 

key characteristics for novel drug designs and development. However, they are still under-

exploited in part due to limited tools and databases to investigate structural features and 

relationships of macrolides. In fact, there has been little progress in the development of newer 
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macrolide drugs up until very recently [15]; even though the first macrolide, Erythromycin, was 

discovered in 1952 [16]. 

The search for novel macrolide therapeutics can be facilitated by cheminformatics methods 

such as global/local structural enumeration, and virtually screened chemical libraries which can be 

modeled against biological targets of interest. Protein-ligand complex binding interactions and 

structure-activity relationships (SAR) can be extracted from such studies and used to optimize lead 

compounds with enhanced inhibition potencies and binding affinities. However, the actual lack of 

in-silico macrolide libraries in public repositories has been a major challenge in researching this 

unique structural class.  

That was the rationale for our recent study in which we introduced a cheminformatics 

approach based on the concept of macrolide structural motif (SM; building blocks) to efficiently 

generate large in silico, screening-ready libraries of macrolides with complex user-defined 

structural constraints [17]. We also reported on the resulting screening-ready chemical database 

V1M containing 1 million macrolide scaffolds with SMs extracted from eighteen experimentally 

confirmed macrolides. Two major weaknesses regarding the first approach were related to the 

exclusion of sugars (even though they have been shown to be critical for the biological activity 

[18]) and the actual synthetic feasibility based on biosynthetic engineering approach. The V1M 

macrolide scaffolds did not contain sugars, a significant component sometimes contributing to one 

or two-thirds of the binding energy [18, 19]. In addition, all the SMs were added one after another; 

hence, it might result in the arrangement of chemical components that were unstable or couldn’t 

be synthesized via biosynthetic engineering techniques. However, a virtual screening library can 

only be truly useful if the hit compounds discovered during the process can de facto be synthesized 

and experimentally tested.  

Herein, we propose a more advanced, cheminformatics enumeration approach with 

enhanced biosynthetic feasibility and full integration of various SMs as well as sugars of interest 

to scaffolds. This approach is inspired directly by the actual enzymatic assembly machinery of 

polyketides. The insights from the biosynthetic engineering studies of macrolide synthesis can be 

applied to our SIME (Synthetic Insight-based Macrolide Enumerator) technology to construct in-

silico chemical libraries that can in principle be experimentally synthesized. In this study, we also 

present the resulting V1B chemical library, the largest freely available virtual database of 

macrolides to date. V1B contains 1 billion fully assembled macrolides with their attached sugars, 
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constructed based on the scaffold of Erythromycin. We also studied the distribution of important 

chemical properties known to affect drug efficiency, absorption and bioavailability such as 

molecular weight – MW, polar surface area – PSA, hydrophobicity – SlogP, hydrogen bond 

acceptors – HBA, hydrogen bond donors – HBD, and rotatable bonds – NRB. The distribution of 

the aforementioned properties of V1B were compared to MacrolactoneDB, a database of existing 

macrolactones mined from public repositories from another study.  

Overall, V1B was generated as a proof-of-concept study (1) to help illustrate the features 

of SIME, (2) to encourage computational and experimental synthetic scientists to custom design 

virtual chemical libraries of macrolide scaffolds suited for their project needs, and (3) to further 

our understanding of macrolides for the pharmaceutical advancement and search of novel 

therapeutics. V1B is freely available in the Supplementary Material of this manuscript (Additional 

file 1). Moreover, SIME is also freely available for download (http://www.fourches-

laboratory.com/software and https://github.com/zinph/SIME). We believe this new virtual library 

of publicly available macrolide scaffolds will enable and inspire other molecular modeling studies. 

 

3.2. Methods 

3.2.1. User Controls of SIME 

SIME takes three major inputs: (1) macrolide core, (2) structural motifs (SM), and (3) 

sugars, along with some other user-defined constraints. Users can input the core macrolide 

structure indicating positions of replacement for sugars and SMs. The macrolide core must be in 

SMILES format with possible replacement points for SMs designated as asterisks ‘[*]’ and sugars 

as ‘[*sugar*]’. For example, the erythromycin core with possible places for replacements (see 

Figure 3.1) should be formatted as 

'CC[C@H]1OC(=O)[*][*sugar*][C@H](C)[*sugar*][*]C[*]C(=O)[*][C@@H](O)[*]1'. 

Structural motifs and sugars can be uploaded as separate .txt files containing the SMILES of SMs 

and sugars in each line (see software repository for examples of input files). Each SM or sugar 

should start and end with [*R*] which are connection points to the rest of the core macrolide ring 

structure or SMs or sugars. One should ensure that between ‘[*R*]’s are the SMILES entailing the 

desired SM or sugar in SMILES format. The structures of SMs and sugars used to generate V1B 

are shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 respectively, and the corresponding input text files for SMs 

http://www.fourches-laboratory.com/software
http://www.fourches-laboratory.com/software
https://github.com/zinph/SIME
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and sugars have been provided in the supplementary material of this paper. The structures and IDs 

of SMs used to generate V1B library were directly extracted from PKS Enumerator [17], and the 

sugar structures were derived from 18 bioactive macrolides from the same cheminformatics study 

conducted by Zin et al [17]. 

 

Figure 3.1. Example structure of erythromycin core with possible structural motif and sugar 

replacement points. 

 

Figure 3.2. Structures of thirteen SMs used to generate V1B Library. 
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Figure 3.3. Structures of seven sugars used to generate V1B Library 

 

The first parameter in designing the macrolide library was to limit the number of repeated 

structural motifs in each macrolide (i.e., # maximum number of repeats for SMs). An illustration 

has been provided in Figure 3.4. There might be multiple points of interest for inserting SMs in 

the macrolide cores and it is likely that macrolides with the same SMs in all these points of interest 

might be produced. The users can limit the chemical space of macrolide library by choosing the 

maximum number of SM repeats allowed at those positions. All SMs of interest can then be 

incorporated into the macrolide cores in the specified positions and may repeat maximally up to 

that user-defined number per scaffold to enumerate macrolides. 
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Figure 3.4. Graphical illustration of the first parameter in SIME; # maximal repeat for SMs 

 We additionally incorporated a second parameter to control the number of sugars 

at the specified positions. A graphical illustration has been provided in Figure 3.5. A macrolide 

core may have three (or more) positions at which sugars can be added. However, users may not 

want macrolides with sugars added in all the positions. This option allows users to specify the 

minimal number of sugars to add in those positions for the generated macrolides. Users may choose 

to add at least two sugars to those scaffolds, so the library will contain macrolides with two or 

three sugars. The rest of the positions which were specified for sugar(s) will have hydroxyl groups 

attached. 

 

Figure 3.5. Graphical illustration of the second parameter in SIME; minimal # of sugars 

The third parameter is the library size, the total number of macrolides of the generated 

library. In the output smile files, each file is limited to at most 1 million. In V1B library, there are 
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in total 1000 files, each containing 1 million macrolides. The fourth and fifth parameters are 

options to enumerate all possible stereocenters of the connecting atoms for selected SMs and 

sugars in each scaffold respectively (graphical illustration in Figure 3.6). The joining atoms with 

defined stereocenters in selected SM and sugar are detected by the algorithm and both R and S 

configurations for those SMs and sugars can be generated at the connecting atoms upon user’s 

choice. However, joining points with undefined stereocenters are undetected for generation of both 

R and S configurations. Currently, the backend of SIME is built on RDKit which hasn’t yet 

obtained the functionality to detect, manipulate or fix R or S configuration at a given stereocenter. 

As such, the present SIME algorithm does not identify R or S configuration and generates both 

when a stereocenter is detected at the joining point.  

 

Figure 3.6. Graphical illustration of the fourth parameter in SIME; enumerate all possible 

stereocenters. Upon detection of stereocenters at the connecting atom present in SM011, SIME 

generates both R and S configurations for the joining atom upon user’s request. 

Since very large chemical libraries of macrolides can be generated, output files are sorted 

in a folder called “LIBRARIES”. The files in the folder are time stamped and named numerically 

in this format “timestamp_mcrl_*. smiles” wherein * stands for the current file number and 

timestamp is replaced with the actual time stamp in the format of "year-month-date-hour-minute-

second". Additionally, the program outputs an information file entailing all the user parameters 

applied to generate the program along with the macrolide core, sugars and structural motifs that 

users have selected.  
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3.2.2. Implementation Details 

The inputs for SIME are (1) macrolide core, (2) SMs, (3) sugars, (4) parameters 1-4 (Figure 

3.7) and the required formats for the first three inputs are provided in 3.2.1. User Controls of SIME. 

The output is a folder containing smiles files each of which contains a maximal of 1 million 

macrolide structures encoded in chemical SMILES format. It can be divided into three major 

sections: I) initial processing, II) template preparation and III) enumeration and creation of 

macrolides. The graphical illustration for the simplified workflow of SIME is provided in Figure 

3.8. 

 

Figure 3.7. Graphical User Interface of SIME 

 

In the first section of initial processing, sugars are processed.  The program loads sugars 

from a selected file (currently set to default sugar file). If users choose not to enumerate both R 

and S configurations of sugars at joining points (parameter 5th), connection points [*R*] for each 

sugar are stripped and then appended to ‘Sugars’ list. If users select 5th parameter, the function 

ENUMERATE_sugar_stereocenters (FSG_RS, Table 3.1) is performed for each sugar to generate 
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both R and S configurations of sugars at joining points. These sugars are then appended to sugar 

list. Another list ‘Full_List’ is created by adding a hydroxyl to ‘Sugars’ list. In step 2, SMs are 

processed. The file containing SMs of users’ choice is loaded into the program (currently from 

default SM file).  If users choose not to enumerate both R and S configurations of SMs at joining 

points (4th parameter), connection points [*R*] for each SM are stripped and then appended to 

structural_motifs list. If users select the 4th parameter, the function enumerate_SM_stereocenters 

(FSM_RS, Table 3.1) is performed for each SM to generate both R and S configurations at joining 

points and then appended to structural_motifs list. 

In section II, the 2nd parameter, minimal repeat for sugars, is addressed. Wherein sugars 

are not used at sugar positions of interest in the macrolide core, a hydroxyl functional group is 

used in its place. Thus, two lists of ‘Sugars’ and ‘Full_List’ were made in the first section of initial 

processing. ‘Full_List’ contains ‘Sugars’ and a hydroxyl group. The total possible arrangements 

of ‘Sugars’ or ‘Full_List’, according the 2nd parameter (Figure 3.7), to be inserted at sugar positions 

of interest in the macrolide core template are determined using the function 

generate_dummy_sugar_templates (FGDST, Table 3.1).  

In the third section of template preparation, the core macrolide is processed and prepped 

for the creation of new macrolide structures. The graphical illustration for the simplified workflow 

for this section is provided in Figure 3.8. Of note, the default for core macrolide is set to 

erythromycin core provided in Figure 3.1 and as of now, only the first single macrolide core 

provided in the text file is considered. In step 1, the function remove_SM_digits (FRSMD, Table 3.1) 

is applied to the core macrolide smile string. It strips the labeled digits from the SM positions of 

interest if there are any. For example, FRSMD converts '--[1*]--[2*]--[3*]----[*sugar*]--[*sugar*]' 

into '--[*]--[*]--[*]----[*sugar*]--[*sugar*]'. In step 2, string_splitter (FSS) is applied to the output 

smile from step 1 to split into different fragments. There may be fragments in which sugar positions 

of interest may be embedded. Thus, in step 3, all the fragments are assessed for the presence of 

sugar positions of interest and again split at those sugar positions into more fragments. The 

fragments are then cleaned up for further processing. In step 4, structural_motifs from section I 

are inserted at SM positions of interest in the macrolide core template. In step 5, based on the 

arrangements of sugar lists calculated in section II, ‘Sugars’ and ‘Full_List’ are inserted at sugar 

positions of interest in the macrolide core template. Now, the lists of SMs and sugars are prepped 
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and placed at the right positions of the macrolide core template, thus it is ready to proceed into the 

section IV.  

During section IV, macrolides are enumerated and created in SMILES format based on the 

prepped macrolide core template from section III. The cartesian products (CP) of all the fixed 

fragments, ‘structural_motifs’, ‘Sugars’ and ‘Full_List’ at the specified positions are generated to 

enumerate possible macrolide structures. During this enumeration process, the program checks if 

the total number of repeatable SMs in the macrolide (1st parameter in Figure 3.7) is satisfied after 

the enumeration of a macrolide. If so, the program proceeds to check whether the library size has 

been achieved. If not, the next cartesian product is enumerated and a new macrolide structure is 

created. This process continues until the desire library size is achieved or the internal memory 

capacity is full. 
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Figure 3.8. Graphical illustrative workflow of the core SIME. Sections I, II, III and IV are 

explained in the 3.2.2. Implementation Details of the “3.2. Methods” section. 
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Table 3.1. Helper functions for SIME. The descriptions for each function were provided to help 

understand the simplified workflow of SIME algorithm provided in Figure 3.8. 

Helper Functions 
Description 

ENUMERATE_sugar_stereocenters 

(FSG_RS) 

Take in sugar strings that start and end with 

[*R*] and return a list of sugars with two 

different stereoceters for the joining carbon. 

enumerate_SM_stereocenters (FSM_RS) Takes a list of SMs. For SMs with identified 

stereocenters at the joining point, both R and S 

configurations for those SMs are generated and 

added to the all_possible list. For SMs with 

undefined stereocenters at joining points or 

without stereocenters, they will remain 

unchanged and added to the all_possible list. 

Returns the all_possible list. 

remove_SM_digits (FRSMD) Takes a given smile and locates SM points of 

interest indicated with [1*], [2*], etc. Returns 

the smile string with all SM points of interest 

with removed digits. 

Input ---> '1[1*]234[2*]5[3*]6' 

Output ---> '1[*]234[*]5[*]6' 

string_splitter (FSS) Splits a given string into fragments based on a 

symbol provided and returns a list containing 

the fragments. For example: 

input ---> string = '1[*]234[*]5[*]6', symbol = 

'[*]' 

output ---> ['1', '[*]', '234', '[*]', '5', '[*]', '6'] 

insert_SMs (FiSM) Takes in a smile template resulted from 

string_splitter and replace the ‘[*]’ symbols 

with a list of SMs. 

generate_dummy_sugar_templates (FGDST) This function takes two parameters: smile 

template, minimal sugars in each macrolide 

(default is one sugar). For simplification 

purposes, it generates a list of all possible sugar 

dummies as 'SUGARS' (intended for only 

sugars) and 'Full_List’ (intended for sugars + 

hydroxy) for the number of sugars specified in  
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Table 3.2 (continued). 

 the given smile template. For example, if there 

are two sugar positions identified in the given 

core with at least one sugar allowed, this 

function will output this result: [('SUGARS', 

'Full_List'), ('Full_List', 'SUGARS')]. It means 

that the first and second locations for sugars in 

one template allow for the list of ‘SUGARS’ 

and ‘Full_List’ (sugar + hydroxyl) respectively. 

The second template allow for the full list and 

the list of sugars in the first and second 

locations designated for sugars respectively. 

replace_SYMBOLsugars_with_dummies 

(FRSSD) 

This function takes two inputs: 

sugar_dummy_order and 

smile_template_with_sugar_symbols. It splits 

the given template at [*sugar*] positions 

wherein the correct dummies (‘SUGARS’ and 

‘Full_List’) are inserted. 

insert_sugars_to_dummies (FIStD) This function takes the smile template with 

specified ‘SUGARS’ and ‘Full_List’ after *** 

function. It then replaces ‘SUGARS’ with an 

actual list of sugars, and ‘Full_List’ with the list 

of sugars and a hydroxyl group. 

 

3.3. Results  

3.3.1. Parameter Settings for V1B 

The structural core of Erythromycin with five possible SM and two sugar substitution 

points (Figure 3.1) was used as a major scaffold for generating V1B. In our previous research, we 

compiled and studied eighteen experimentally confirmed bioactive macrolides (BMs) from 

different studies  [1, 19–26] and extracted nine “common” and seven “rare” SMs from the scaffolds 

of 18 BMs (structures shown in Figure 4 of [17]). The distribution analysis of SMs found in 18 

BMs can be found in the cheminformatics study by Zin et al. [17]. Among the aforementioned 

SMs, we selected thirteen SMs; nine “common” SMs and four “rare” SMs (Figure 3.2), as inputs 
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for SMs of interest in SIME. We additionally extracted seven sugars from the same 18 BMs to 

incorporate into V1B macrolide scaffolds (Figure 3.3).  

To recapitulate, thirteen SMs (Figure 3.2) and seven sugars (Figure 3.3) extracted directly 

from 18  BMs from the cheminformatics study by Zin et al. [17] were used to substitute and 

enumerate the novel macrolide structures in V1B. The option to enumerate all possible 

stereocenters at the connecting points to the macrolide core was enabled. The number of maximal 

repeats for the same SMs per scaffold was set to three, the minimal number of sugars per scaffold 

was set to one. The library size was restricted to 1 billion molecules.  

Since there are eleven out of thirteen possible stereocenters at the connecting points for 

SMs and seven out of seven for sugars, there are in fact 24 SMs (2 x 11 SMs with possible R, S 

configurations + 2 SMs without R,S configurations) and 14 sugars (2 x 7 with possible R, S 

configurations). Based on this, the possible chemical space of macrolides based on these given 

input parameters would contain 1.57 billion compounds; 24 total SMs at five substitution points 

with 3 repeatable SMs (243 x 23 x 22) x 14 total sugars in at least one of two substitution points 

(14 x 1 + 1 x 14+ 14 x 14). Since V1B contained 1 billion compounds, it covered 63.8% 

(
109

1,566,867,456
) of that possible chemical space. 

 

3.3.2. Distribution of V1B molecular properties 

To save time and computational power in conducting the distribution analysis of the entire 

V1B library, we applied a stratified random sampling to V1B and extracted 1 million 

representative macrolides. V1B was exported as 1,000 output files, each of them contained 1M 

systematically enumerated macrolides. From each file, we randomly sampled 1,000 macrolide 

structures, totaling a final set of 1M macrolides for distribution analysis. Nine macrolide structures 

randomly sampled from V1B are shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9. Randomly picked example macrolide structures from V1B. The first set of digits 

correspond to the name of the files and the second set the row ID of the compound. 
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As in the analysis of V1M library conducted by Zin et al. [17], we studied the distribution 

of six important molecular properties: molecular weight – MW, hydrophobicity – MolLogP, 

topological polar surface area – TPSA, hydrogen bond acceptors – HBA, hydrogen bond donors – 

HBD and rotatable bonds – NRB (Figure 3.10). More descriptive statistics on the aforementioned 

properties are provided in Table 3.3. We also compared them to Lipinski and Veber’s rules of drug 

likeness and bioavailability even though most bioactive macrolides with reasonable bioavailability 

disobey Lipinski’s rules (e.g., macrolides with MW > 500) [10]. 

MW followed a slightly bimodal distribution and ranged from 488.62 to 975.09 g mol-1 

with a mean of 761.25 ± 68.17 g mol-1 (Figure 3.10A, Table 3.3). 100% exceeded Lipinski’s MW 

of 500. MolLogP followed a gaussian distribution with a range from -4.30 to 5.66, and a mean of 

0.73 ± 1.24 (Figure 3.10B, Table 3.3). Interestingly, less than 1% exceeded SlogP of 5. TPSA 

followed a gaussian distribution ranging from 125.76 to 306.87 °A2 with a mean of 213.09 ± 22.88 

°A2 (Figure 3.10C, Table 3.3). 99.92% exceeded Lipinski’s TPSA of 140. HBA followed a slightly 

left-skewed distribution and ranged from 9 to 22 with a mean of 15.91 ± 1.77 (Figure 3.10D, Table 

3.3). An overwhelming 99.7% violated HBA of at most 10. HBD followed a gaussian distribution 

with a range from 1 to 10 and a mean of 3.94 ± 1.35 (Figure 3.10E, Table 3.3). 12.53% disobeyed 

HBD of at least 5. NRB followed a gaussian distribution and ranged from 3 to 19 with a mean of 

9.50 ± 2.00 (Figure 3.10F, Table 3.3). 30.82% surpassed NRB of 10. 
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Figure 3.10. Distribution of molecular properties in V1B: A) MW – molecular weight, B) 

MolLogP – calculated water/octanol partition coefficient, C) TPSA – topological polar surface 

area, D) HBA – hydrogen bond acceptors, E) HBD – hydrogen bond donors, F) NRB – rotatable 

bonds.  
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Table 3.3. Descriptive Statistics on the Molecular Properties of V1B. 

  MW TPSA HBA HBD NRB MolLogP 

Mean 761.25 213.09 15.91 3.94 9.50 0.73 

Standard 

Error 
0.07 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Median 770.86 213.59 16.00 4.00 10.00 0.72 

Mode 791.93 209.21 16.00 4.00 10.00 1.32 

Standard 

Deviation 
68.17 22.88 1.77 1.35 2.00 1.24 

Sample 

Variance 
4647.79 523.30 3.15 1.83 4.02 1.53 

Range 486.47 181.11 13.00 9.00 16.00 9.96 

Minimum 488.62 125.76 9.00 1.00 3.00 -4.30 

Maximum 975.09 306.87 22.00 10.00 19.00 5.66 

Sum 761250697.24 213094450.68 15912601.00 3942719.00 9504851.00 729225.56 

Count 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Confidence 

Level 

(95.0%) 

0.13 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

To better understand the distribution of macrolide chemical properties in a similar chemical 

scope, we compared it to the same molecular properties from another study MacrolactoneDB [27], 

a database of known macrolactones mined from public repositories. As it can be seen in the 

resulting density plots (Figure 3.11), V1B macrolides fell within the well-populated regions of 

MacrolactoneDB across all the molecular properties selected for assessment. This was especially 

true for MW and TPSA of V1B which were defiantly beyond Lipinski and Veber’s rules. This 

showed that though V1B might violate one (or several) Lipinski and Veber’s rules commonly used 

for the assessment of drug likeness and bioavailability of small molecules, V1B macrolides 

possessed molecular properties within the reasonable ranges displayed by known bioactive 

macrolactones and macrolides. Of note, none of the key properties studied of V1B were found 

beyond those displayed by MacrolactoneDB, thus confirming that V1B macrolides were generated 

structures with acceptable molecular properties being entirely within the chemical space displayed 

by the currently known macrolactones. 
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Figure 3.11. Comparison between density plots of V1B and MacrolactoneDB for molecular 

properties: A) MW – molecular weight, B) MolLogP – calculated water/octanol partition 

coefficient, C) TPSA – topological polar surface area, D) HBA – hydrogen bond acceptors, E) 

HBD – hydrogen bond donors, F) NRB – rotatable bonds. Green rectangles indicate values within 

druglike regions based on Lipinski and Veber’s rules. 
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3.4. DISCUSSION 

One major goal of this study was to develop a more synthetic-friendly approach compared 

to the PKS Enumerator from our previous study [17]. Herein, we have addressed this by 

developing a novel cheminformatics approach that closely follows the way synthetic chemists and 

biologists could potentially design novel macrolides. SIME can act as a powerful technology to 

design in-silico macrolide libraries with biosynthetic feasibility. This is done by exploiting the 

knowledge from enzymatic assembly lines that construct macrolides in Nature, and from artificial 

biosynthetic pathways to diversify macrolides; especially the insights into what extenders can be 

inserted or manipulated throughout the macrolide scaffolds. These libraries can then be 

computationally screened via cheminformatics approaches such as QSAR modeling and molecular 

docking against interesting biological targets to identify lead compounds which can indeed be 

experimentally tested. Importantly, the insights gained from such experimental results can be used 

to validate and improve the cheminformatics approaches along with other existing in-silico 

techniques such as prime macrocycle conformational sampling [27], ConfBuster [28], LoopFinder 

[29]. Additionally, such generated ensembles of macrolides can be further probed and examined 

for binding profile studies, ligand-protein interactions, conformational arrangements using classic 

cheminformatics simulations such as molecular dynamic simulations, docking and modeling. This 

can provide important biological insights into macrolides and expand our knowledge of this 

structural class and help us design more effective macrolide therapeutics. 

It is also important to note that both PKS Enumerator [17] and SIME are vital in their own 

way for investigating the chemical space and features of macrolides. Though SIME can generate 

VS-ready macrolides that can be more synthetically feasible, PKS Enumerator can be used to 

diversify and generate large ensembles of novel macrolide scaffolds that can be virtually screened 

against protein targets still. Though these macrolides may be less synthetic-friendly with current 

biosynthetic technology, binding studies, important protein-ligand interactions and SAR studies 

can still be extracted to advance hit optimization efforts. The findings from such studies can then 

be used to guide the direction of synthetic biology towards prioritized novel scaffolds. Thus, PKS 

Enumerator can be useful in expanding the chemical scope of macrolides, discovering their 

pharmacokinetic features and directing synthetic efforts for certain biological targets. In a future 

when highly complex enzymatic assembly lines responsible for the production of polyketides can 

be easily assessed and modified as needed to create novel macrolides, PKS Enumerator would be 
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a highly effective and useful technology for efficient screening, identification and SAR studies of 

macrolactones/macrocycles that can in reality be synthesized and experimentally tested. 

Meanwhile, the SIME technology can leverage the findings and discoveries from synthetic biology 

of polyketides to efficiently generate new synthesizable macrolide analogues and help aid in 

identifying those with high therapeutic potential and extracting SAR knowledge.  

We also analyzed the distribution of important chemical properties of 1 million compounds 

that have been selected with randomly stratified sampling approach from V1B. Molecular weight, 

topological polar surface area and hydrogen bond acceptors of V1B macrolides overwhelmingly 

breached Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules of drug likeness and bioavailability. However, their 

properties were found to be within the chemical scope of MacrolactoneDB, an umbrella structural 

database of bioactive macrolactones. One may point out that macrolide scaffolds from V1M 

generated by PKS Enumerator in the first study were shown to display a majority of the molecular 

properties well-within Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules including MW and TPSA and high chemical 

similarity to experimentally confirmed bioactive molecules [17]. However, in that study, the sugars 

were not included and only the macrolide scaffolds were considered; both for V1M and 18 

reference bioactive macrolides (BMs). The exclusion of sugars significantly impacted the range of 

chemical properties displayed by both V1M and 18 BMs, thus their properties fell within 

Lipinski’s and Veber’s druglike and orally bioactive space. If, however, the sugar components 

were accounted for, the molecular properties such as MW of V1M and 18 BMs would be increased 

by approx. 352 g.mol-1 since macrolide antibiotics often contain two sugar moieties such as 

Cladinose (MW of 176.21 g.mol-1) and Desosamine (MW of 175.23 g.mol-1) [30].  

It should be noted that 3D structures of macrolides are highly important for their chemical 

properties and biological activities. The 2D molecular descriptors used in this study were generated 

by RDKit software [32], and some properties such as PSA, MolLogP may be considerably affected 

by their 3D conformational arrangements and the chameleonic properties usually displayed by 

macrocyclic structures [33]. For example, experimental LogPs of some bioactive macrolides such 

as Azithromycin [34], Clarithromycin [34] and Erythromycin [34], Carbomycin [34],  are at least 

1.5 logs higher than the calculated MolLogP (Table S2). However, in some bioactive macrolides 

such as Oleandomycin, Tylosin, the calculated MolLogP values are much closer and are found 

within 0.8 log of experimental LogPs. The values of calculated MolLogP and experimental LogP 
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[34] for these experimentally confirmed bioactive macrolides are shown in Table S2. Henceforth, 

it should be noted that the distribution of computed molecular properties such as MolLogP, TPSA 

for 1M samples for V1B in this paper cannot be claimed accurate. The possible discrepancies 

between the experimental and predicted values of some molecular properties are largely 

contributed by 3D conformational arrangements of macrolides [33].  

The conformational analysis of macrocycles still remains a highly complex and challenging 

problem and there needs to be further research, method developments and experimental validations 

in that area. We encourage interested readers to consult further readings regarding specific 

macrocyclic structures and their conformational arrangements in studies such as Conformational 

Control of Macrocycles by Remote Structural Modification by Appavoo et. al [35], Predicting the 

Bioactive Conformations of Macrocycles: a Molecular Dynamics-based Docking Procedure with 

DynaDock by Ugur et. al [36], A Conformational Exploration of Dissymmetric Macrolides 

Antibiotics by Belaidi et. al [37], etc. Currently, the prediction or generation of 3D conformations 

of macrolides or macrocycles is beyond the scope of this paper. SIME generates macrolide 

structures in SMILES format that can be further processed to generate 3D conformations by using 

cheminformatics tools such as prime macrocycle conformational sampling [28], ConfBuster [29]. 

Regarding the implementation of the SIME software, we plan to further optimize the 

algorithm in the future to boost the efficiency in generating libraries and memory storage (e.g., 

GPU acceleration). We will take into consideration user feedback and incorporate new, better 

options in our software to help scientists design better in-silico macrolide libraries to be used for 

VS screening, modeling and other cheminformatics studies. We expect to figure out the details on 

stereochemistry specificity for SMs and sugars at the connecting points to the scaffolds in the near 

future to better accommodate the findings from biosynthetic chemists. The best potential of SIME 

in exploring and understanding such complex and enigmatic structural class of macrolides can 

only be achieved through collaboration between experimental and cheminformatics scientists.  

 

3.5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we implemented SIME, an efficient chemical library generation software to 

generate virtual screening-ready macrolide libraries with enhanced biosynthetic feasibility. As 

proof-of-concept, we utilized SIME to construct V1B, the largest publicly accessible library of 1 
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billion in-silico macrolides based on the core of Erythromycin structure, thirteen SMs and six 

sugars extracted from eighteen bioactive macrolides from the previously conducted study [17]. 

This new enumeration algorithm relies on the biosynthetic engineering concept of macrolides and 

insights from such fields to explore and design in-silico library of highly biosynthesize-able 

macrolides. That is highly valuable because the entire library including the lead macrolides 

predicted by cheminformatics tools such as virtual screening and/or QSAR modeling can in fact 

be biosynthesized and tested for experimental activities. The highest potential and success of this 

polyketide enumeration technology in drug discovery can be achieved through collaboration 

between cheminformatics and biosynthetic studies of macrolides. This can highly impact and 

contribute to the future studies in search of novel bioactive macrolides.   
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Abstract 

Macrolactones, macrocyclic lactones with at least twelve atoms within the core ring, 

include diverse natural products such as macrolides with potent bioactivities (e.g. antibiotics) and 

useful drug-like characteristics. We have developed MacrolactoneDB, which integrates nearly 

14,000 existing macrolactones and their bioactivity information from different public databases, 

and new molecular descriptors to better characterize macrolide structures. The chemical 

distribution of MacrolactoneDB was analyzed in terms of important molecular properties and we 

have utilized three targets of interest (Plasmodium falciparum, Hepatitis C virus and T-cells) to 

demonstrate the value of compiling this data. Regression machine learning models were generated 

to predict biological endpoints using seven molecular descriptor sets and eight machine learning 

algorithms. Our results show that merging descriptors yields the best predictive power with 

Random Forest models, often boosted by consensus or hybrid modeling approaches. Our study 

provides cheminformatics insights into this privileged, underexplored structural class of 

compounds with high therapeutic potential. 
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4.1. Introduction  

Macrocycles are at least 12-membered ring structures [1, 2]. Of particular interest are 

macrolides and macrolactones, a privileged structural class commonly found in bioactive natural 

products [3, 4]  and widely researched in pharmaceutical drug discovery [1–3, 5–9] (Figure 4.1).  

 

Figure 4.1. Example of macrolactones from MacrolactoneDB, along with associated names. 
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The design of macrocyclic drugs has been inspired by naturally occurring polyketides, 

secondary metabolites in certain living organisms [7]. These molecules clearly violate druglike 

rules by Lipinski et al., [10] but they have been successfully employed as antiviral, antibiotic, 

antifungal, antiparasitic agents [11] (e.g. erythromycin, clarithromycin, azithromycin). 

Macrocyclic structures are also interesting because of their ability to bind to difficult, undruggable 

protein targets, and display unusual physicochemical properties [5]. Hence, studying this structural 

class could yield important findings to help identify essential characteristics for novel 

macrolactone drug design. Distinguishing aspects of cyclic drugs are their rigidity which reduces 

undesirable side effects, the associated entropic costs to increase binding affinity, stability to 

proteolytic degradation, ability to bind to difficult targets with large binding pockets [5–7, 12] and 

‘chameleonic’ ability to flip conformations. They also tend to have higher membrane permeability 

and metabolic stability [6, 7].    

Despite this, macrolactones have been underexploited due to structural complications and 

difficult organic synthesis. Traditional organic synthetic approaches towards macrocyclic 

compounds have proven extremely challenging, usually involving numerous steps. Chemical 

databases such as ChEMBL [13], PubChem [14], ZINC15 [15] are indispensable to computer-

aided drug discovery (CADD). They provide valuable biological/chemical information to build 

structure-activity relationship (SAR) models for screening, discovering and designing new drugs. 

However, there is no large database for known, existing macrolactones in the public domain to our 

knowledge and this impedes the exploration and understanding of macrolactones. Specifically, a 

database of macrolactones has the potential to inspire the development of new drugs.  

Hence, one major goal of this study was to develop MacrolactoneDB. In this study, we 

mined macrolactones from public repositories; NANPDB [16], StreptomeDB [17], unpd [18], 

NuBBe [19], ZINC15 [15], TIPdb [20], AfroDB [21], BindingDB [22], AfroMalariaDB [23], 

BIOFACQUIM [24], ChEMBL [13, 25] and PubChem [14], along with available biological 

information extracted from ChEMBL [13] (Appendix Table B1) to create a database of 

macrolactones with bioactivities and a front end web application that allows users to subset a 

chemical space among molecules via multiple filters on chemical properties such as ring size, 

number of sugars, molecular weight, etc.  

Macrolactones are a broad, diverse structural class with various levels of complexity, and 

the database of macrolactones needs to be useful for different research project needs. For example, 
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biosynthetic chemists who work closely with “classic” macrolides such as erythromycin, 

pikromycin, etc. may be interested in a very specific set of twelve-to-sixteen-membered 

macrolides with sugars present. Additionally, the definition of “macrolides” has evolved in the 

past 50 years due to developments in medicinal research such as first, second and third generation 

of macrolides, ketolides, etc. [4, 26]. Thus, to accommodate research groups focusing on different 

areas of macrolactones, we constructed a web application with multiple filters to allow users to 

extract a highly specific subset of interest.  

Additionally, we conducted a cheminformatics analysis of MacrolactoneDB to better 

understand the chemical diversity and scope of this structural class. We analyzed the chemical 

distribution in terms of several important molecular properties: molecular weight (MW), polar 

surface area (PSA), hydrophobicity (SlogP), hydrogen bond donors (HBA), hydrogen bond 

acceptors (HBA), rotatable bonds (NRB), and ring size (RS). To further demonstrate the chemical 

diversity and scope of macrolactones, we visualized the chemical network of MacrolactoneDB and 

incorporated biological activities in the form of pChEMBL into the network.  

We also observed that contemporary chemical descriptors or fingerprints lack information 

to sufficiently account for large bioactive ring structures such as frequency of ring sizes larger than 

twelve, sugars etc. Thus, they may not fully characterize macrolactone molecules. Consequently, 

the lack of these important details can adversely affect Quantitative Structure-Activity 

Relationship (QSAR) and Mechanism of Action (MoA) studies. Thus, we developed 91 new 

descriptors (mrc) (Figure 4.2), which account for frequency of ring sizes ranging from thirteen to 

ninety-nine, sugars, core esters, etc. to better characterize macrolactones and macrolides.  
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of mrc descriptors with CHEMBL2221290 as an example structure. 

Descriptors include frequency information on ring sizes of 13 to 99, largest and smallest ring sizes, 

number of sugars and number of esters in core ring structures. 

As the main case study, we extracted the three most common targets from MacrolactoneDB 

(Plasmodium Falciparum (malaria), Hepatitis C and T-cells), conducted cheminformatics analysis 

on the associated macrolactone ligands, and developed our machine learning (ML) workflow. 

QSAR modeling was conducted using a variety of state-of-the-art ML algorithms and molecular 

descriptor sets. We applied 10-fold cross validation (CV) on our three case studies and examined 

the relevance and usefulness of different cheminformatics methods and tools on these highly 

complex, large ring molecules. Our overarching goal for such modeling was to determine the 

optimal combination of ML algorithm and fingerprint set, and to provide chemical insights into 

macrolactones. Our workflow (Appendix Figure B1) uses contemporary ML algorithms such as 

Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Regression (SVR), Naïve Bayes (NB), K nearest neighbor 

(KNN), Deep Neural Nets (DNN), Consensus (CSS, averaged endpoint among all the 

aforementioned ML algorithms), and Hybrid approaches from the two best algorithms (RF_KNN 

– average prediction from RF and KNN, and RF_ DNN – average prediction from RF and DNN). 

Our workflow utilizes explicit and implicit molecular descriptors which include mordred [27], mrc 

(newly developed descriptors to address macrolide characteristics), mordred_mrc, MACCS, 

ECFP6, 2Drdkit, and “all” (a merger of unique, aforementioned descriptor sets).  
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4.2. Methods 

4.2.1 MacrolactoneDB 

MacrolactoneDB is a web application hosting ~13,700 macrolactones, including 

macrolides mined from public repositories such as NANPDB [16], StreptomeDB [17], unpd [18], 

NuBBe [19], ZINC15 [15], TIPdb [20], AfroDB [21], BindingDB [22], AfroMalariaDB [23], 

BIOFACQUIM [24], ChEMBL [13, 25] and PubChem [14]. Ring structures with at least twelve 

members and ester functional group(s) within the core rings were filtered using RDKit Molecule 

Substructure Filter node and SMART patterns in Knime [38].  The detailed information regarding 

the number of compounds for each database is available (Appendix Table B1). All filtered 

structures were curated using a similar protocol proposed by Fourches et al [39]; 1) removal of 

mixtures, inorganics , 2) structural conversion, cleaning/removal of salts, 3) structural 

normalization, and 4) removal of structural duplicates. This resulted in currently 13,721 diverse 

macrolactones in MacrolactoneDB at http://macrolact.collabchem.com/. Example chemical 

structures were randomly picked from MacrolactoneDB (Figure 4.1). All the available biological 

activity information was retrieved from ChEMBL database using ChEMBL web services [40] 

python 3.6. Due to the large structural diversity of macrolactones, we developed a user-friendly 

web interface with filters that allow users to restrict and subset the chemical space of interest 

(Appendix Method B1). 

 

4.2.2. Macrolide Related (mrc) Descriptors 

We developed 91 macrolide-related descriptors to better characterize macrolactones and to 

complement mordred descriptors [27]. mrc descriptors include information on frequency of ring 

sizes ranging from 13 to 99, smallest and largest ring sizes (≥12-membered), frequency of sugars 

and occurrence of esters within the core rings. An illustrative diagram of mrc descriptor along with 

an example structure of CHEMBL2221290 is shown in Figure 4.2.  

Mordred is, so far, the most comprehensive 2D descriptor set (approx. 1,600 features) 

which includes not only the complete set of RDKit descriptors [41], but also accounts for ring 

structures with ring sizes up to 12. Hence, we developed mrc (macrolactones related) descriptors 

to complement mordred, and mrc accounts for the presence and frequency of ring sizes ranging 

from 13 to 99. The specified ring size in mrc should sufficiently cover the macrolactone space 

http://macrolact.collabchem.com/
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because the largest macrolide ever reported in the literature was Zooxanthellamide Cs with 63 to 

66 atoms in the core ring structures [42]. The ring size-based features in mrc were built on top of 

Mordred descriptors.  

One feature in mrc was the frequency of sugars based on six sugar SMART patterns as 

identified by cdk [43] (Appendix Table B3). It was, however, unable to recognize specific sugar 

types as cladinose, desosamine, etc. thus it only accounted for the occurrence of sugars instead of 

individual sugar types. Another mrc feature is the count of esters in the core ring structures. Classic 

macrolides such as erythromycin, azithromycin have one ester within the core rings. The 

terminating thioesterase (TE) module usually found in the last domain in the type 1 NRPS 

multienzymes cleaves off the fully assembled peptide [44], closes the ring structures, resulting an 

ester within the core ring. Thus, the count of core esters could be an important trait in determining 

the extent of bio-synthesizability for macrolides or a characteristic of natural products, and thus 

included as a feature in mrc descriptors.  

The code to compute mordred_mrc descriptors has been provided in the github repository 

https://github.com/zinph/mordred_mrc. To assess the efficiency of mrc descriptors, we computed 

them for the entire MacrolactoneDB containing ~ 13,700 large, highly complex ring molecules 

with MW up to 4429.7 g.mol-1. This is perhaps the most challenging chemical dataset for 

computing complicated descriptors. Some calculators (e.g. PaDEL) result in missing values from 

time out [27]. mrc descriptor calculation for the entire MacrolactoneDB was completed in an 

acceptable time of 43mins 38s on an Intel® Xeon® W-2104 CPU, 32 GB memory machine 

whereas mordred descriptors took 1hr 44min 37s. Further updates on algorithm optimization of 

mrc descriptors can be referenced in github repository. 

Of note, mrc descriptors alone do not sufficiently characterize macrolactones since it only 

includes information on ring sizes and macrolide related characteristics. They were developed to 

complement mordred descriptors. For QSAR modeling, the importance and relevance of 

mordred_mrc descriptors will come into play for training datasets of macrolides with well-

distributed properties addressed by mrc. 

 

4.2.3. Chemical Network Visualization of MacrolactoneDB 

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering was conducted with ECFP6 fingerprints calculated 

for the curated set of ~13,700 compounds in MacrolactoneDB using ggtree package33 in R 

https://github.com/zinph/mordred_mrc
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(v3.4.4). The edges and nodes were generated based on Euclidean distance [45] between the 

ECFP6 of the molecules and Ward’s minimum variance method linkage [46] between clusters. We 

then generated a chemical network visualization of these compounds using Gephi 0.9.2 [47] and a 

combination of multiple layout algorithms such as MultiGravity ForceAtlas2, ForceAtlas2 [48], 

Contraction, Yifan Hu [49], and Yifan Hu Proportional provided by the Gephi tool [47, 50]. Each 

node in the chemical network was a macrolactone ligand (Figure 4.4). The nodes in the chemical 

network were then colored according to the maximally reported pChEMBL value of the 

corresponding compound against any known target. For 1233 macrolactones, there were more than 

one pChEMBL value for the same ligand-target pairs, and there were multiple targets associated 

with 1479 macrolactone ligands. In this approach, we focused on the macrolactone ligands and 

their level in the general activity spectrum; thus, we chose only one target with any maximally 

reported biological endpoint. The color and size of the nodes represent pChEMBL values where 

green is associated with high and red is associated with low pChEMBL values (Figure 4.4). The 

nodes for compounds with unreported pChEMBL values are colored black in the visualization 

network. Overall, only ~2,800 (20%) macrolactones had reported pChEMBL values (Figure 4.4). 

 

4.2.4. Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) Modeling 

All the computing details can be found in Appendix Method B2. 

 

4.2.4.1. Data Curation 

All the macrolactone ligands associated with three targets (ChEMBL364 – Plasmodium 

falciparum, ChEMBL379 – Hepatitis C virus and CHEMBL614309 – T-cells) were extracted and 

curated using the protocol proposed by Fourches et al [37]. Only those with known pIC50 for 

Plasmodium falciparum and T-cells targets, and pIC50/EC50s for the Hepatitis C target were kept. 

For the same target-ligand pair, (1) only exact activity values were considered, (2) if there were 

several values of the same affinity type available, the average of all reported values within z-score 

of 2 were kept, and the rest treated as outliers and discarded. The full data sets are available in 

Supporting Information (Data S4.1). 
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4.2.4.2. Descriptors and Machine Learning (ML) Algorithms 

In this study, we used the following fingerprint/descriptor sets: MACCS [39] (166 bits), 

ECFP6 [40] (2048 bits), 2D RDKit [41] (115 features), mordred [27] (1613 features), mrc (91 

features), mordred_mrc – a combination of mordred and mrc (1704 features),  “all” – a 

combination of mordred_mrc, ECFP6 and maccs (3919 features).   

The following ML methods were used in this study: RF, NB, SVR, KNN, DNN, CSS, 

RF_KNN and RF_DNN. These ML methods have been commonly and successfully used in 

cheminformatics studies, and summarized descriptions were provided in Appendix Method B3.  

 

4.2.4.4. Overview and QSAR Workflow Development  

We developed QSAR regression models by selecting three targets (Plasmodium 

falciparum, Hepatitis C and T-cells) with the most known macrolactone ligands with bioactivities 

reported. Our main objective in this QSAR modeling study is to assess the performance of 

contemporary 2D fingerprint/descriptor sets and ML algorithms on these underexplored large 

bioactive molecules.  

We hypothesize explicit descriptors such as mordred or mordred_mrc would outperform 

implicit fingerprints such as MACCS, ECFP6 since structural fragment-based approach may not 

fully capture ring information as well as explicit descriptors. We also posit the frequency of RS 

and sugars would influence binding affinities; thus, adding mrc to mordred descriptors could boost 

the performance of QSAR models; especially if the training dataset has well-distributed properties 

addressed by mrc. However, different structural fragments undeniably play an important role in 

the chemical properties and interactions with the target proteins, thus we expect to see a certain 

level of importance and relevance in predicting their biological endpoints towards associated 

targets.  

Overall, we explored the following cheminformatics-related questions. We assessed 

whether applying PCA or parameter tuning improved the predictive power of QSAR models. We 

explored whether explicit descriptors outperform implicit fingerprints, determined an optimal 

combination of ML and descriptor/fingerprint set that performs well on macrolactones, and 

assessed if mrc descriptors complement mordred descriptors and help boost the predictive power 
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of QSAR models. Hence, we implemented the workflow which uses eight ML algorithms and 

seven descriptor sets (Appendix Figure B1).  

 

4.2.4.5. QSAR Model Performance Evaluation  

To evaluate the performance of QSAR regression models, we used the following criteria: 

the mean absolute error (MAE), and the coefficient of determination (𝑅2). 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =  
∑ |𝑦−𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑|

𝑛
, 

𝑅2 = 1 −
∑(𝑦 − 𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑)2

∑(𝑦 − �̅�)
 

Where  y = experimental pIC50,  �̅� = mean of experimental pIC50, 

𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 = predicted pIC50, and �̅�𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 = mean of predicted pIC50 

 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Analysis of MacrolactoneDB 

To assess the chemical diversity of molecular properties displayed by macrolactones, we 

analyzed MacrolactoneDB by studying the distribution of important molecular properties (MW, 

SlogP, TPSA, HBA, HBD, NRB, RS). These properties, except RS, are known to have a significant 

influence on bioavailability and membrane penetration [28], and are commonly used to assess drug 

likeness, bioavailability, and oral absorption according to Lipinski’s ‘Rule of 5’ and Veber’s rules 

[28, 29]. The descriptive statistics regarding these molecular properties are shown in Appendix 

Table B2.  

MW of macrolactones followed a right-skewed distribution and ranged from 194 to 4429 

g mol-1 with a mean of 787 ± 339 g mol-1 (Figure 4.3A, Appendix Table B2). An overwhelming 

82% exceeded MW of 500. PSA followed a right-skewed distribution ranging from 26.3 to 1439 

°A2 with a mean of 213 ± 139 °A2 (Figure 4.3B, Appendix Table B2). Almost 71% exceeded PSA 

of 140. SlogP followed a bell-shaped distribution with a range from -18.5 to 21.7, and a mean of 

3.10 ± 2.65 (Figure 4.3C, Appendix Table B2). Interestingly, less than 22% exceeded SlogP of 5.  
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HBA followed a right-skewed distribution and ranged from 2 to 87 with a mean of 12.7 ± 

6.36 (Figure 4.3D, Appendix Table B2). More than half (58%) violated HBA of at most 10. HBD 

followed a right-skewed distribution with a range from 0 to 48 and a mean of 4.63 ± 4.88 (Figure 

4.3E, Appendix Table B2). 23% disobeyed HBD of at least 5. NRB followed a right-skewed 

distribution and ranged from 0 to 154 with a NRBmean of 9.21 ± 7.98 (Figure 4.3F, Appendix Table 

B2). 31% surpassed NRB of 10. 
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Figure 4.3. Distribution of molecular properties: A) Molecular Weight - MW, B) Polar Surface 

Area - PSA, C) Hydrophobicity - SlogP, D) Hydrogen Bond Acceptors - HBA, E) Hydrogen Bond 

Donors - HBD, F) Number of Rotatable bonds - NRB of MacrolactoneDB. Green rectangular areas 

show druglike and bioavailable regions according to Lipinski’s and Veber’s rules.  
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RS ranged widely from 12 to 55 with a mean of 17.4 ± 5.99 (Appendix Figure B2, 

Appendix Table B2). 14-membered macrolactones are the most common in MacrolactoneDB, 

representing 22.3% (3056 compounds) of the database. 12 to 16-membered macrolactones, the 

common RS range for classic macrolides represent ~65% (8914 compounds) of the entire database. 

11,487 compounds (84%) of macrolactones were found to violate Lipinski’s Ro5 [29].  

We visualized the chemical network of MacrolactoneDB (Figure 4.4) and incorporated 

their bioactivities. Overall, MacrolactoneDB had a comprehensive collection of large ring 

structures with different degrees of complexity and covered a large scope of chemical properties 

with widely varying ranges. 

 

Figure 4.4. Chemical Space Visualization of MacrolactoneDB; color and size represent 

compounds with pChEMBL values where red indicates low pChEMBL values and green high 

pChEMBL values. Compounds with unreported pChEMBL values are colored black. 

 

4.3.2. Relevance of Rule of 5 to Bioactivities of Macrolactones 

We assessed the relevance of Lipinski’s Rule of 5 to the reported bioactivities of 

macrolactones in the general activity spectrum. We assessed the maximally reported pChEMBL 
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values of macrolactones and observed whether they obeyed or violated the Rule of 5. Compounds 

with the maximal pChEMBL value of at least 7 were considered active and those below 7 inactive. 

Appendix Figure B3 shows the summary statistics on the relevance to the Rule of 5 with respect 

to the activity of macrolactones, along with scatter plots of MW and SlogP, MW and TopoPSA. 

Among all activities reported for macrolactones, 455 (17%) abided by these rules among which 

only a very small population of 91 (3%) which were active. Many pChEMBL reported 

macrolactones, approximately 2300 (83%), violated the Rule of 5 yet a comparatively large 

population of ~1100 (41%) were found active. 

 

4.3.3. Distribution Analysis on Biological Endpoints of Macrolactone Ligands 

In QSAR modeling, pIC50s (negative logs of IC50) were used as prediction endpoints for 

Plasmodium falciparum and T-cells targets. However, pIC50s for Hepatitis C target had very 

limited variation and highly skewed distribution (not reported); thus, pIC50/pEC50 were used as 

biological endpoints in building our QSAR regressors. For compounds with both pIC50 and 

pEC50 reported, we only took pIC50 since the dataset predominantly had IC50s reported.  

The distribution of pIC50 for Plasmodium falciparum - Malaria (CHEMBL364), 

pIC50/pEC50 for Hepatitis C targets (CHEMBL379) and pIC50 for T-cells (CHEMBL614309), 

were shown in Appendix Figure B3A, S4.3B and S4.3C respectively. Malaria had 223 

macrolactone ligands with an almost normal distribution of pIC50s ranging from 4.67 to 8.61 and 

a mean of 6.59 ± 0.65. Hepatitis C had 129 macrolactone ligands with a slightly left-skewed 

distribution of pIC50/pEC50s ranging from 4.48 to 9.59 and a mean of 7.29 ± 1.04. T-cells had 

103 macrolactone ligands with an abnormal distribution of pIC50s ranging from 4.93 to 9.74 and 

a mean of 8.24 ± 1.07. The box plot distribution showed the Hepatitis C dataset covered the widest, 

most well-distributed range of pIC50/pEC50 values whereas the other two had relatively narrower 

pIC50 distributions (Appendix Figure B3D). Overall, all the datasets had a good range of activities 

suitable for QSAR regressors. 
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4.3.4. Cluster Analysis of Macrolactone Ligands  

We conducted an unsupervised hierarchical clustering using Euclidean distance, Ward 

Linkage with (A) mordred_mrc, and (B) ECFP6 (2048 bits). The resulting circular dendrograms 

for Plasmodium falciparum, Hepatitis C and T-cell datasets were provided in Appendix Figure B5, 

B6 and B7 respectively. Each dendrogram node was colored according to the experimental pIC50 

or pIC50/pEC50 values afforded by the corresponding chemical structure. This procedure allowed 

us to identify analogues having similar structures or chemical properties. Additionally, it could 

point to the importance or relevance of descriptors based on whether they can cluster compounds 

with similar activities. 

In the Plasmodium falciparum dataset, we identified two interesting clusters with 

mordred_mrc (Appendix Figure B5A) whose members were clustered apart based on ECFP6 

(Appendix Figure B5B). The first cluster in mordred_mrc contained two macrolactones with 

varying pIC50 values (red arrows in Appendix Figure B5A). Their structures were shown in 

Appendix Figure B5C and different structural components were highlighted yellow. This suggests 

these two compounds share similar chemical properties, but different structural fragments which 

contributed to varying IC50’s. In fact, they had a Tanimoto coefficient (similarity measurement 

between two chemicals [31]) of 0.87 (MACCS-166 bits) and a difference of 11,900 nM in their 

IC50’s. This is an example of activity cliff, where “large” differences in potency were observed 

despite two structures having “similar” structures [32], identified by mordred_mrc. These analogs 

are interesting because it sheds light on chemical components of interest in macrolactone structures 

that play an important role in bioactivities and thus are worth exploring and manipulating for future 

SAR studies and for improving potencies.  

Similarly, in another cluster, three compounds with similar pIC50s, clustered together with 

mordred_mrc (blue arrows in Appendix Figure B5A) were clustered apart with ECFP6 (blue 

arrows in Appendix Figure B5B). Their structures were shown in Appendix Figure B5D, differing 

structural components highlighted, and shared structural fragments indicated with color-coded star 

symbols. They had the same core ring structure, but side chains were modified at N10 or in the 

sugar component at C5 (Appendix Figure B5D). Regardless of these structural differences, they 

were similar in terms of chemical properties and in pIC50s. These analogs are also interesting 

since they showed the impact of structural modification on biological endpoints towards 

Plasmodium falciparum. In this cluster, modifying the sugar component (the side chain in tertiary 
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amino of CHEMBL1946558) yielded higher bioactivity among all analogues. Merging the 

structures of CHEMBL1946558 and CHEMBL2029590 could be of interest but also could impose 

a synthetic challenge. Structural modifications at these different positions may lead to more 

interactions with the target and could perhaps yield higher bioactivity unless the sidechains occupy 

identical binding sites. In both clusters based on mordred_mrc, we identified highly similar 

structural analogues with a few modifications in the side chains affording different pIC50s. This 

cluster analysis demonstrates that we can extract useful structure-activity relationships and study 

the influence of minor structural changes in macrolactones on their activities which can in turn 

lead to the design and investigation on new compounds of interest. Additional cluster analysis 

regarding Hepatitis C and T-cells case studies is provided (Appendix Results B1). Further, the 

distribution analysis of mrc properties for macrolactone ligands of these three case studies is 

provided (Appendix Results B2). 

 

4.3.5. Assessment and Comparison of Descriptors and Machine Learning Algorithms  

We compared the performance of molecular descriptors and ML models from tuned 

methods for all our cases studies. Heatmaps with statistics on R2 and MAE results for Plasmodium 

falciparum, Hepatitis C and T-cell case studies with tuned methods can be found in Figure 4.5. 

More details on R2 and MAE for the entire QSAR modeling workflow including base and 

pca_tuned methods are provided in Appendix Figure B10, B11 and B12 and the impacts of tuning 

parameters and feature extraction techniques on QSAR modeling is described in Appendix Results 

B3. To determine the optimal set of descriptors, we generated clustered columns across 8 MLs for 

each descriptor set in R2 (Appendix Figure B16) and MAE (Appendix Figure B17).  
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Figure 4.5. 10-fold Cross-Validation across eight machine learning algorithms and six fingerprint 

/ descriptor sets with tuned method for (A) R2 (coefficient of determination) for Plasmodium 

falciparum, (B) MAE (mean absolute error) for Plasmodium falciparum, (C) R2 for Hepatitis C, 

(D) MAE for Hepatitis C, (E) R2 for T-cells, and (F) MAE for T-cells.  

 

In the Plasmodium falciparum dataset, “all” descriptors provided the best prediction results 

consistently across 8 MLs based on R2 (highest, Appendix Figure B16A), and MAE (lowest, 

Appendix Figure B17A). On the other hand, MACCS, a structural fragment-based fingerprint 

approach, had the lowest performance by comparison with R2
max = 0.44 (Appendix Figure B16A) 

and MAEmin = 0.36 (Appendix Figure B17A). In general, implicit fingerprints; ECFP6 (R2
max = 

0.57, MAEmin = 0.30) and MACCS, did not perform as well as explicit descriptors or the merger 

“all”.  

In the Hepatitis C dataset, the descriptor sets had very similar R2 and MAE across 8 MLs; 

with “all” descriptors slightly better with R2
max

 0.76 (Appendix Figure B16B) and MAEmin 0.37 

(Appendix Figure B17B). The T-cells dataset results showed a significant difference in the 

performance between explicit and implicit descriptors. Explicit descriptors (mordred, 
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mordred_mrc and merger “all”) had R2
max

 0.78 (Appendix Figure B16C) and MAEmin 0.39 

(Appendix Figure B17C) across MLs. On the other hand, implicit fingerprints; ECFP6 (R2
max = 

0.56, MAEmin = 0.47) and MACCS (R2
max = 0.17, MAEmin = 0.62) yielded very poor performances. 

Our QSAR models with MACCS did not find any meaningful correlation for macrolactone ligands 

of the T-cells target with any ML algorithms.  

Overall, the prediction results from the case studies agreed with our hypothesis that explicit 

descriptors (mordred, mordred_mrc) would perform better than implicit fingerprints (MACCS or 

ECFP6); especially in Malaria and T-cells case studies. Of note, “all” descriptors performed best 

among others, closely followed by either mordred or mordred_mrc in all cases. In fact, the 

difference of highest R2 and lowest MAE across MLs between “all” and mordred / mordred_mrc 

were 0.01 and 0.02 at most respectively. Thus, adding MACCS or ECFP6 to mordred_mrc only 

slightly affected the predictive power of QSAR models. Perhaps, it is sufficient to use mordred or 

mordred_mrc alone to build regression models; however, there is no harm in using “all” descriptors 

to account for property-related and structural variations captured by both explicit and implicit 

descriptors. Afterall, across our case studies, “all” descriptors provided slightly superior 

performance; if not equal to mordred or mordred_mrc descriptors. 

When consensus and hybrid modeling approaches were applied, we noticed an increase in 

R2 across our case studies, especially for Plasmodium falciparum (Figure 4.6A) and Hepatitis C 

(Figure 4.6B). In the Plasmodium falciparum case study (Figure 4.5A for R2 and Figure 4.5B for 

MAE), RF_DNN afforded R2
max 0.64 and MAEmin 0.27 with “all” descriptors whereas RF alone 

afforded the R2
max 0.62 and MAEmin 0.29 with 2DRDKit descriptors. Moreover, CSS achieved 

consistently high R2 ~ 0.63 across descriptors except for ECFP6 and MACCS.  

In Hepatitis C, RF_DNN steadily afforded high R2 0.75 (Figure 4.5A) across descriptors 

and low MAE (Figure 4.5B) 0.38, closely matched by RF_KNN and CSS . In T-cells, RF 

individually was still the best among 8 MLs including CSS, RF_DNN and RF_KNN (Figure 4.6C). 

However, CSS, RF_DNN and RF_KNN closely matched the performance of RFs and were 

superior to other individual ML algorithms including DNN.  

Lastly, we sampled a few unique, outlier macrolactones from each case study either based 

on ring size, structural complexity, and assessed the performance of ML 10-fold CV on them. 

Appendix Results B4 showed that we still afforded excellent predictions on such complex, 
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uniquely ring-sized molecules even though the training set barely covered the chemical scope of 

these structures. 

 

Figure 4.6. Boxplot analysis of ML algorithms with associated R2 distribution across six descriptor 

sets for (A) case study I with Plasmodium falciparum, (B) case study II with Hepatitis C Virus, 

(C) case study III with T-cells. 
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4.4. Discussion 

MacrolactoneDB provides a comprehensive database of curated macrolactones with 

bioactivities across many targets. Such a database is likely of interest to researchers and presents 

opportunities for repurposing these compounds for new uses. Compounds from MacrolactoneDB 

can be used as scaffolds that can be manipulated and modified to design novel macrolides using 

biosynthetic engineering methods, semi-synthesis or traditional organic chemistry. Ergo, it can 

motivate the development of novel polyketide antibiotics, and encourage further exploration of 

challenging, underexplored macrolactones. We believe MacrolactoneDB will launch a plethora of 

cheminformatics studies including QSAR. For example, chemical insights from conducting 

frequency analysis of structural fragments, i.e. building blocks, in MacrolactoneDB can be used in 

conjunction with other software such as PKS Enumerator [33] to effectively design large in-silico 

libraries of macrolides with improved drug-likeness and synthetic feasibility.  

We conducted a cheminformatics analysis of MacrolactoneDB to understand the chemical 

scope and coverage of these large ring molecules. An overwhelming majority of them evidently 

violated Lipinski’s ‘Rule of 5’ and Veber’s rules of drug likeness and oral bioavailability [10, 34]. 

However, the assessment of their bioactivity showed that they still afforded interesting 

bioactivities despite their violations. In fact, a much larger number of macrolactones beyond the 

Rule of 5 were found to be biologically active than those within. That was perhaps due to the 

“chameleon-like” behavior of macrocyclic structures; the ability to change shape, polarity, or 

conformation driven by intra-molecular hydrogen bonding based on its surrounding aqueous or 

non-polar environment [10, 35]. The analysis of MacrolactoneDB signifies an urgent need to 

develop new drug likeness and bioavailability rules specific to medium to large sized molecules 

such as these macrolactones.  

Additionally, we developed mrc descriptors to better characterize macrolactones, provide 

insight into their SAR and improve predictive modeling with integration to other descriptors such 

as mordred. The usefulness of mrc descriptors will be proven in chemical datasets with large 

variance, well-distributed ring size and macrolide related characteristics. One feature in mrc was 

the frequency of sugars, a crucial component influencing the bioactivities of macrolides and 

contributing one-half to two-thirds of the binding energy [36]. Classic macrolide structures, 

usually twelve to sixteen-membered rings [4, 37], have one or more sugars attached to the core 

rings via glycosidic bonds. We hypothesize the presence/frequency of sugars could thus be 
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important in characterizing macrolactones/macrolides. However, specific sugar types such as 

cladinose, desosamine, etc. are not yet recognized by mrc; only the total frequency of sugars. 

Examining chemical databases, mining sugar components, identifying and incorporating various 

types of sugars to mrc will certainly be worth exploring. Information on the occurrence of specific 

sugar types and atomic positions for glycosidic bonds will also be helpful in extracting SAR 

relationships and building predictive models for macrolides.  

We demonstrated in our proof-of-concept study with three common disease targets that 

machine learning models for macrolactones/macrolides can be trained and validated using various 

algorithms and descriptors. We conducted QSAR modeling with macrolactones on Plasmodium 

falciparum, Hepatitis C virus and T-cells from MacrolactoneDB with eight MLs and seven 

descriptor sets. Since large structures such as macrolactones are underexplored in QSAR 

modeling, the insights from this study could be valuable to the cheminformatics community. It is, 

in fact, one of the first such studies exploring and tackling this structural class of macrolactones 

by applying multiple cheminformatics techniques such as several combinations of ML algorithms 

and chemical descriptors.  

Our three case studies showed that RF was the best predictor among individual ML 

algorithms across six descriptor sets. We also demonstrated that consensus modeling from five 

ML algorithms or hybrid approach which averages the prediction results from two ML algorithms 

(in this case study, RF_DNN and RF_KNN) slightly increased the predictive power of QSAR 

models built with individual ML algorithms. 

Regarding the descriptors, we expected mordred, mordred_mrc or “all” would be most 

useful and relevant in predicting the bioactivities since they would convey a more comprehensive 

representation of macrolactone structures. We also applied implicit chemical fingerprints (ECFP6, 

MACCS) to assess and compare the performance of structural fragment-based approach in 

predicting the macrolactone bioactivities. Our results from all three case studies showed that the 

merger “all” was the best feature types for macrolactones, followed closely by mordred and 

mordred_mrc descriptors across MLs, which agreed well with our initial expectation. An 

interesting observation was that explicit descriptors outperform implicit descriptors across MLs 

and case studies, except in the case of Hepatitis C wherein implicit and explicit descriptors 

performed equivalently. Mordred_mrc was the most useful set of descriptors; even merging other 
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descriptor sets such as ECFP6 and MACCS to mordred_mrc (“all”) did not make a significant 

improvement in comparison to mordred_mrc alone.  

The analysis of macrolactone ligand datasets in the three case studies showed narrowly 

distributed and limited variation of macrocycle related properties addressed by mrc descriptors 

(Appendix Results B2), thus they are likely not ideal datasets to assess the true performance of 

mordred_mrc descriptors. Understandably, we did not see any noticeable difference in the 

performance of mordred and mordred_mrc across MLs.  

One important finding was our QSAR models’ ability to predict highly accurate biological 

endpoints on highly complex, uniquely ring-sized (‘misfit’) macrolactones relative to the rest of 

the datasets in 10-fold CV (Appendix Results B4). We demonstrated the high predictive 

performance of QSAR models affording “top” predictions on larger, more complex, unique 

macrolactones even when they were trained with dominantly different-sized ring structures. This 

highlighted the usefulness of contemporary chemical descriptors and ML algorithms.  

Of note, this workflow was built with only 2D fingerprints/descriptors, thus the information 

characterizing these macrolactones may not capture the conformational information such as intra-

hydrogen bonding properties. Yet, the predictive power of these models built with 2D descriptors 

alone was rather impressive (R2 = 0.64 for Plasmodium falciparum, R2 = 0.76 for Hepatitis C 

Virus, R2 = 0.78 for T-cells). Conformational analysis of macrocycles still remains a complex, 

challenging problem wherein a small structural modification can result in conformational 

reorganization of remote regions of a macrocyclic backbone [35]. It is hoped that when such 

information is included the models will improve further. However, our study confirmed 2D-

descriptor-based QSAR models developed with compounds from MacrolactoneDB can be used to 

predict biological activities of new macrolides and to prioritize potential biosynthesis. This will 

have value in the search for novel macrolactone / macrolide therapeutics. 

 

Declarations: 

Additional Files 

Appendix Data B1. Curated structure activity data – data supplied as a separate file. 

Appendix Method B1. MacrolactoneDB 
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Appendix Method B2. Computing details for QSAR modeling 

Appendix Method B3. Machine learning methods 

Appendix Results B1. Cluster analysis of macrolactone ligands 

Appendix Results B2. Distribution analysis of mrc properties 

Appendix Results B3. Tuning parameters and feature extraction techniques to improve 

performance 

Appendix Results B4. Performance of ML workflow with macrolactones 

Appendix Table B1. The number of chemicals filtered for 13 databases at each filtering 

stage. 

Appendix Table B2. Descriptive Statistics on Molecular Properties of MacrolactoneDB: 

Molecular Weight (MW), PSA (Polar Surface Area), SlogP (Hydrophobicity), HBA (Hydrogen 

Bond Acceptors), HBD (Hydrogen Bond Donors), NRB (Number of Rotatable Bonds), and Ring 

Size (RS). 

Appendix Table B3. SMARTS for sugar patterns (for mrc descriptors) 

Appendix Table B4. Hyperparameters covered in grid search areas for pca_tuned and tuned 

models. 

Appendix Table B5. Summary of 30 neural network architectures tested for QSAR internal 

cross-validation 

Appendix Table B6. Maximally Reported Y-randomization Results from 10 iterations of 

10-fold Cross-Validation for case study I - Malaria (CHEMBL364), pIC50 

Appendix Table B7. Maximally Reported Y-randomization Results from 10 iterations of 

10-fold Cross-Validation for case study II - Hepatitis C (CHEMBL379), pIC50/pEC50 

Appendix Table B8. Maximally Reported Y-randomization Results from 10 iterations of 

10-fold Cross-Validation for case study III – T-cells (CHEMBL614309), pIC50 

Appendix Figure B1. QSAR modeling workflow using 8 ML algorithms and 7 fingerprint 

/ descriptor sets  

Appendix Figure B2. Distribution of Core Ring Sizes in MacrolactoneDB.  

Appendix Figure B3. Statistics on the bioactivity of macrolactones and their agreement or 

lack thereof to Lipinski’s Rule of five. Scatter plots between (A) MW and SlogP, and (B) MW and 

TopoPSA.  

Appendix Figure B4. Distribution of (A) pIC50 values for targets Plasmodium falciparum 

(CHEMBL364), (B) pIC50/pEC50 values for Hepatitis C virus (CHEMBL379), (C) pIC50 values 
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for T-cells (CHEMBL309), (D) Boxplot distribution of biological endpoints aka p-affinity for 

three case studies: Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), Hepatitis C (CHEMBL379) and T-

cell (CHEMBL614309) targets. 

Appendix Figure B5. Circular dendrogram obtained from the hierarchical clustering of 

Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364) dataset with Ward linkage, and Euclidian distance using 

(A) mordred_mrc descriptors, (B) ECFP6 fingerprints. Compound nodes and names are colored 

according to their pIC50 value. Structures of (C) two chemicals indicated with red arrows in both 

mordred and ECFP6 dendrograms, and (D) three chemicals from the blue oval based on mordred 

and in different clusters indicated by blue arrows based on ECFP6.  

Appendix Figure B6. Circular dendrogram obtained from the hierarchical clustering of 

Hepatitis C virus (CHEMBL379) dataset with Ward linkage, and Euclidian distance using (A) 

mordred_mrc descriptors, and (B) ECFP6 fingerprints. Compound nodes and names are colored 

according to their pIC50 value. Stuctures with activity cliff based on ECFP6 clustering are shown 

in (C). The structure of the most chemically unique macrolactone based on mordred_mrc 

dendrogram is shown in (D). 

Appendix Figure B7. Circular dendrogram obtained from the hierarchical clustering of T-

cells (CHEMBL614309) dataset with Ward linkage, and Euclidian distance using (A) 

mordred_mrc descriptors, and (B) ECFP6 fingerprints. Compound nodes and names are colored 

according to their pIC50 value. Structures from purple oval or indicated by purple arrows are 

shown in (C), blue oval or indicated with blue arrows are shown in (D). 

Appendix Figure B8. Violin plot analysis of ring size scaffolds with associated pIC50 and 

pChEMBL distributions for (A) Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), (B) Hepatitis C Virus 

(CHEMBL379), and (C) T-cells (CHEMBL614309) respectively.  

Appendix Figure B9. Violin plot analysis of sugars with associated pIC50 score 

distributions for Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364).  

Appendix Figure B10. 10-fold Cross-Validation across eight machine learning algorithms 

and six fingerprint / descriptor sets for case study I with Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364): 

(A) Coefficient of Determination (R2), and (B) Mean Absolute Error (MAE). 

Appendix Figure B11. 10-fold Cross-Validation across eight machine learning algorithms 

and six fingerprint / descriptor sets for case study II with Hepatitis C Virus (CHEMBL379): (A) 

Coefficient of Determination (R2), and (B) Mean Absolute Error (MAE). 

Appendix Figure B12. 10-fold Cross-Validation across eight machine learning algorithms 

and six fingerprint / descriptor sets for case study III with T-cells (CHEMBL614309): (A) 

Coefficient of Determination (R2), and (B) Mean Absolute Error (MAE). 

Appendix Figure B13. Boxplot comparison of pca_tuned and tuned methods for six 

descriptor sets across three case studies of Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), Hepatitis C 

Virus (CHEMBL379) and T-cells (CHEMBL614309) in terms of R2 – coefficient of 

determination: (A) Random Forest (RF), and (B) Deep Neural Nets (DNN). 
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Appendix Figure B14. Distribution of Coefficient of Determination R2 using Support 

Vector Regression (SVR) from six descriptor sets for base, pca_tuned and tuned methods for (A) 

Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), (B) Hepatitis C Virus (CHEMBL379), and (C) T-cells 

(CHEMBL614309).  

Appendix Figure B15. Comparison of base, pca_tuned, tuned methods from eight MLs and 

six descriptors (excluding mrc descriptors) used in the study across three case studies of 

Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), Hepatitis C Virus (CHEMBL379), T-cells 

(CHEMBL614309) for (A) coefficient of determination (R2) and (B) mean absolute error (MAE). 

Appendix Figure B16. Clustered columns analysis of coefficient of determination (R2) 

from 10-fold cross validation for (A) Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), (B) Hepatitis C 

Virus (CHEMBL379), and (C) T-cells (CHEMBL614309).  

Appendix Figure B17. Clustered columns analysis of mean absolute error (MAE) from 10-

fold cross validation for (A) Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), (B) Hepatitis C Virus 

(CHEMBL379), and (C) T-cells (CHEMBL614309).  

Appendix Figure B18. Machine Learning workflow predictions on (A) the only 27-

membered (CHEMBL2303629) and (B) the only 36-membered (CHEMBL487366) macrolactones 

from Plasmodium falciparum – malaria (CHEMBL364) ligand dataset.  

Appendix Figure B19. 10-fold CV predictions on the (A) 21-membered 

(CHEMBL591604) and (B) 33-membered (CHEMBL2407590) macrolactones from Hepatitis C 

Virus (CHEMBL379) macrolactone dataset. 

Appendix Figure B20. Machine learning workflow 10-fold CV predictions on the 21-

membered macrolactone ligands (A) CHEMBL162354, (B) CHEMBL352172 and (C) 

CHEMBL347657 from T-cells (CHEMBL614309) dataset.  
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Abstract 

Imatinib, a 2-phenylaminopyridine-based BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase inhibitor, is a highly 

effective drug for treating Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML). However, cases of drug resistance 

are constantly emerging due to various mutations in the ABL kinase domain; thus, it is crucial to 

identify novel bioactive analogues. Reliable QSAR models and molecular docking protocols have 

been shown to facilitate the discovery of new compounds from chemical libraries prior to 

experimental testing. However, as the vast majority of QSAR models uses 2D descriptors, the rise 

of 3D descriptors directly computed from molecular dynamics simulations offers new 

opportunities to potentially augment the reliability of QSAR models. Herein, we employed 

molecular docking and molecular dynamics on a large series of imatinib derivatives and developed 

an ensemble of QSAR models relying on deep neural nets (DNN) and hybrid sets of 2D/3D/MD 

descriptors, in order to predict the binding affinity and inhibition potencies of those compounds. 

Through rigorous validation tests, we showed that our DNN regression models achieved excellent 

external prediction performances for the pKi dataset (n = 555, R2 ≥ 0.71 and MAE ≤ 0.85), and 

the pIC50 dataset (n = 306, R2 ≥ 0.54 and MAE ≤ 0.71) with strict validation protocols based on 

external test sets, 10-fold native and nested cross validation. Interestingly, the best DNN and 

random forest models performed similarly across all descriptor sets. In fact, for this particular 

series of compounds, our external test results suggest that incorporating additional 3D, protein-

ligand binding site fingerprint, descriptors or even MD time-series descriptors did not significantly 

improve the overall R2 but lowered MAE of DNN QSAR models. Those augmented models could 

still help in identifying and understanding the key, dynamic protein-ligand interactions to be 

optimized for further molecular design.  
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5.1. Introduction 

BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase is a key target for treating Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML), 

which was estimated to affect ca. 9,000 individuals [1] in the US in 2019. Imatinib (Gleevec, 

STI571) is a small molecule drug inhibiting the BCR-ABL fusion kinase with high specificity [2–

4] and has become a true game-changer for combatting CML. Imatinib was first discovered to bind 

to the chimeric tyrosine kinase via high-throughput screening [5], later optimized with molecular 

modeling and medicinal chemistry, and rapidly moved to clinic. [3–5] However, tyrosine kinase 

inhibitor (TKI) resistance to Imatinib has emerged over time due to various mutated forms of BCR-

ABL. [5, 6] New analogues of Imatinib such as Nilotinib [7], Ponatinib [8], Dasatinib [9] were 

thus designed and optimized to overcome TKI resistance (structures shown in Figure 5.1), and 

were in fact proven more potent, effective and clinically approved as first or second-line 

therapeutic treatments. [5, 6] Therefore, BCR-ABL inhibitors, specifically the structural analogues 

derived from Imatinib, hold much potential in guiding and developing newer, more efficient 

therapeutic treatments in tackling CML. 

 

Figure 5.1. 2D chemical structures and inhibition potencies of Imatinib [10] and bioactive 

analogues (Nilotinib [7], Ponatinib [8], Dasatinib [9]) towards human BCR-ABL protein kinase. 
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Meanwhile, as the cost of identifying new potent analogues is rather high, modern 

Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) modeling has evolved to become a vital 

component for drug discovery. These statistical models relying on machine learning can be 

employed as a time-and-cost effective tool to help design and prioritize compounds to be 

synthesized and biologically tested in priority. QSAR models establish quantitative relationships 

between a series of chemical structures and their biological activities. When developed and 

validated according to the best practices, QSAR models can be used to filter out small subsets of 

potentially active hits from a large virtual chemical library containing millions of potential 

candidates. [11–14] QSAR regression models, in comparison to QSAR classifiers which 

categorize compounds as either active or inactive, can predict specific biological endpoints (e.g., 

IC50, Ki, LD50, %inhibition) for new structures, and thus, are deemed to be more definitive, 

refined and useful in selecting the most relevant compounds to be considered further. This is 

especially true when those models are applied to the members of a chemical series in which all 

compounds are “active”, thus making most classification models for affinity/potency prediction 

irrelevant. 

Deep Neural Nets (DNNs) are increasingly used in developing QSAR and QSPR 

(Quantitative Structure Activity/ Property Relationship) models; they have been shown to 

outperform conventional machine learning methods especially when it comes to tackling very 

large multidimensional datasets. [15] That surge in popularity is leading to enhanced algorithms 

and methods to optimize the training of those DNN models and prevent their over-fitting. But 

perhaps more importantly, the recent advancements in GPU-acceleration are pushing DNNs to 

become the method of choice for large datasets. GPU acceleration is also disrupting molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations by dramatically reducing the computation time. Thus, coupling 

4D/MD descriptors from MD simulation studies with state-of-the-art machine learning techniques 

like DNN has become an accessible and attractive idea in building hyper-predictive QSAR models. 

[16] Recently, our group recently conducted MD simulations on 87 ERK2 kinase inhibitors and 

showed that 4D conformation-dependent chemical descriptors derived from the MD simulations 

were the best in discriminating the most active from the moderate actives and inactive ERK2 

binders, including those poorly predicted by 2D QSAR models and 3D molecular docking. [17]  

In this study, we incorporated high-dimensional descriptor matrices derived from MD 

trajectories for a large set of imatinib derivatives. We consistently trained and validated DNN 
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models across different 2D, 3D, and MD descriptor sets for computing the BRC-ABL binding 

affinity (pKi), the associated inhibition potency (pIC50), and an integrated activity endpoint (p-

All). A general scheme of QSAR modeling with 2D, 3D and 4D/MD descriptors in developing our 

QSAR regressors to predict continuous biological endpoints is shown in Figure 5.2. We 

benchmarked how DNN performed in comparison with random forest (RF), and we also compared 

the performance of different descriptor sets (2D, 3D, ligand-binding site descriptors, dynamic 

interface fingerprints). We evaluated whether machine learning methods were converging 

regarding the most significant descriptors and whether the integration of more descriptors provided 

significant improvements in the prediction reliability. In that context, we were especially interested 

in building DNN models with the time series-based protein-ligand interaction descriptors extracted 

from MD simulations (15 nanoseconds) computed for every single kinase-inhibitor complex. Our 

main goal in this study was thus to develop robust and reliable DNN-based QSAR regression 

models to predict binding affinities of imatinib analogues. The best models will be used in future 

studies to identify new hit analogues capable of binding BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase.  

 

Figure 5.2. General scheme for developing QSAR regression models with 2D, 3D and 4D 

descriptors to predict a continuous biological endpoint (adapted from Figure 1 of Fourches’ 4D 

QSAR modeling perspective [16]).   
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5.2. Materials and Methods 

5.2.1. Dataset Compilation and Curation 

The bioactivities were extracted from the ChEMBL v23 (2017) database [18] considering 

compounds with a reported activity for the human BCR-ABL tyrosine-kinase. Compound 

activities were defined as inhibition constant (Ki) and half maximal inhibitory concentration in 

mol/L (IC50). Active compounds were curated using a similar protocol used by Bajorath et al. [19]: 

(i) only exact activity values were considered, and (ii) in case of several affinities being available 

expert curation was favorized and if affinity values were in the same range and type (Ki, IC50), we 

computed an activity average (if not, the records were discarded). Manual curation allowed us to 

further remove erroneous entries. The affinities were then transformed to negative log values (pKi 

and pIC50). In this study, the datasets for pKi and pIC50 were modeled separately. Additionally, we 

modeled an entire dataset with all the activities reported (pKi and pIC50) in the form of p-All. The 

full curated datasets (pKi, pIC50 and p-All) are available as SDF files in the Supporting 

Information. 

 

5.2.2. Protein Preparation, Glide Docking and Molecular Dynamics  

The X-ray crystal structure of human ABL kinase domain in complex with imatinib 

(STI571, Gleevec) (PDB: 2HYY, resolution: 2.4 Å) was used for molecular docking. ABL-1 

human kinase protein in complex with Gleevec along with the interactions is provided in Figure 

5.8. First, the structure was preprocessed using the Protein Preparation wizard [20] in the 

Schrodinger Suite v2017-3. Bond orders were assigned to untemplated residues. All hydrogens 

were removed from the original structure and then added back. There was no missing side chain, 

and all water molecules were deleted. The PROPKA program [21, 22] was used to predict the 

protonation states for protein residues at pH 7. The hydrogen bonding network was optimized by 

the minimization of sampled hydrogens. Finally, a restrained minimization was performed using 

the OPLS3 [23] force field. In this study, all small-molecule structures were docked into the ATP 

binding site of the target protein using Glide and two scoring functions: the standard docking 

precision (Glide SP) and extra docking precision (Glide XP) [24, 25]. The ABL kinase set of 

ligands was further preprocessed according to the following protocol. Explicit hydrogen atoms 
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were added, and ionizable compounds were converted to their most probable charged forms at pH 

7.0 ± 2.0 using the LigPrep [26] software. The binding region was defined by a 10 Å× 10 Å× 10 

Å grid box. A scaling factor of 0.8 was applied to the van der Waals radii. The OPLS3 force field 

was used for grid generation. Default settings were used for all remaining parameters.  

Once Glide docking was performed, the top-five poses with the lowest Emodel score 

underwent post-docking minimization. The top ranked pose was selected for each ligand, and then 

ligands were sorted according to the docking scores (termed SP and XP scores in this manuscript 

depending on the precision mode used) of the top member. The poses used for downstream analysis 

were those predicted using the docking (Glide SP or XP) that resulted in the largest Spearman 

correlation with activity values (so called “supervised docking” method).  

Following molecular docking, independent 15 ns MD simulations were performed for each 

ABL kinase ligand-protein complex using the GPU-accelerated Desmond software. [27] 

Simulations were conducted with a TIP3P explicit solvent model. We chose a 1 ps recording 

interval, resulting in a MD trajectory with 15,000 unique conformations per ligand. The NPT 

ensemble was employed with a temperature fixed at 300 K and pressure at 1.01 bar. The integration 

time step was set at 2 fs. Default settings were used for all other parameters.  

 

5.2.3. 1D/2D Molecular Descriptors 

Using the MolVS python library (https://pypi.org/project/MolVS/) chemicals have been 

prepared from their original SMILES strings including the following steps: (i) hydrogen removing, 

(ii) sanitization, (iii) metal disconnection, (iv) stereochemistry process, (v) desolvation, and (vi) 

filtering of fragments. From each the prepared SMILES RDKit python library was used to compute 

a set of 647 molecular 1D, 2D descriptors (www.rdkit.org). It included for example descriptors 

such as the count of carbon or nitrogen atoms, topological indices, SlogP.  

 

5.2.4. 3D Molecular Descriptors  

The best pose obtained from the ABL-kinase Glide-XP docking was chosen as the default 

3D structure for each compound of the datasets. Using RDKit and the PyDPI python library, [28] 
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a set of 502 3D descriptors was computed for each compound characterizing ligand geometry, 

volume, charge distribution, etc. 

 

5.2.5. 4D/MD Descriptors 

From the MD trajectories, exactly 15,000 frames were extracted including complex 

protein-ligand (one every picosecond). The 4D/MD descriptor set results from a combination of 

average and standard deviation of descriptors characterizing the ligand, the binding site and the 

molecular protein-ligand interactions over the 15,000 MD frames.  

For each frame, 3D ligands descriptors were computed for the complexed ligand. Binding 

sites were extracted in taking proteins residues positioned at less than 6 Å of the ligand. From each 

extracted binding site, 52 descriptors were computed including binding site volume, composition 

and energetic characteristics. [29] Molecular protein-ligand interactions between each compound 

and the ABL-kinase protein were characterized using a fingerprint of interaction computation. [30] 

By frame for each residue in the binding site a fingerprint including seven bits, characterizing 

seven types of interaction (apolar interaction, aromatic interaction face to face and edge to face, 

H-bond ligand as acceptor, H-bond ligand as donor, electrostatic interaction with ligand giving 

positive charge and ligand giving negative charge) was computed (bit equal to 1 if the residue 

makes an interaction with the ligand). Molecular interaction descriptors were defined as the sum 

by bit (i.e. type of interaction) of all residue fingerprint computed for one frame. 

To summarize 4D/MD descriptors were computed as an average and standard deviation of 

ligand, binding site and molecular interaction descriptors computed for each of the 15,000 frames 

individually. 

 

5.2.6. MD All Frame Descriptors 

Overall, the MD descriptors for each compound were integrated into a matrix of 620 

columns (features) and 1,501 rows (time series descriptors during a time frame of 15 ns). In other 

words, each compound is represented by a data matrix of approximately 1 million (930,620) 

features which involves MD descriptors over a span of 15 ns (illustration shown in Figure 5.3). 
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This amounts to very high multi-dimensional data; for example, for 555 pKi reported Imatinib 

analogues, all the features would amount to approximately 555 million in total.  

 

Figure 5.3. Graphical illustration for the production of 4D/MD descriptor matrix for QSAR 

modeling with Deep Neural Nets (adapted from Figure 2 of Fourches’ review [16]) 

 

The complex nature of DNNs is perfectly suited to handle such highly multi-dimensional 

data and does not require much data pruning or feature engineering. However, applying them on 

our MD descriptors would still demand high processing power, large memory storage and 

considerable amount of time. In order to speed up the process and reduce memory usage since 

such large data inputs tend to cause resource exhaustion errors, the matrices were pruned by 

removing features (columns) being empty or null across several files/compounds. It is important 

to note that custom manual data curation scripts were developed to handle MD descriptor matrices 

because conventional methods of dimensional reduction techniques are usually not able to tackle 

these sorts of large matrices. Normally, all the data is gathered into a csv file and loaded altogether 

into the program, to which dimensionality reduction techniques can be applied. In our case of MD 

matrices, we developed Python scripts to check statistics on the features across time-series for all 

compounds. 162 features were removed from the dataset. Finally, the MD descriptor for each 
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compound has 458 columns, thus amounting to ~687k features in total across 1,501 rows of time 

series. These reduced MD matrices were used for QSAR DNN model development.  

 

5.2.7. Descriptor Curation 

For each compound, three set of descriptors were computed including 2D, 3D, and 4D/MD 

descriptors. Each final set of descriptors used is a combination of one or several of these descriptor 

sets. Only informative and not correlated descriptors were selected from the initial set: (i) 

Descriptors with a variance null and (ii) with a distribution including more than 85% of the data 

in one quantile were removed; (iii) Then, from this informative descriptor set, each descriptor was 

clustered with descriptors sharing more than 0.90 of correlation, based on a Pearson’s coefficient 

correlation. 

 

5.2.8. Chemical Network Visualization of Imatinib Analogues 

To assess the chemical similarity of all the Imatinib analogues for each affinity-based 

dataset, we conducted an unsupervised hierarchical clustering using a combination of 2D, 3D and 

4D/MD descriptor set, Euclidean distance, and Ward linkage and generated circular dendrograms. 

The chemical network visualizations were then generated using a variety of layout algorithms 

including Yifan Hu, Yifan Hu proportional, ForceAtlas2, Contraction, Expansion, etc. in Gephi 

(https://gephi.org/). The color of each node in the chemical network is based on the chemical 

associated biological activity from red (low) to green (high). The size of the nodes corresponds to 

the negative log affinities wherein lower and higher values are represented by smaller and larger 

p-affinities respectively. This method clusters structurally similar analogues within the pKi, pIC50 

and p-All datasets. 

 

5.2.9. Development of QSAR Regression Models 

All the computing and multiple testing were done on three machines to multitask and speed 

up the process: WINDOWS 10 (Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) W-2104 CPU @ 3.20GHz, , 4 Core(s), 

4 Logical Processor(s), two GPUs of NVIDIA Quadro P4000), Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS (Intel(R) 

https://gephi.org/
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Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz, two GPUs of Quadro K4200), and CentOS 6.9 (two 

GeForce GTX TITAN X). The following software modules were installed to develop our QSAR 

models: cudatoolkit 8.0, cudnn 7.0.5, python 3.6.3, Jupyter Notebook 4.4.0, keras-gpu 2.2.2, 

numpy 1.15.0, pandas 0.23.3, rdkit 2017.09.3.0, scikit-learn 0.19.2, scipy 1.1.0, tensorflow-gpu 

1.9.0.  

We developed several regression models for six descriptor sets to predict binding affinities 

using DNNs as discussed below. When developing the DNN models, four descriptor sets (2D, 

2D+3Dset, 2D+3D+4D/MD, MD all frames) were used as input features and mapped to the 

biological endpoints i.e. binding affinities (pKi, pIC50). The trained models were then used to make 

predictions and benchmarked for evaluation.  

We implemented our regression models and validated them with Nested Cross-Validation 

(NeCV) as well as Native Cross-Validation for the descriptor sets with reported pKi and pIC50 

separately. We conducted NeCV in our study because it is an efficient procedure to generate test 

data as well as to select QSAR models, especially when we encountered a data scarcity with 555 

compounds for pKi and 307 compounds for pIC50. Most importantly, NeCV has been accepted 

widely in the machine learning community as the state-of-the-art, (almost) unbiased model 

assessment method in estimating the true error. [31, 32] As far as we know, there is no readily 

available modules for the application of NeCV or an explicitly detailed algorithm to reference for 

cheminformatics study. For the readers’ convenience, we provide a detailed algorithm of NeCV 

used for this study in Appendix Figure C1. Herein, we only report on the native CV results for MD 

matrices of pIC50 and pKi, simply because it was too computationally demanding to apply NeCVs 

to the MD descriptor matrix. Native CV, however, was applied for all different sets of descriptors 

for both pKi and pIC50 reported compounds. 

 Independent training and external test sets were also created for each descriptor set to 

further test the robustness of our regression models. To compute the most realistic prediction error, 

the best regression model with parameters selected based on the performance of the NeCV was 

selected and a few other parameters chosen from other well-performing models were incorporated. 

Then, the model was fitted with the training set. It was then used to make predictions on the 

external test set, which provided us with a more robust evaluation of our regression models. 
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5.2.9.1. Deep Neural Nets (DNN) 

The scripts to develop QSAR DNN models were written in python 3.6.3. All the training 

for six descriptor sets with Deep Neural Nets (DNN) was done with Keras 2.2.2 functional API, 

TensorFlow backend with GPU acceleration, NVIDIA CuDNN libraries. [33] For all the descriptor 

sets other than MD matrices, the models were trained in batches of 50 samples for approximately 

150 epochs with default learning parameters. For MD matrices, the models were trained by fitting 

one matrix (one compound with descriptors for MD simulation run of 15ns) at a time for 150 

epochs with default learning parameters. Since the DNN adjustable parameters are plentiful, we 

generated thirty different DNN architectures covering a large range of hidden layers, nodes, 

activation functions, optimizers, dropout percentage and weight regularization (see Appendix 

Table C1).  

 

5.2.9.2. Random Forest (RF) 

The major focus of our study was to assess the predictive performance of DNN based 

regression models on different descriptor sets. However, we also compared it to random forest 

(RF), a machine learning technique well-suited and proven useful for many cheminformatics 

studies. RF, a predictive algorithm based on the majority votes from an ensemble of decision trees, 

can handle many features, resist over-fitting, and generally provide good results. [34–37] In this 

study, we covered a grid search area of estimators ranging from 200 to 2000, auto and square root 

maximal features, maximal depths ranging from none to 110, minimum sample splits ranging from 

2 to 10, minimal sample leaves ranging from 1 to 4, and with/without bootstrap aggregations. 

 

5.2.10.  Model Evaluation Methods 

5.2.10.1. Nested Cross-Validation (NeCV) 

We implemented Nested Cross-Validation (NeCV) approach in developing our regression 

models and assessing their performance. The algorithm closely follows that provided in Chapter 2 

of Temporal Video Segmentation by Christian Petersohn. [38] In this approach, the internal loop 

is used to tune hyperparameters of the neural networks and to select the best performing model 
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which is used to make predictions on the external CV folds. Therefore, the external loop is used to 

assess the prediction performance of the best performing DNN models.  

The diagram of NeCV algorithm has been provided in Figure 5.4 and the pseudocode was 

provided in Appendix Figure C1. We pseudo randomly split the datasets into internal ten folds 

(I10) and external ten folds (E10) in our NeCV approach. There were no literature findings 

suggesting the appropriate combinations for the number of internal and external folds. [31] We 

initially experimented with different hyper-parameters chosen from a wide range to cover a large 

search area. We then fine-tuned and narrowed down to thirty sets of various turning 

hyperparameters for our DNN regression models. The generalized summary of thirty 

hyperparameter combinations such as the number of hidden layers, optimization algorithms, 

activation functions are provided in Appendix Table C1. Each DNN model was built by 

manipulating the number of layers, nodes, dropout rate which allows a percentage of nodes to be 

dropped during the training process to prevent overfitting, activation functions including “relu”, 

“LeakyRELU” (activation layer), “sigmoid”, “tanh”, “linear”, and optimizers such as “adam”, 

“rmsprop” algorithms. The weights were initialized randomly. All these models with different 

combinations of hyperparameters were tested in the internal cross-validation, and the most stable 

regression model was selected and fitted with outer trains to make predictions on the corresponding 

outer tests. Finally, we gathered results on the external folds, each of which was predicted by the 

best regression models chosen based on internal cross-validation. In other words, the external fold 

predictions were generated by the best regression models chosen based on different internal folds. 

It is very important to underscore that the prediction set molecules were not used in the training 

and model-fitting process to prevent information leakage. We then reported mean absolute error 

(MAE), mean squared error (MSE), and coefficient of determination (R2) on this external CV fold. 
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Figure 5.4. Diagram representation of the Nested Cross-Validation Algorithm used in this study. 

 

To build the optimized model, we used the most stable model from the internal NeCV as a 

base model in which a few parameters were added and/or modified based on other best models 

chosen from the internal CV loop. We defined it as our “optimized” regression model, which was 

fitted with the training set and used to make predictions on the external test set. To determine the 

performance of our models both in the internal and external loops, the squared Pearson correlation 

coefficient (R2), mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE) were evaluated and 

reported.  

It is well-known that DNN models and corresponding prediction results are not entirely 

reproducible to the same decimals, when the same calculations are conducted multiple times. The 

prediction results are still slightly different even when a DNN model is trained from scratch 

following the procedure to the last detail; the same data with the same set of parameters for the 

same number of epochs. To generate robust models and prediction results, the entire process of 

NeCV which involves model selection within the inner loop, model fitting with outer data, and 

making predictions on external folds were thus repeated ten times. The prediction results were 

averaged and reported over these ten runs. As a result, it took 8 days 9 hours 31 minutes to run 
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NeCV for the pKi compound set using five different descriptor sets for an iteration of ten times on 

a single GPU of NVIDIA Corporation GM200 [GeForce GTX TITAN X]. 

 

5.2.11. QSAR Model Performance Evaluation and Hyper-parameter selection 

To evaluate the performance of QSAR regression models, three criteria were used: the 

mean absolute error (MAE), and the coefficient of determination (𝑅2) between predicted and 

experimental values (i.e. pKi or pIC50 values).  

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =  
∑ |𝑦 − 𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 |

𝑛
 

𝑅2 = 1 −
∑(𝑦 − 𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑)2

∑(𝑦 − �̅�)
 

Where y is the experimental value, �̅� is the mean of the experimental value, 𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the predicted 

value and �̅�𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 the mean of the predicted value. 

 

5.3. RESULTS 

5.3.1. Chemical Analysis of Imatinib Datasets 

The distributions of pKi, pIC50 and p-All (mixed types of pIC50 and pKi) are shown in 

Figure 5.5. In the curated dataset, 555 compounds have pKi values ranging from 4.24 to 10.73 

with a mean of 8.10 (± 1.38), whereas 306 compounds have pIC50 values ranging from 4.02 to 9.4 

with a mean of 6.86 (± 1.31). p-All (mixed affinity types of pKi and pIC50) have 861 compounds 

with values ranging from 4.02 to 10.73 with a mean of 7.66 (± 1.48). Overall, pKi, pIC50 and p-

All activity types vary over a widespread with a log span of 6.5, 5.38 and 6.71 respectively (which 

is ideal for QSAR modeling).  
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Figure 5.5. Distribution of (A) pKi (B) pIC50 and (C) p-All (pKi + pIC50) activity values for the 

full dataset of Imatinib Analogues  

 

5.3.2. Chemical Network Analysis of Imatinib Derivatives  

Network visualization is a powerful technique in clustering chemicals and showing 

relationships among Imatinib derivatives (see methods). The resulting network visualizations of 

pKi are provided in Figure 5.6 and those for pIC50 and p-All are provided in Appendix Figure C2 

and Appendix Figure C3 respectively. The network for pKi dataset did highlight very well-defined 

clusters containing similar Imatinib analogues. Importantly, an overwhelming majority of clusters 

share similar biological activities (similar shades of colored nodes in the clusters), further 

indicating that the descriptors used are appropriate in establishing structure-activity relationships. 

In fact, imatinib analogues with lower pKi (red in Figure 5.6) were forming clusters together 

wherein higher affinity analogues (green) were distinctly clustered on their own. Thus, hybrid of 

2D, 3D, and MD descriptors were thought to be excellent features in establishing quantifiable links 

with their inhibition potencies. From this visualization, we expect reasonably high level of 

performance of QSAR modeling for the pKi dataset.  

Moreover, let’s take the two following Imatinib derivatives, CHEMBL1775044 (exp. pKi 

= 6.14) and CHEMBL3689660 (exp. pKi = 9.52). They were identified to be a close pair of 

analogues based on hybrid descriptors (2D+3D+4D/MD) but they yielded different experimental 

pKi values (aka activity cliffs in that particular descriptor space). However, these two compounds 

are quite different structurally; in fact, they afforded a Tanimoto similarity of only 0.23 using 

ECFP4 (connectivity-based fingerprint) and 0.56 by MACCS (166 bits fragment-based 

fingerprint). Overall, these two chemicals could share similar chemical profiles and interactions 
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towards BCR-ABL kinase despite possessing different structural features. But their experimental 

activities are still very different. 

 

Figure 5.6. Chemical Network Visualization of pKi dataset Using all 2D + 3D + MD descriptors, 

Euclidean Distance and Ward Linkage. Nodes are colored based on pKi values from low (red) to 

high (green). The sizes of the nodes also correspond to the pKi values; larger node represent higher 

pKi and smaller node represent lower pKi). 

 

 To further investigate their binding modes towards the BCR-ABL protein kinase, we 

extracted the molecular modeling results from our docking studies (see Glide Docking in 5.2.2. 

Protein Preparation, Glide Docking and Molecular Dynamics section). For these two compounds, 

we tried to assess whether they were predicted to share similar interactions with the binding pocket 

residues (Figure 5.7). The results showed they indeed occupied a similar space in the binding 

pocket with a few shared protein-ligand interactions with residues such as ASP381 and VAL299 

from the binding pocket. But none of these two compounds did afford good docking scores based 

on XP Glide docking algorithm since their docking scores were higher than -7 kcal.mol-1 (lower 
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is better; a docking score less than -7 kcal.mol-1 is usually considered a good indicator for favorable 

binding. This is, however, a relative, yet common cut off score for determining good binders). 

Surprisingly, CHEMBL1775044 with lower experimental pKi (6.14) was estimated to bind better 

since it afforded lower docking score of -5.56 kcal.mol-1 and emodel of -56.66 kcal.mol-1. On the 

other hand, CHEMBL3689660 with better experimental pKi (9.52) was in fact predicted to be a 

less favorable binder (docking score of -3.53 kcal.mol-1, emodel score of -57.54 kcal.mol-1). 

Nonetheless, this particular example shows that identifying active derivatives such as 

CHEMBL3689660 is challenging using both chemical similarity and molecular docking. 

 

Figure 5.7. Binding modes predicted by XP Glide Docking algorithm on two imatinib derivatives: 

CHEMBL1775044 and CHEMBL3689660, along with docking and glide emodel scores. 

  

5.3.3. Molecular Docking of the datasets  

In this section, we analyzed the binding mode of Imatinib within the ATP binding site of 

BCR-ABL kinase protein, along with top three other analogues which were selected based on the 

best docking scores. Figure 5.8 shows the binding mode of Imatinib (Gleevec, STI-571) 

(CHEMBL941, pIC50 = 6.77 [10], pKi = 7.89 [39])  towards ABL-1 human kinase protein (PDB: 
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2HYY) in its docked conformation predicted by Glide XP. As expected, the Glide XP (self-

)docking afforded an excellent score of -15.20 kcal.mol-1 and emodel score of -155.38 kcal.mol-1. 

Several important interactions were observed between Imatinib and the ATP binding site: 

especially multiple hydrogen bonds with residues MET318, THR315 (the gatekeeper residue; the 

most dangerous mutation to overcome when mutated to isoleucine), ASP381, GLU286, ILE360, 

salt bridge interaction with ASP381, 𝜋-𝜋 interactions with TYR253, PHE382, and pi-cat 

interaction with HIE361. These same residues are found to be important and display multiple 

interactions with most other Imatinib analogues within the binding site.  
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Figure 5.8. (A) Representation of the binding site of Gleevec© on chain D of ABL-1 human 

kinase protein (PDB: 2HYY). Protein is represented in carton, binding site in stick with blue 

carbon and ligand in stick with green carbon. (B) Protein-ligand interactions between important 

binding site residues in ABL-1 kinase and Gleevec. 
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Among all the analogues that we compiled, Imatinib (Gleevec) ranked the 51st best (top 5.5 

percentile) based on docking and glide emodel scores. Interestingly, when all the top 51 analogues 

based on Glide XP docking algorithm were superimposed in the binding site of BCR-ABL kinase 

protein, we found very similar structural overlaps and conserved interactions (Figure 5.9). From 

this visualization, we can easily observe that, as expected, most top compounds occupy the same 

binding space/mode, have similar functional groups which make conserved interactions with the 

same residues within the binding site.  

 

Figure 5.9. Best 51 Imatinib Analogues Based on XP Docking and Glide Emodel Scores in the 

binding site of chain D of ABL-1 human kinase protein (PDB: 2HYY) along with protein-ligand 

interactions 

 

We illustrate the protein-ligand interactions of Imatinib along with those from the top 3 

analogues based on their docking scores in Figure 5.10. The same residues interacting with the 

Imatinib analogues within the binding site are color-coded for readers’ convenience. The top 3 

compounds afforded excellent docking scores (< -18 kcal.mol-1) and glide emodel scores (< -120 

kcal.mol-1). Notably, several interactions are conserved for these four analogues with the same 

residues (TYR253, PHE382, Glu286, ASP381, MET318). The formation of hydrogen bonds 
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between Glu286 and amines, between ASP381 and functional groups including ketone, alcohol, 

protonated amines, between MET318 and aromatic amines were the most commonly observed 

interactions for the top 3 ligands and Imatinib. The hydrogen bonds between THR315 and amine 

groups, and the 𝜋-𝜋 interactions between TYR253 (blue), PHE382 (blue) and pyrimidines were 

observed in Imatinib (CHEMBL941) and the top 2 ligands (CHEMBL538337, CHEMBL536983). 

In agreement with the docking results, the top three compounds were found active with reported 

experimental pIC50 ≥ 7; however, better docking scores did not necessarily correspond with higher 

inhibition activities. As often, compounds affording better docking results did not necessarily have 

relatively higher values of pIC50s. An important takeaway was that the top three compounds 

identified to be better binders than Imatinib (based on XP glide docking) were in fact 

experimentally more potent than Imatinib as well. 
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Figure 5.10. Protein-ligand interactions between BCR-ABL ATP binding site and Imatinib 

(Gleevec; CHEMBL941) and top three analogues based on XP docking results.  
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Additionally, we analyzed the docking results in regard to the experimental pKi and pIC50 

values by generating scatter plots with glide model scores and docking scores with negative log 

affinity values colored from red (low) to green (high), shown in Figure 5.11A, and Figure 5.11B 

respectively. Emodel scores ranged from -6.43 to -173.18 kcal/mol and docking scores ranged 

from -1.45 to -19.2 kcal/mole (in both cases, the lower the better). We included transparent green 

rectangular boxes to highlight regions indicating good molecular docking results (emodel score ≤ 

-50 kcal/mol and docking score ≤ -10 kcal/mol). It allowed us to easily observe whether the 

docking results for many compounds agreed with the negative logs of experimental biological 

endpoints.  

In Figure 5.11A, 376 out of 555 compounds (68%) from the pKi dataset afforded good 

docking results (within the green rectangular boxes) also possessed high values of pKi (greener); 

indicating the agreement between the 3D docking method and experimental results for analogues 

with high activity towards BCR-ABL protein kinase. In fact, using pKi of 6.5 as a threshold for 

potent inhibitors, 95% of the compounds predicted to be tight binders by the 3D docking protocol 

(within the green rectangular box) were in fact highly active with experimental pKi above 6.5. If 

the docking method was ideal for estimating the experimental values, we would observe higher 

negative log values (points with brighter shades of green) along the lower negative emodel and 

docking scores (transparent yellow arrow direction in Figure 5.11A, B). Though it was not the 

case, the docking approach was particularly good for distinguishing compounds with low and high 

experimental endpoints because many compounds with high negative log affinities were estimated 

to have good docking and emodel scores as well (within transparent green regions).  

For the pIC50 dataset (Figure 5.11B), 186 out of 306 compounds (61%) shown to have good 

emodel and docking scores (within the transparent green region) had a mixed range of pIC50 values. 

It did not yield docking results as good as those in pKi dataset. However, we still observed some 

pIC50 compounds with good docking results also possessing good pIC50 values (green was a 

slightly more dominant color within the green transparent box). In fact, by using pIC50 of 6.5 as 

a threshold for determining highly potent inhibitors, 75% of the compounds predicted to be good 

inhibitors by the docking protocol (within the green rectangular box) in fact yielded experimental 

pIC50 above 6.5. It indicated that the docking method yielded more true-positive than false-

positive analogues for pIC50 dataset. This is an interesting outcome that goes hand in hand with an 

acknowledged observation that 3D docking procedure tends to have high false-positive hit rates 
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[40]. To summarize our results with the molecular docking, the docking algorithm did reasonably 

well in estimating the extent of binding strength of Imatinib analogues to the ABL target for pKi 

datasets though it did not do as well for pIC50 dataset.  

 

Figure 5.11. Correlation plot between the docking score and the emodel score computed from the 

most stable pose for each compound generated using a Glide docking. Each pose is colored using 

the -log affinity for A) pKi and B) pIC50. 

 

5.3.4. QSAR Modeling 

In this study, we applied DNN and RF with different sets of chemical descriptors to predict 

the experimental activity of Imatinib analogues for separate datasets with reported pKi and pIC50 

values. In order to evaluate the performance of our regression models, the prediction values by 

DNN regression models are compared to the experimental values, and the results are reported in 

R2 (coefficient of determination), and MAE (mean absolute error). The following sections entail 

comparison of training and test sets, evaluation results from 10-fold Nested Cross-Validation, 10-

fold Native Cross-Validation, training set and external test set and the final models.  

Six complete result tables for all affinity types across descriptor sets for DNN and RF 

regression models through different validation tests have been provided: DNN-pKi (Table 5.1), 
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DNN-pIC50 (Appendix Table C3), DNN-p-All (Appendix Table C4), RF-pKi (Table 5.2), RF-

pIC50 (Appendix Table C5), and RF-p-All (Appendix Table C6). 

 

5.3.4.1. Comparison of Training and Test Set Compounds 

The distribution of training and test sets for pKi, pIC50 and p-All Imatinib analogues were 

shown in the box plot of Figure 5.12. The biological endpoints train and test set for all types of 

affinities cover a similar range for pKi, pIC50 and p-All. The statistics regarding the train and test 

set for pKi, pIC50 and p-All were provided in Appendix Table C2.  

 

 

Figure 5.12. Distribution of p-activity Values Within Train and Test Sets Across Affinity Types 

 

Principal component analysis (PCA) was computed on Lig2D descriptors for pKi, pIC50 

and p-All datasets. 3D-scatter plots using three major PCA components with most explainable 

variables were plotted to show the chemical space coverage of train and test sets. The PCA scatter 

plots with three major components based on Lig2D descriptors of pKi reported Imatinib analogues 

are shown in Figure 5.13; pIC50 and p-All reported analogues in Appendix Figure C4 and S5.5 
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respectively. This analysis shows the majority of explanatory variables extracted from the applied 

descriptors of training and test set and illustrates the fact that they occupy a similar chemical space 

across different affinity types and descriptor sets, i.e. the chemical domain of external test sets is 

covered by the QSAR models developed in this study.  

 

Figure 5.13. 3D Scatterplot with Three Major Components (46.22% Variability Explained) from 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for all pKi Reported Imatinib Analogues using 2D 

descriptor set. 

 

To investigate the chemical similarity of the training set and test set across the endpoints 

and to estimate the performance of QSAR models for these datasets, we calculated ECFP4 

fingerprints for each compound using the CDK toolkit in Knime [41]. Tanimoto similarity 

coefficients were computed via the CDK toolkit in Knime for the fingerprints of test set against 

those of training set which were used as reference compounds. For each compound in the test set, 

only the maximum Tanimoto score achieved with any of the training set compounds was reported, 

i.e., maximum aggregation method. The resulting boxplot distribution regarding the maximum 
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Tanimoto scores of test set against training set across pKi, pIC50 and p-All was provided in Figure 

5.14.  

The pKi test set is similar to the pKi training set; the median and mean similarities of test 

set to training set are both 0.80. Many test set compounds show high similarity toward training set; 

78% of the test compounds afforded Tanimoto score of at least 0.75 towards the training set. Thus, 

we did expect reasonably good performance of our models for this pKi dataset. The test sets of 

pIC50 (meanTanimoto = 0.75, pIC50 medianTanimoto = 0.81) and p-All datasets (meanTanimoto = 0.78, 

medianTanimoto = 0.80) were also found similar to their respective training sets. Many compounds 

in the test set (78% in pIC50, 74% in p-All) afforded a Tanimoto similarity of 0.75 and above 

towards the respective training set compounds. Tanimoto scores for pIC50 dataset were more 

widely distributed than those for p-All test set, and they both had several outliers near the lower 

end. It indicates the presence of several dissimilar test compounds from training set. We would 

thus expect more moderate performance of our models for the pIC50 and p-All datasets. 

 

Figure 5.14. Calculation of Tanimoto similarity scores between test set and training set as 

reference molecules using ECFP4 Fingerprint and maximum aggregation method. Box plot 

analysis of test set compounds with associated Tanimoto score distributions across affinity types. 
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Moreover, in order to visualize the training and test set compounds based on chemical 

similarity / diversity, we conducted an unsupervised hierarchical clustering to group structurally 

similar analogues using 2D, 3D and 4D/MD descriptor sets combined, Euclidean distance, Ward 

linkage. Each dendrogram node represents a compound colored either as green (member of the 

training set) or red (member of the test set). The resulting circular dendrograms are provided in 

the supplementary material of this paper – pKi (Appendix Figure C6), pIC50 (Appendix Figure C7) 

and p-All (Appendix Figure C8). This analysis shows the level of diversity/similarity for each 

compound of interest from the other compounds, more specifically the location of train and test 

sets in different clusters. It is important to note that test and train compounds were not sampled 

using this cluster analysis. Using cluster information as a strict sampling method would certainly 

inflate the performance of the models on the test sets and thus make the resulting models overly 

optimistic. In fact, we generated these dendrograms after the splitting of train and test sets to assess 

if there were test compounds in separate clusters on their own. If that were the case, the test 

compounds would be somewhat out of the QSAR applicability domain since our models would 

not be trained with any compounds within those clusters. That could potentially lead to poor 

predictions on test compounds. Herein, we were quite confident that the applicability domain 

developed with our models covered the test set compounds in this study. 

 

5.3.4.2. Evaluation on NeCV 

The optimized parameters of the regression models were solely chosen based on the 

internal cross-validation of NeCV. It is important to note that when making predictions on the 

outer test folds of NeCV, these predictions are made by the best performing models fitted with the 

associated outer train folds (see diagram of NeCV algorithm in Figure 5.4). In other words, the 

external fold predictions were realized by the models with the lowest MAE in the inner loop and 

therefore their hyper-parameters were chosen based on the performance on the corresponding 

internal cross-validation. Theoretically, the parameters of the stable DNN regression model would 

be the same across internal cross-validations. However, best-performing models with different 

hyper-parameter values may be chosen several more times for the external folds, depending on the 

variability and distribution within the data involved in training, and the held-out prediction folds. 
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At the end, the average performance of the best-performing models on the external test folds is 

used for assessment.  

The results from DNN-based QSAR regression models of NeCV for pKi (section I, Table 

5.1) showed that the descriptor sets afforded comparable performance with R2
mean

 of 0.68 ± 0.02, 

MAEmean of 0.62 ± 0.02; with no model significantly outperforming the others. Similarly, for pIC50, 

the QSAR models achieved R2
mean of 0.54 ± 0.03, and MAEmean of 0.71 ± MAEstd = 0.03. Again, 

in the case of p-All reported analogues, models did perform similarly whatever the descriptor sets 

(R2
mean of 0.65 ± 0.02, and MAEmean of 0.68 ± 0.02). However, the performances were too close 

to acknowledge the superiority of one descriptor set over another.  

Highly similar but better results were observed for NeCV with RF regression models as 

well (pKi in Table 5.2, pIC50 in Appendix Table C5 and p-All in Appendix Table C6). RFs with 

NeCV for pKi dataset afforded R2
mean

 of 0.76 ± 0.01, MAEmean of 0.52 ± 0.01. pIC50 with RFs 

afforded R2
mean

 of 0.55 ± 0.03, MAEmean of 0.70 ± 0.03, and p-All with RFs afforded R2
mean

 of 0.72 

± 0.01, MAEmean of 0.60 ± 0.01. Overall, RFs achieved better predictions for pKi and p-All datasets 

whereas both DNN and RF yielded similar performance on pIC50 dataset across 3 descriptor sets.  

Among three affinity types, both DNN and RF performances were less favorable for pIC50 

dataset; perhaps due to the small amount of training samples which account for ~275 compounds 

fitted to the model at a time with outer CV folds of NeCV. An increase in the general performance 

of DNN was observed for pKi and p-All where 500 (pKi) and 775 (p-All) compounds were used 

to fit with outer CVs at a time to make predictions on the external CV folds.  
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Table 5.1. Evaluation of DNN Regression Models on pKi dataset (I) 10 External Folds of Nested 

Cross-Validation, (II) 10-fold Native Cross-Validation, (III) Training Set by the Optimized Model 

Fitted with the Same Training Set, (IV) Test Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Training 

Set, and (V) Full Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Full Set. 

pKi I - Nested 10-fold CV (n=555): external CV results 

Descriptor set 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD MD all frames 

R2 0.7 0.66 0.69 n/a 

MAE 0.6 0.64 0.62 n/a 

 II- Native 10-fold CV (Predictions on all the external fold made by the optimized model) 

Descriptor set 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD MD all frames 

R2 0.7 0.73 0.75 0.44 

MAE 0.58 0.56 0.54 0.83 

 III-Fitting (training set, n=472) 

Descriptor set 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD MD all frames 

R2 0.97 0.99 0.97 0.85 

MAE 0.13 0.09 0.15 0.54 

IV - External validation (n=83) 

Descriptor set 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD MD all frames 

R2 0.75 0.72 0.75 0.68 

MAE 1.28 0.97 0.85 0.77 

V - Fitted with all data - final model (n=555) 

Descriptor set 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD MD all frames 

R2 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.84 

MAE 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.56 
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Table 5.2. Evaluation of RF Regression Models on pKi dataset (I) 10 External Folds of Nested 

Cross-Validation, (II) 10-fold Native Cross-Validation, (III) Training Set by the Optimized Model 

Fitted with the Same Training Set, (IV) Test Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Training 

Set, and (V) Full Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Full Set. 

pKi I - Nested 10-fold CV (n=555): external CV results 

Descriptor set 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.77 0.76 0.76 

MAE 0.51 0.53 0.53 

II - Native 10-fold CV (Predictions on all the external fold made by the optimized model) 

Descriptor set 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.76 0.75 0.75 

MAE 0.52 0.54 0.53 

III - Fitting (training set, n=472) 

Descriptor set 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.96 0.96 0.96 

MAE 0.21 0.21 0.2 

IV - External validation (n=83) 

Descriptor set 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.8 0.79 0.74 

MAE 0.51 0.51 0.58 

 V - Fitted with all data - final model (n=555) 

Descriptor set 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.96 0.96 0.96 

MAE 0.2 0.21 0.2 
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5.3.4.3. Evaluation on 10-fold Native Cross-Validation 

The optimized models were fitted afresh with internal nine-folds and evaluated on the external 

remaining one-fold. Native CV evaluates the robustness and performance of the chosen parameters 

of the QSAR models across randomized, different distributions of data. Native 10-fold CV results 

show DNN models improve slightly with more incorporated descriptors across 3 descriptor sets in 

the case of pKi (section II, Table 5.1); 2D + 3D + 4D/MD descriptors achieved R2 of 0.75 and 

MAE of 0.54. However, 2D descriptors slightly outperformed other descriptors for pIC50 with R2 

of 0.58 and MAE of 0.67 (section II, Appendix Table C3). The 10-fold CV performance of QSAR 

models with MD matrices were relatively poor in comparison to the 3 descriptor sets (R2 = 0.44, 

MAE = 0.83).  

For pIC50 dataset on 10-fold CV performance of DNN models (section II, Appendix Table 

C3), the highest R2 of 0.58 and the lowest MAE of 0.67 was observed for 2D descriptors. The 

performance of DNN QSAR models across 3 descriptor sets were rather similar; however, the 

performance deteriorated significantly to R2 of 0.1 and MAE of 1.02 in the case of MD matrices 

as input features. The correlation between predicted and experimental pIC50 with MD matrices 

was almost non-existent and the model yielded to large absolute errors, even though we observed 

some predictive performance with MD matrices in pKi dataset, to say the least. 

For p-All, there was no significant difference in the performance of 3 descriptor sets with 

R2
mean of 0.71 ± 0.01 and MAEmean of 0.60 ± 0.02 (section II, Appendix Table C4). Thus, whether 

one descriptor set outperforms the rests is inconclusive based on pKi, pIC50 and p-All Native CV 

results. The predicted vs. experimental pKi values for 10-fold native CV has been provided in 

Figure 5.15. Regarding RF, the overall performance of 3 descriptor sets was quite similar across 

pKi (section II, Table 5.2), pIC50 (section II, Appendix Table C5) and p-All (section II, Appendix 

Table C6).  
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Figure 5.15. Native 10-fold cross-validation predictions of pKi reported Imatinib analogues by 

DNN-based regression models using descriptors of (A) 2D, (B) 2D + 3D, (C) 2D + 3D + 

4D/MD, (D) MD all frame. Red dotted line represents an ideal fit between experimental pKi and 

predicted pKi. 

 

5.3.4.3. Evaluation on the training and the test sets 

Best practices in QSAR modeling underscore that external validation is necessary to 

determine the efficacy and predictive power of a QSAR model in addition to applying cross 

validation [42]. To conduct an independent case study, we did build a fresh DNN regression 

models with the training set. To evaluate the robustness and detect overfitting of that regression 

model, it was then used to make predictions on the same training set as well as on the never-before-

seen external test set. The results from the training set are often overly optimistic, since the models 

are fitted with the same training set. The purpose is to compare the results on the training set with 

those on the external test set, which allows us to detect how overfitted the DNN regression models 
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are. For example, if our model performs very well on the training set (R2~1) but rather poorly on 

the test set, it could indicate that our model might suffer from overfitting. On the other hand, more 

or less similar results between training and test set could indicate the absence of overfitting. Or 

else, the distribution between train and test sets are highly similar or there might not be compounds 

with activity cliffs. The assessment on the independent external test set was conducted to provide 

a more robust performance measure of our regression models. 

Both our DNN (pKi in Table 5.1, pIC50 in Appendix Table C3 and p-All in Appendix Table 

C4) and RF (pKi in Table 5.2, pIC50 in Appendix Table C5 and p-All in Appendix Table C6) 

models did perform equally well on the training set across all descriptor sets for all types of 

affinities with high correlations of R2 > 0.97, < 0.15, and R2
 > 0.96, MAE < 0.28 respectively. This 

is not surprising, because with enough decision trees and neural network complexity, both DNN 

and RF models can find and fit to the patterns within the training data and produce near perfect 

results on the same training set. Even as they may be overfitted due to high R2 and low MAE, they 

still performed well on the external test sets: section IV in Table 5.1 (DNN, pKi), Appendix Table 

C3 (DNN, pIC50), Appendix Table C4 (DNN, p-All), Table 5.2 (RF, pKi), Appendix Table C5 

(RF, pIC50), Appendix Table C6 (RF, p-All).  

We observed improved predictive performance by DNN regressors on the test sets on pKi 

and pIC50 datasets as 3D and 4D/MD descriptors are integrated into 2D descriptors. A side by 

side comparison is provided in Figure 5.16 (pKi results also shown in Table 5.1 section III - train 

set, IV -test set and pIC50 in Appendix Table C3 section III - train set, IV - test set). pKi DNN 

models on test set scores afforded R2 of 0.75 across 3 descriptor sets. Interestingly, MAE decreased 

with the incorporation of 3D (MAE = 0.97) and 4D/MD (MAE = 0.85) descriptors to 2D (MAE = 

1.28) though R2 remained the same (Figure 5.16). The same pattern of decreased MAE across with 

integration of 3D (MAE = 0.69) and 4D/MD (MAE = 0.67) to 2D (MAE = 0.78) descriptors was 

observed for pIC50 dataset (Figure 5.16). In fact, in pIC50 case with DNN, R2 increased across 3 

descriptor sets as well: 2D R2 0.55, 2D + 3D R2 0.66 and 2D + 3D + 4D/MD R2 0.67 (Figure 5.16). 

In the case of p-All, DNN QSAR models afforded equivalent R2
mean 0.69 ± 0.01 and MAEmean 0.75 

± 0.07.  
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Figure 5.16. Training and Test Set Evaluation by DNN regression models for pKi and pIC50 

datasets. 

Overall, DNNs and RFs provided us with similar prediction results on both training and 

test data across all 3 descriptor sets and affinity types. The optimized final regression model fitted 

with the entire dataset has been provided along with the evaluation results in section V of the 

associated tables: Table 5.1 (DNN, pKi), Appendix Table C3 (DNN, pIC50), Appendix Table C4 

(DNN, p-All), Table 5.2 (RF, pKi), Appendix Table C5 (RF, pIC50), Appendix Table C6 (RF, p-

All). 

 

5.3.4.4. Comparison of DNN and RF 

The direct comparison of DNN and RF models for all validation tests (NeCV, Native CV, 

Train, Test, Final) is provided in Table 5.3. The values in the table were averaged across 3 

descriptor sets to directly and conveniently compare the prediction performances. DNN and RF 

obtained equivalent performances through multiple validation tests and affinity types; with RF 

outperforming DNN from time to time (e.g., NeCV with pKi, Native CV with pIC50, NeCV and 

Test with p-All). It should be noted that DNN performance was comparable to RF even in small 

datasets such as pIC50s where DNN performance would typically be superseded by RF. 

Table 5.3. Comparison of DNN and RF models across different validation tests for pKi, pIC50 and 
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p-All reported Imatinib Analogues. The values reported are averaged from all the descriptor sets 

discussed below: 2D, 2D+3D, and 2D+3D+4D/MD  

Type pKi pIC50 p-All 

I - Nested 10-fold CV DNN RF DNN RF DNN RF 

R2 0.68 0.76 0.54 0.55 0.65 0.72 

MAE 0.62 0.52 0.70 0.70 0.68 0.60 

II - Native 10-fold CV DNN RF DNN RF DNN RF 

R2 0.73 0.75 0.54 0.60 0.71 0.73 

MAE 0.56 0.53 0.69 0.68 0.60 0.58 

III - Training Set DNN RF DNN RF DNN RF 

R2 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.96 0.99 0.96 

MAE 0.12 0.21 0.10 0.27 0.11 0.24 

IV - External Validation DNN RF DNN RF DNN RF 

R2 0.74 0.78 0.63 0.68 0.69 0.74 

MAE 1.03 0.53 0.71 0.69 0.75 0.61 

V - Final DNN RF DNN RF DNN RF 

R2 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.96 

MAE 0.17 0.20 0.14 0.26 0.14 0.22 

 

5.3.4.5. y-Randomization Test 

We further tested the robustness of our DNN QSAR models by performing y-

randomization, also known as y-scrambling [14, 43]. The goal of y-randomization is to rule out 

the possibility that the models were not produced by chance associations and/or noise in the data. 

In this process, we randomly permute values y, i.e. binding affinities (pIC50, pKi) in the training 

set while keeping the training set descriptors/features intact; thereby destroying the true chemical 

link between the chemical descriptors and the target values. This procedure ensures that there is 
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no meaningful relationship or pattern left to model. Both pIC50 and pKi values from the training 

set were scrambled for 10 permutations and several alternative models were freshly rebuilt, 

mapping to these randomly permuted y values. The rebuilt models are then used to make 

predictions on the (I) external test set, and (II) cross-validation folds, and the performance 

measures were evaluated. Good results would suggest a chance correlation between chemical 

descriptors and target values, or that the true chemical patterns are non-existent or insignificant. In 

other words, high R2 of y-scrambled models demonstrate that those models would not be reliable 

for QSAR predictions. 

Herein, we observed that the R2 of our y-scrambled models for both external test set and 

native 10-fold CV are consistently low throughout 3 descriptor sets for pKi, pIC50 and p-All 

analogues (max R2 < 0.26 for external test, and max R2 < 0.05 for CV, Appendix Table C7). 

Therefore, it rules out the possibility of chance correlation for our QSAR models. In other words, 

this procedure proves that our QSAR models did capture the true chemical relationships between 

chemical features/descriptors we have used and the target binding affinities that we wanted to 

predict.  

In this study, we conducted y-randomization tests on external test sets and 10-fold cross-

validations for pKi, pIC50 and p-All reported Imatinib analogues. The results were reported in 

Appendix Table C8 - S5.13. For each procedure, y-values (pIC50, pKi, p-All) were scrambled ten 

times; models were rebuilt afresh with associated chemical descriptors which were kept intact and 

mapped to scrambled y-values. The results were evaluated by computing R2 between the predicted 

and the experimental values. The summary results of y-randomization were compiled by taking 

the best models and their predictions on both external test sets and 10-fold cross validations for 

pKi, pIC50 and p-All reported compounds across all descriptor sets and reported in Appendix Table 

C7.  

 

5.3.4.6. A Closer Look at Some Poorly Predicted Structures by DNN and RF  

As we took a closer look at the external test set results, we generated the correlation scatter 

plots between experimental and predicted pKi and pIC50 on test set by DNN and RF using 2D + 

3D + 4D/MDdescriptors. The plots for pKi external set by DNN and RF are shown in Figure 5.17A 

and Figure 5.17B respectively, along with the two most poorly predicted structures in each case. 
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Additionally, Tanimoto similarity scores of these chemicals towards training sets using ECFP4 

fingerprints were computed and the maximal similarity score towards any compound in the 

training set is reported. Additionally, we generated a circular dendrogram using unsupervised 

hierarchical clustering based on 2D+3D+4D/MD descriptors, Euclidean distance and Ward’s 

linkage for pKi dataset (Appendix Figure C9). The nodes were labeled with ChEMBL IDs and 

colored based on experimental pKi values from red (low) to green (high). This analysis was used 

to aid in the investigation on why these structures were poorly predicted by identifying the clusters 

in which they were involved and assessing the pKi values of their neighbor compounds. 

 

Figure 5.17. Evaluation on the external test set: scatter plots of experimental vs. predicted p-

affinity using 2D+3D+4D/MD descriptors on pKi test set by (A) DNN, (B) RF, along the structures 

of with most poorly predicted analogues. The ChEMBL Ids, experimental pKi, predicted pKi by 

RF, DNN, and the Tanimoto similarity score (ECFP4) of these poorly predicted compounds to the 

closest chemical analogue in the training set were provided. 
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Regarding the scatter plot on pKi test set by DNN, predictions on CHEMBL3689611 (1, 

Figure 5.17) and CHEMBL1241489 (2, Figure 5.17) are the furthest away from experimental 

values (Figure 5.17A). CHEMBL3689611 (1, Figure 5.17) by DNN prediction was off by 2.33; its 

experimental pKi was 9, and the prediction by DNN was 6.67. Of note, RF prediction on this 

structure was 8.63, which was much closer to the actual pKi. This compound has a Tanimoto score 

of 0.80 with CHEMBL3689610 from the training set which afforded an experimental pKi of 9.52. 

For these two analogues with similar pKi endpoints, the performance of DNN was rather poor. It 

couldn’t estimate a similar biological endpoint for CHEMBL3689611, even though it had a highly 

similar analogue (CHEMBL3689610) in the training set based on the ECFP4. This structure 

(labeled 1 in Figure 5.17) was found near neighbors sharing similar ranges of pKi values. Its closest 

neighbors from the training set in the cluster were CHEMBL3689599 (exp. pKi = 8) and 

CHEMBL3288854 (exp. pKi = 6.92). DNN prediction on the interested target compound of 

CHEMBL3689611 was 6.67, which was relatively close to the endpoint of CHEMBL3288854. 

On could hypothesize the CHEMBL3288854 analogue from the train set impacted DNN prediction 

on CHEMBL3689611 from the test set, thus the predicted endpoint was reasonably off and close 

to that of another analogue from the training set in the same cluster. 

DNN prediction on CHEMBL1241489 (2, Figure 5.17), with an experimental pKi of 7.16, 

was 4.81; off by 2.35. Of note, RF prediction on this same compound was 7.03 which was only 

off by 0.13. It afforded a Tanimoto score of 0.76 with CHEMBL1785020 from the training set 

which had an experimental pKi of 6.12. Again, DNN didn’t estimate well on the external test set 

compound even though it had a somewhat similar analogue in the training set with similar pKi 

values. On the other hand, RF predictions were much closer to the actual pKi values on these 

compounds. Dendrogram analysis revealed that this compound was clustered together with 

analogues sharing highly similar ranges of pKi values as well (labeled 2 in Appendix Figure C9). 

The cluster contains CHEMBL1242754 (exp. pKi = 5.8), CHEMBL2030556 (exp. pKi = 6.55), 

and CHEMBL406845 (exp. pKi = 6.3). The closest chemical analogues of CHEMBL1241489 

from the training set based on dendrogram analysis have exp. pKi higher than 5.5 and the 

prediction of DNN on CHEMBL1241489 was 4.81. Thus, it does not offer possible explanation 

for why DNN prediction was off by over two log spans of 2.35. 

Two structures poorly predicted on pKi external test set by RF algorithm were 

CHEMBL3689683 (3, Figure 5.17) and CHEMBL3689722 (4, Figure 5.17), and the correlation 
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scatter plot was shown in Figure 5.17B. The former had an experimental pKi of 6.67; and was 

predicted by RF and DNN to be 8.43 (off by 1.76) and 6.76 (off by 0.09) respectively. It afforded 

an ECFP4 based Tanimoto score of 0.57 with CHEMBL3689684 from the training set. Based on 

the level of dissimilarity based on ECFP4, it was reasonable RF afforded poor predictions on that 

compound, but surprisingly, DNN performed well by predicting a much closer value to the 

experimental pKi. In this case, DNN performed better on this compound than RF even though this 

compound didn’t have a relatively close chemical analogue in the training set. In the circular 

dendrogram analysis, it was clustered near neighbors with higher pKi values (labeled 3, Appendix 

Figure C9). The cluster contains training compounds of CHEMBL3685187 (exp. pKi = 9.7), 

CHEMBL3685155 (exp. pKi = 10), and CHEMBL3685152 (pKi = 8.3). Perhaps, that was why 

RF prediction on this target compound CHEMBL3689683 was high (RF prediction = 8.43), yet 

surprisingly DNN prediction on this compound was 6.76, which was quite interestingly and 

relatively close to the actual value of 6.67.  

The second structure, CHEMBL3689722 (4, Figure 5.17), had an experimental pKi of 

10.73. It was predicted by RF to be 9.05 (off by 1.68) and DNN to be 10.10 (off by 0.63). It had 

an ECFP4-based Tanimoto score of 0.80 with CHEMBL3639840 which had an experimental pKi 

of 10.7. Despite containing a highly similar analogue in the training set, the prediction by RF was 

very off though DNN performed much better on this compound. The circular dendrogram analysis 

showed that CHEMBL3689722 was in the cluster with compounds sharing similar ranges of pKi 

values. That cluster contains CHEMBL3689578 (exp. pKi = 10.3), CHEMBL3689692 (exp. pKi 

= 8.72); among which the later could have affected the prediction by DNN on CHEMBL3689722 

(pred. pKi = 9.05) to be lower than its actual pKi of 10.73.  

The analysis offers a few possible explanations, among others, for the most poorly 

predicted analogues by DNN and RF based on similarity of the test set to training set compounds, 

or by cluster effect wherein analogues with slightly different endpoints in the same cluster could 

have perhaps influenced the DNN and RF predictions. There are several more possible 

explanations that could contribute to poor predictions. For example, the method of dealing with 

multiple, different reported Ki values for the same ligands could have a significant impact on 

QSAR predictability since the quality of the curated data is essential to building good QSAR 

models. It is important that outliers were detected and removed, and the singly reported endpoint 

was handled appropriately in a way that it truly reflects the experimental value in a reasonable 
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range. If not, the model would learn the skewedly established patterns between descriptors and 

inaccurate endpoints, resulting in poor predictions on external test sets. The choice of descriptors 

and the number of data points in correspondence to the number of features used are critical to 

building QSAR models as well; especially with simpler algorithms like support vectors and k-

nearest neighbors.  

 

5.3.5. 3D Molecular Docking vs. QSAR Modeling 

In this section, we assessed whether 3D molecular docking results agreed with those from 

QSAR modeling. We chose external test set compounds from QSAR modeling since we had a 

clear split between train and test sets with CHEMBL IDs which we could clearly pinpoint. We 

visualized the scatter plots with experimental and predicted p-affinities from DNN regression 

models developed with 2D + 3D + 4D/MD descriptors (Figure 5.18). The points are colored based 

on docking scores from green (lower, better) to red (higher, worse). The size of the points also 

corresponds to the extent of docking scores; bigger points represent lower (better) docking scores, 

and smaller points higher (bad) docking scores. These regression models were trained only on the 

training set (refer to Evaluation on the training and the test sets) and used to make predictions on 

the independent external test set.  

The docking results were excellent in distinguishing highly active and inactive compounds 

especially in pKi and in p-All datasets; so were the regression modeling results in estimating the 

extent of biological activities in negative log affinities. Our regression models have an excellent 

coefficient of determination R2 of 0.75 on the external test set of pKi (n = 83), R2 of 0.68 on the 

external test set of pIC50 (n = 46) and R2 of 0.68 on the external test set of p-All (n = 129). That 

was previously stated. The comparison and assessment of both QSAR regression and docking 

results showed their apparent agreement despite vastly different approaches in determining the 

biological endpoints of interest. Impressively, our results showed the complementarity between 

docking and QSAR modeling, which are two entirely different cheminformatic approaches in 

identifying and estimating the biological endpoints of compounds. Heatmaps of predictions from 

QSAR modeling and docking studies, along with experimental values on test set compounds are 

provided in Appendix Figure C10 (pKi) and Appendix Figure C11 (pIC50).  
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Figure 5.18. Experimental vs Predicted (A) pKi and (B) pIC50 Imatinib Analogues by DNN 

Regression Models with 2D+3D+4D/MD Descriptors on External Test Set 

 

5.4. Discussion 

This research study highlights that integrating several additional types of molecular 

descriptors does not necessarily improve the models’ predictive performance or at least not in a 

critically significant quantity. Interestingly, it begs the question of relevance and relative 

contribution of different descriptor sets to understanding the chemical relationship between a 

ligand and its potency towards a target of interest. We initially expected that the inclusion of 
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ligand-protein binding site interaction descriptors would enhance the predictive power of the 

models, but the results indicated that they had very small contribution overall. Regardless of many 

features being fed into DNN, very few seem to capture the truly important chemical relationship 

that contributes to the predictive power of QSAR models. This highlight the needs of more work 

regarding pre-modeling variable selection. Certainly, even with the surge of dimensional 

reduction/extraction techniques or convolutional neural networks, there is still a lot of gap in 

research development to truly exploit and overcome the curse of high dimensionality. There are 

several studies on the application of convolutional networks as a powerful features extraction 

technique [44], which are certainly worth exploring in future studies, especially for large matrices 

of MD descriptors. 

For this molecular series of imatinib analogues, classical 2D descriptors were shown to 

work almost as well as the combinations of other descriptors such as 3-dimensional descriptors, 

binding site related descriptors, ligand-protein descriptors and/or fingerprints, and MD descriptors. 

For this dataset, our results indicate that 2D descriptors provide the best compromise in terms of 

prediction results versus computational time/power for both DNN and RF regression models 

through nested cross-validation, native cross-validation and external tests.  

Deep learning, still a growing field with many innovative advancements in architecture, 

regularization, optimization algorithms, GPU computing, has a lot of potential to be a superior 

machine learning method. DLNN models are generally robust to outliers, can model both linear 

and non-linear relationships well. They also do not need arduous feature engineering and are 

shown to have superior performance when large training data is used. However, they are often 

superseded by simpler machine learning techniques in the case of limited training data, especially 

in the field of cheminformatics where data scarcity is a major challenge in QSAR development. 

Interestingly, our results demonstrate that DNNs perform as well as RF even for datasets as small 

as 260 compounds with pIC50 training set. In fact, DNN and RF prediction performances were 

comparable across all different descriptors through native 10-fold cross-validation and external 

test sets. This is particularly hopeful for the future of DNNs in cheminformatics since not all our 

datasets comprise tens of thousands of compounds to be modeled.  

We noticed a few important things when developing DNN-based QSAR regression models. 

Random weight initialization, even with the same set of parameters, epochs and model 
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architecture, may not guarantee stable models and reproducible results. Therefore, we repeated 

each computation for 10 iterations and reported the average results; which may be excessive 

especially with nested-cv validation technique being already computationally quite extensive and 

demanding. We recommend the process of model fitting and predictions to be repeated a few times 

when working with neural net-based models in order to ensure steady and reliable results. Before 

developing fresh models in the later iterations, it is important to clear up Keras session and reset 

model weights after predicting on new data and saving current models. Clearing Keras session and 

deleting models were not enough in ensuring freshly built models because we observed the 

predicted values were getting closer to target values in the later iterations. Therefore, some 

information might be somehow leaked into the training process; thereby producing highly 

optimistic results when averaged over multiple iterations. It is thus important to reset weights to 

initialized values after each iteration. The results were found stable with very slight variations 

across different iterations after applying the weight-reset fix.  

Another important observation when developing DNN regression models is that a single 

set of adjustable parameters can perform well across all 3 descriptor sets without noticeable 

difference in their predictive capability. Even though DNN has a vast number of adjustable 

parameters, it is unnecessary to spend a large amount of computational resources in attempting a 

platitude of different parameter combinations to attain good results. We attempted about 30 

different architectures (Appendix Table C1) and observed there was not a large difference in the 

predictive power of the models after they have achieved a certain level of architectural complexity. 

Based on our results, we found that DNN architectures which contain five or more hidden layers, 

multiple neurons (at least ~300 in one layer), ReLU and/or LeakyReLU activation functions, adam 

optimization algorithm usually provided us with good results across different descriptor sets.  

To further prove that a single decently complex DNN architecture may perform well on 

our dataset across the descriptor sets with very slight variations in the results, we have included 

the performance table of that QSAR model on pKi (Appendix Table C15), pIC50 (Appendix Table 

C16) and p-All (Appendix Table C17) in the supplementary material. Its architecture is reported 

in Appendix Table C14. We, however, excluded the NeCV validation because we did not need to 

tune and select the hyper parameters, and instead proved that one decently complex DNN 

architecture would be robust and provide about the same prediction results. However, it is still 

important to try a grid of several different architectures to configure a level of DNN complexity 
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that works for individual datasets. Thus, to obtain high quality DNN QSAR models, 

hyperparameter selection process must not be skipped, yet an arduous process of finding the best 

parameters does not need to be conducted either.  

A closer look at the most poorly predicted analogues in the external test set by DNN and 

RF offered possible explanations based on similarity to the training set analogues, or by cluster 

effect. In a few structures chosen from the test set, the prediction values on these test compounds 

from either DNN or RF were close to those of the training set analogues from the same cluster. 

This suggested that analogues with slightly different endpoints in the same cluster could have 

perhaps influenced the DNN and RF predictions. In our case, this effect resulted in poor predictions 

where similar analogues from the training set had a gap in activity values from the test analogues 

of interest.  

The correlation scatter plots between docking and glide emodel scores in relation to p-

affinities of imatinib derivatives indicated that docking method performed well in classifying 

active from inactive. However, our case study shows that even with the rigid threshold of -10 

kcal.mol-1 docking scores and -50 kcal.mol-1 glide emodel scores, the docking protocol still led to 

several false positives, a known issue associated with docking methods. Our DNN and RF QSAR 

regressors provided excellent prediction results across affinity types; R2
max = 0.80 for pKi, R2

max 

= 0.71 for pIC50, and R2
max = 0.75 for p-All in external test sets. Y-randomization conducted in 

this study confirms the absence of chance correlation in our QSAR models and that they truly 

captured meaningful chemical relationships between the descriptors and the interested endpoints 

of negative log affinities.  

Surprisingly, the use of MD All Frame Descriptors did not significantly boost the 

prediction performance of our QSAR models as shown for evaluation of 10-fold CV, train, test 

and final models for pKi and pIC50 datasets. In fact, it even deteriorated the predictive power in 

comparison to the five descriptor sets we applied in this study. This could happen due to a variety 

of possible explanations. Firstly, we used extremely large high-dimensional matrices, wherein 

each matrix contains ~931k features for each compound. Even though too many features are being 

applied, very few might be truly relevant and capture actual meaningful information, which could 

be incredibly hard to model especially given a small training dataset. This leads to the second 

possible explanation. Even with the use of deep neural nets, the size of data corresponding to the 

number features used plays a crucial role in building good, predictive models. We may need to use 
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powerful features extraction techniques such as convoluted neural nets, encoder-decoder based 

inner neural networks, advanced PCA or TSNE methods specifically developed for this type of 

MD matrix data. These techniques cold certainly improve the predictive power of our models. 

Thirdly, we did not cover a large grid search area nor train for larger number of epochs due to 

limited computational power and resources. Having access to a good amount of computational 

power, resources and memory could certainly make a difference. Covering a larger grid search 

area for parameter tuning and training for larger number of epochs can contribute to better training 

and prediction results. Importantly, the duration of 15 ns for MD simulation may not be sufficient 

to see significant changes in the protein-ligand binding interactions. The prediction from 4D 

QSAR can be improved in the future projects by running longer MD simulations that capture 

substantial interactions (if they occur) and extracting those MD frames.  

We showed that the results derived from the molecular docking and modeling studies were 

in harmony regarding the activity levels of Imatinib analogues. The consensus results from 3D 

molecular docking and QSAR modeling were effective in predicting the extent of bioactivity and 

actual regression endpoints of Imatinib derivatives towards BCR-ABL kinase protein target. We 

recommend the use of both methods as a screening tool in filtering potentially active compounds 

in the targeted therapy towards Bcr-ABl. As rigid as it may be, QSAR regressors can certainly 

alleviate the false positive issue often encountered by docking protocols and thus should be 

employed in parallel to screen potential anticancer agents. Lastly, our DNN and RF QSAR models 

have been thoroughly validated and proven to achieve good results throughout all validation tests. 

These models can be replicated, and readily employed for virtual screening and identifying lead 

potential BCR-ABL inhibitor ligands to synthesize in prior if the compound of interest falls within 

the Applicability Domain (AD).  

Importantly, QSAR models must be properly developed, must go through multiple rigorous 

validation tests to be reliable, and to be of practical use as screening tools. Only then, they can 

deliver impactful results in drug discovery research [14]. Well-validated QSAR models can 

provide meaningful chemical insights and mechanistic interpretation which can merit fruitful 

results in the advancement of pharmaceutical research. An optimistic QSAR model with high fitted 

accuracy for the training data, yet otherwise has not been properly validated, is not enough, and 

thus not ready to be utilized as a tool to screen/score new compounds. Proper protocols in 
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validation and assessment of QSAR model development has never been more crucial, especially 

with the surge of surprisingly optimistic QSAR models which still have not proven their worth in 

practical applications. It is relatively easy to develop ML models, especially with DNN and RF 

methods that can fit to data, recognize existing patterns within the training set and made to produce 

high accuracies within the training set or even the test set which contain highly similar analogues, 

introducing “analogue bias” [45]. Thus, high accuracies on the training set and the test set should 

not be used to access the predictive power of a model, but rather as a comparative measure to 

assess the overfitting of a model. More validation protocols must be incorporated in the 

development of QSAR models. Hence, in our study, we developed our QSAR models, and 

validated them using several validation techniques including nested cross-validation, native cross-

validation, external test sets and y-randomization tests. This is to ensure the reliability and 

robustness of our QSAR models in order to successfully employ them as screening tools for 

Imatinib analogues. 

Additionally, we conducted a cheminformatics analysis of the Imatinib datasets for 

different affinity types (pKi, pIC50 and p-All) to complement QSAR modeling and report important 

findings relevant to our model predictions. This allows us to better understand and characterize 

the chemical space of Imatinib analogues and sheds important insights into the predictability of 

our models in terms of why some predictions must be off. Thus, possible mechanistic hypothesis 

and interpretations derived from this complementary study of modeling and cheminformatic 

analysis of the Imatinib dataset can offer possible solutions to develop better QSAR models as 

well as the extent of QSAR predictability.  

To complement our study further, we performed 3D molecular docking to better understand 

the binding mode of Imatinib analogues to the target protein of ABL-1 human kinase protein (PDB: 

2HYY) and observed the key important interactions formed by Imatinib analogues with targeted 

kinase residues. We then compared the findings from this docking study with the results from our 

predictive DNN-based QSAR models with hybrid descriptors. It was used to assess whether these 

two different cheminformatics approaches; 3D molecular docking and QSAR modeling, were in 

consensus in estimating the biological activities of Imatinib analogues.  

To summarize, we (1) characterized the chemical space of all tested Imatinib derivatives 

and clustered them based on their structural similarity to identify structure-activity relationships, 
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(2)  conducted 3D molecular docking of Imatinib derivatives in the binding site of BCR-ABL 

protein kinase and extracted binding profiles and important protein-ligand interactions formed 

between Imatinib analogues with ABL residues, (3) developed and compared rigorously validated 

RF and DNN-based QSAR regressors using 2D, 3D and MD based hybrid descriptor/fingerprint 

sets to estimate inhibition potencies of Imatinib analogues, and (4) compared the results from our 

molecular docking study with QSAR modeling workflow to determine a more accurate approach 

for the virtual screening. 

 

5.5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we performed molecular docking and QSAR studies on Imatinib derivatives 

in order to predict the inhibition potencies towards the BCR-ABL protein kinase, a crucial target 

responsible for the treatment of CML. We analyzed the binding mode of Imatinib along with top 

4 derivatives based on docking results and assessed the correlation between docking results and 

glide emodel scores in relation to the experimental endpoints in the form of negative log affinities 

for pKi, pIC50 and p-All datasets. Our results indicated the docking method performed reasonably 

well in distinguishing the active from inactive derivatives though we did not observe a strong 

correlation where in better docking scores would indicate higher activity values. We built multiple 

DNN and RF regressors with hybrid 2D/3D/MD descriptors for pKi, pIC50 and p-All datasets and 

showed an excellent predictive power of our QSAR models through rigorous validation tests 

including native 10-fold cv (pKi; DNN R2 = 0.73, RF R2 = 0.75), nested 10-fold cv (pKi; DNN R2 

= 0.68, RF R2 = 0.76), external test set (pKi; DNN R2 = 0.74, RF R2 = 0.78), and y-randomization. 

The performance of RF was matched closely by DNN across different descriptor sets and affinity 

types even with limited quantity of training data. Though RF is still shown to be the “golden-

standard”, it is hopeful for DNNs to achieve predictive performance as good as RF. Interestingly, 

our test sets showed that assimilation of 3D, 4D and/or hybrid descriptors to 2D descriptors 

reduced MAE though R2 was not significantly increased. Unfortunately, incorporating time-series 

based MD matrices did not improve the predictive power of our QSAR models contrary to initial 

expectations. Most importantly, 3D docking and QSAR modeling were in a synergistic consensus 

for classifying active from inactive and estimating the inhibition potencies of Imatinib derivatives. 

The QSAR-docking ensemble approach could be employed as a rigid protocol to filter and reduce 
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the false positive hit rate commonly faced by 3D docking approach. The consensus of these 

approaches could offer high potential as a powerful and rigid screening tool for future drug 

discovery efforts in tackling BCR-ABL kinases targeted therapeutics. 
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Abstract 

We introduce Cryptochem which is a novel cheminformatics encryption technology that 

can securely store and transfer information using chemicals. Coupled with machine learning 

approaches, Cryptochem offers a highly complex and robust system with multiple layers of 

security for transmitting confidential information. This revolutionary technology is of high 

relevance for US national security as it adds fully untapped layers of encryption complexity, 

especially at the current age of crypto war and storage crisis. Herein, we introduce Cryptochem 

which directly uses chemical structures and their properties as the central element for securely 

storing information and employs intricate QSDR (Quantitative Structure-Data Relationship) 

models as keys to retrieve the stored data. The Cryptochem technology was validated with a series 

of five datasets consisting of numerical and textual information with increasing size and 

complexity.  In this study, we discuss (i) the initial concept and current features of our CryptoChem 

technology, (ii) the associated Molread and Molwrite programs which encode messages as series 

of molecules and decodes them with QSDR machine learning models, (iii) Analogue Retriever 

and Label Swapper, which enforce additional layers of security in encrypting CryptoChem 

messages, (iv) the results of encoding and decoding the five datasets using our programs, and (v) 

the comparison of CrytoChem to contemporary encryption methods.  
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6.1. Introduction 

As the amount of data produced worldwide is growing exponentially, the need to reliably, 

durably, and securely store and transfer that data has never been so critical. However, data storage 

is at a pivotal crossroad. Physical storage devices such as optical drives and tapes are not only 

reaching their technical limit in terms of capacity and density of storage but also in terms of 

durability. The need for disrupting encryption methods based on advanced technologies requiring 

highly technical skills and appropriate equipment is also on the rise. To solve these problems, next-

generation DNA storage [1] is developed to encode and store enormous amounts of information 

on DNA molecules; but this technology suffers many practical challenges, especially when it 

comes to encryption technology and obfuscation protocols [2]. Meanwhile, the chemical space is 

estimated to be filled with 1060 unique molecules that can be characterized by properties directly 

computed from their two-, three-, or even four-dimensional structures and conformations [3, 4]. 

As of today, to the best of our knowledge, there is no available technology capable of exploiting 

the chemical space to directly store information in a secured, reproducible, and efficient way.   

Herein, we propose to use chemical structures and their properties as the central element 

for a completely novel data encryption method. It is based on the high complexity and uniqueness 

of the thousands of properties (aka, molecular descriptors) that can be computed for every single 

molecule of the chemical universe. As the chemical universe is estimated to be in the order of 1060 

molecules [3], it is nearly impossible to enumerate all possible molecules and their properties using 

a brute force algorithm. Therefore, storing information using chemicals could simultaneously offer 

very high levels of storage density [5] and security. Ultimately, this approach could also be used 

to physically store encryption keys or any other information in physical storage technology (e.g., 

direct encoding by chemicals packaged within a DNA storage cell [6]).  

The use of machine learning with chemicals is not new. For the past decade, quantitative 

structure-activity relationship (QSAR) models [7–10] have been built to predict very specific 

physical, chemical, and biological endpoints of compounds. Those QSAR models are based on the 

hypothesis that similar compounds have similar properties. But chemicals first need to be encoded 

into numerical data being fully amenable to computer-based calculations. To do so, we use 

molecular descriptors that are well-defined, reproducible, interpretable, and numerical parameters 

directly and solely computed from the chemical structure of a compound. For a given chemical, 

thousands of descriptors can be computed solely based on its two-dimensional structure, thousands 
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more based on its three-dimensional structure (i.e., one 3D conformation of that compound). 

Importantly, those 3D descriptors can also be computed for thousands of 3D conformations of that 

same particular compound (see study [4] with time-dependent descriptors computed for ERK2 

ligands based on molecular dynamics trajectories). Overall, every chemical can be characterized 

by tens of thousands of numerical descriptors directly computed in silico.  

We developed Quantitative Structure-Data Relationships (QSDR) models that use 

machine learning to establish non-linear, quantified links between computed molecular descriptors 

and numerical/textual data.  A collection of QSDR models will be built using several types of 

machine learning techniques (e.g., deep learning neural networks, random forests) and families of 

2D, 3D structural descriptors and fingerprints directly computed from various series of molecules. 

In this project, we designed, implemented, and validated two proof-of-concept in silico programs, 

Molwrite and Molread, enabling the encoding and retrieval of information using series of 

molecular structures. Molwrite program stores and encodes a given message in the molecular 

format (CryptoChem message) and the Molread program decodes a given CryptoChem message 

using the right QSDR model. The feasibility and capabilities of this innovative technology have 

been testes on a series of five datasets consisting of numerical and textual information. To have a 

better understanding of CryptoChem in relation to other encryption algorithms, we also compared 

it to contemporary methods such as block and stream ciphers on the basis of features, weaknesses 

and strengths. 

To demonstrate the feasibility and capabilities of this innovative technology, we validated 

the QSDR and the Molecular Encoder approach by encoding and decoding a series of five datasets 

consisting of numerical and textual information with increasing size and complexity (Table 6.1). 

Often considered as benchmark for storage and encryption techniques, these datasets have different 

sizes and complexity increasing from dataset 1 to 5. We posit that demonstrating the full encoding 

and decoding of these five datasets using our technology will represent a true accomplishment. 

Besides the fact that it will be the first time ever to encode the full text of the US Declaration of 

Independence with chemicals, this objective will validate this proof-of-concept project and 

demonstrate the feasibility of storing complex information with molecules and their properties, 

which is one of the ultimate goals of molecular informatics.  
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Table 6.1. Description of the five datasets to be encoded in this project.  

ID Datasets to be stored using the Molecular Informatics technique Size Complexity 

1 “123456789” + + 

2 “abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz” + + 

3 “Operation start at 11:00PM” + ++ 

4 

Latitude, Longitude, and Corresponding Time Zones for Major Cities. 

Source: https://www.infoplease.com/world/world-geography/major-

cities-latitude-longitude-and-corresponding-time-zones 

+++ ++ 

5 

Full text of the Declaration of Independence 

Source: http://www.ushistory.org/declaration/document/ 
+++++ +++++ 

6.2. Methods 

6.2.1. Overview of CryptoChem 

CryptoChem is comprised of two major components: (1) Molwrite and (2) Molread. The 

former encodes textual/numerical information into in-silico molecules, and the later decodes the 

molecules back into the original textual/numerical message. The overview of CryptoChem 

encryption and decryption algorithm is provided in Figure 6.1.  

Molwrite (the encryption part) is composed of four major functions: ASCII Encoder, Label 

Swapper (LS) Encoder, Molecular Encoder (ME), and Analogue Retriever (AR). First, the input 

message is encoded into digits using ASCII Encoder (section 6.2.2. ASCII Encoder). For the 

current version, the algorithm can encode the the firsr 128 characters in the standard ASCII table 

[11]. To introduce confusion into the algorithm and add an additional layer of security, the digits 

are then transformed into new digits using Label Swapper (LS, section 6.2.3. Label Swapper). 

Next, Molecular Encoder (ME, section 6.2.4. Molecular Encoder) is then applied to replace each 

digit into a virtual chemical which has been tagged with labels. Then, an additional layer of security 

and confusion is added into the algorithm with the use of analogue retriever (AR, section 6.2.5. 

Analogue Retriever). AR replaces the previously tagged molecules with new chemical analogues 

https://www.infoplease.com/world/world-geography/major-cities-latitude-longitude-and-corresponding-time-zones
https://www.infoplease.com/world/world-geography/major-cities-latitude-longitude-and-corresponding-time-zones
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which have no explicit tags and/or labels associated with them (also known as reference set). These 

new molecular analogues are used to generate the encrypted message, also known as CryptoChem 

message that carries the original textual/numerical information in encoded molecular format 

(SMILES). The Simplified Molecular-Input Line-Entry System (SMILES) encodes the molecular 

structures as strings of text [12]. 

Molread (the decryption part) is comprised of three major functions: Molecular Decoder, 

Label Swapper (LS, Decoder) and ASCII Decoder. Molecular Decoder converts the molecules 

from CryptoChem message into digits. Then, LS (Decoder) is applied to transform these digits 

into the original digits. These digits are then decoded into characters from the initial message using 

ASCII Decoder.  

In the following sections, we will explain each function accordingly. 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Simplified workflow of CryptoChem Encryption Algorithm. 
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6.2.2. ASCII Encoder 

ASCII stands for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. ASCII encodes a 

numeric value to different characters and symbols. For example, the ASCII value of the character 

‘d’ is 100. The complete ASCII table can be found at https://theasciicode.com.ar/. 

In this study, the original character ‘d’ is converted to the ASCII value of 100. Label 

Swapper is then applied to switch 100 to a different number (e.g. 91). The new number is then 

encoded with a chemical molecule from the reference set. For the current version, the algorithm 

can encode the first 128 characters in the standard ASCII table. 

 

6.2.3. Label Swapper 

Label swapper (LS) employs a permutation key (also known as molecular key) and 128 

(pre-shared with message sender and receiver) neighbor molecules, to switch the ASCII digits to 

new digits. The algorithm of LS is inspired by the famous Enigma machine that was used by the 

Germans during World War II [13]. Instead of using the real keyboard and rotors to encrypt the 

information, LS uses the permutation key and the neighbor molecules to generate a virtual look-

up table for each ASCII digit to change from one digit to another. For each neighbor molecule, we 

assigned a digit (0-127) to it. During label swapping, the distances between the permutation key 

and neighbor molecules are computed, and neighbor molecules are ranked according to the 

computed distances. The virtual look-up table is formulated based on the originally assigned digits 

and the computed distance ranks of the neighbor molecules. The Label swapper is an important 

component to ensure a higher security level in CryptoChem. 

Essentially, the native CryptoChem system (without Label Swapper) is a form of 

substitution encryption. The machine learning model acts as a substitution key. The assumption of 

QSDR is that ‘similar’ molecules (characterized by the specific molecular descriptors used) will 

be used to represent the same ACSII code. The trained machine learning model learns the patterns 

of the text-molecule relationship so that it can map the molecules to the text.  

LS is designed to resist the cryptanalysis techniques against the substitution encryption part 

in case the machine learning model itself is compromised by the adversarial. The concept of LS is 

shown in Figure 6.2. The central part of Label Swapper is the molecular key. It can be any molecule 

https://theasciicode.com.ar/
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chosen from the whole molecular universe (~1060). Based on same molecular 

properties/descriptors of the molecular key, an initial look-up table and some rotors are generated 

by some mathematical functions (Figure 6.2a). The look-up table maps each ACSII code to 

another. Every time encoding a new text, the rotors will generate a new look-up table. For example, 

the text ‘aaaaaa’ would be changed to ‘pomcfr’. In CryptoChem system, the molecular key acts as 

a permutation key. In the encoding process (Molwrite), the original text is changed to a ‘new’ text 

before translating to the molecules. In the decoding process (Molread), the text decoded by the 

machine learning model will be further translated back to the original text by the Label Swapper. 

To fully crack the Label Swapper, the adversarial need to know (1) the molecular key; (2) the 

molecular properties/descriptors used for computing the initial look-up table and rotors; (4) the 

functions to compute the initial look-up table and rotors; and (4) how the rotors work. 

 

Figure 6.2. Graphical Illustration of Label Swapper. 
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6.2.4. Molecular Encoder 

The reference set contains 128 clusters of molecules with tagged digits. Molecular Encoder 

(ME) takes the output from the previous step of LS (see 6.2.3. Label Swapper); which are 

numerical digits. Based on these digits, ME randomly samples a chemical cluster from the 

reference set and picks a molecule from that cluster. Hence, in this step, digits from LS are encoded 

to chemical molecules.  

 

6.2.5. Analogue Retriever 

As the name suggests, Analogue Retriever (AR) retrieves “analogues” from an external set 

of several thousands of molecules and replaces a target molecule. It is incorporated into Molwrite 

encryption program to add a strong additional layer of security in encrypting our CryptoChem 

messages. Using V1 library as our case study, we split it into two datasets: reference set (a small 

set of chemicals with tagged labels) and analogue set (a large chemical space containing multiple 

clusters of chemicals). Reference set contains molecules with associated cluster labels, and 

analogue set contains multiple clusters (e.g. thousands) of molecules without any labels attached 

to them. AR is an essential part of Molwrite in improving the security strength of an encryption 

system by obscuring the relationship between labels and molecules. Without AR in molwrite, 

chemicals would be simply and directly mapped with labels. Thus, if the files containing chemicals 

with those tagged labels are compromised, the entire CryptoChem system is broken.  

When Molwrite program encodes texts into molecules, these molecules are taken from the 

reference set. Cryptochem messages encoded with molecules directly retrieved from reference set 

are vulnerable to security breach since having access to reference set enables not only encoding 

but also decoding of our CryptoChem messages through SMILE matching and identifying their 

cluster labels. Thus, it is important to devise a strategy to ensure that chemicals used in the 

CryptoChem messages are not easily traceable to the original labels associated with them. In case 

reference set gets compromised and becomes a liability for secure transfer of messages, we 

developed and implemented Analogue Retriever (AR) which made it impossible to directly decode 

the message with access to our databases.  
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In our method, the molecules with classified labels in the reference set are not actually used 

in encoding CryptoChem messages; instead, they are only used as reference molecules for picking 

compounds from an external set which, in our case, is analogue Set. The highlight of applying 

DNN models in our CryptoChem project is that well-trained DNN models can, however, predict 

the right clusters for these analogues. 

 

6.2.5.1. Implementation of Analogue Retriever 

We incorporated multistage sampling (clustering, stratified sampling) into designing AR 

to make the process of searching and selecting analogues efficient. There is certainly ample room 

for optimizing the algorithm and integrating parallel computing on GPUs in the later stages of our 

project to further improve the efficiency and runtime. Currently, it is run on a single CPU of a 

standard desktop with 64-bit Operating System, 8GB RAM. The scheme of AR is provided in 

Figure 6.3.  

 

Figure 6.3. Analogue Retriever Scheme for Replacing a Target Molecule with an Analogue from 

Analogue Set. 

AR takes the output molecules from Molecular Encoder (section 6.2.4. Molecular Encoder) 

generated initially with the reference set. For readers’ convenience, we will refer to them as target 
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molecules from now on. These reference molecules are later replaced with new molecules from 

analogue set. AR computes the Euclidean distance between each target molecule and multiple 

centroids (hundreds or thousands) from internal_centroids. The closest centroid is chosen based 

on the smallest Euclidean distance. To make this process efficient, we have already extracted all 

the centroids from multiple chemical clusters and assigned codenames to each centroid 

beforehand. Once the closest centroid is identified, the code name can be extracted. Using the code 

name, the chemical cluster is identified, and an analogue is randomly selected from that chemical 

cluster to replace the target molecule.  

Finally, the molecules from the original CryptoChem message generated initially with 

reference set are entirely replaced by molecules from analogue set.  

 

6.2.6. Molecular Data Preparation 

1 million molecules were randomly selected from the purchasable ‘drug-like’ molecules in 

the  Zinc15 library [14]. The selected molecules (V1 library) were used as the training set to 

develop the deep learning neural network DNN model (molecular decoder). V1 library was 

grouped into 128 clusters using k-means algorithm in Scikit-learn package [15] in Python based 

on 166-bit MACCS keys (could be any descriptor set). We then extracted a few molecules from 

each of 128 clusters, assigned them labels 0 to 127, and exported them to the reference set. Our 

machine learning model was trained to associate the molecular MACCS keys with the labels. After 

removing the reference set, several internal clusters within each of these aforementioned 128 

clusters were then generated (see Appendix Figure D1), resulting in hundreds or thousands of 

chemical clusters. These chemical clusters, also known as the analogue set, have no explicit label 

or digit associated with them. The centroids from all the internal clusters were assigned code names 

and saved as internal_centroids which is an integral part of AR (see 6.2.5.1. Implementation of 

Analogue Retriever).  
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6.2.7. Model Development 

We used V1 Library as training set to develop the model for our molecular decoder. 

Decoder model was trained using Keras 2.2.2 functional API, TensorFlow backend with GPU 

acceleration, NVIDIA CuDNN libraries [16, 17]. We used RMSprop algorithm to train for 1000 

epochs for all molecules in one batch with default learning parameters. It is composed of seven 

hidden dense layers activated with RELU. Since it is an integer classification (128 classes) task, 

we used multilabel classification model with 128 nodes in the output layer with SoftMax activation 

function, sparse categorical crossentropy loss function, and accuracy as the evaluation metric. We 

then evaluate it by predicting the clusters for the same dataset, and the accuracy of our model is 

above ~99.7%. A few outliers (0.3%, ~140 compounds) which were predicted to have wrong 

cluster labels were discarded.  

 

6.2.8. Molwrite 

Molwrite program takes an input text file and encode it into molecules (SMILES). The 

workflow is summarized in Figure 6.1. The input message is first translated to ASCII values (a 

string of digits). For each digit in the ASCII values, LS encoder (section 6.2.3. Label Swapper) is 

then applied to change the original digits to new ones. Based on the new digits, molecules from 

the reference set are randomly picked (e.g., for digit ‘12’, a molecule tagged with label 12 is 

picked) using ME (section 6.2.4. Molecular Encoder). Then, AR (section 6.2.5. Analogue 

Retriever) replaces the picked molecules with unlabeled analogue molecules from an analogue 

set, generating CryptoChem messages, as output. 

 

6.2.9. Molread 

Molread program takes a CryptoChem message as input file, which contains molecules 

(SMILES). Available set of descriptors developed in python using the RDKit modules are reported 

in Appendix Table D1. Chemical descriptors (both the sender and the receiver must pre-share 

and/or know the type and exact number of descriptors applied) are then computed on these 

molecules and fed into the machine learning model that was initially trained with V1 library 
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(substitution key; it could be any model trained with any chemical library). The model then predicts 

and decodes cluster labels for each molecule based on its chemical descriptors. The generated 

cluster labels are stored in a string of digits in the same linear order as molecules. LS decoder 

(section 6.2.3. Label Swapper) transforms these digits into the original labels. These digits are 

translated into characters using ASCII decoder, resulting in the decoded original message. 

 

6.3. Results 

6.3.1. Assessment of CryptoChem with Five Datasets  

Molwrite directly uses txt files as input and stores the encoded molecules (SMILES) in 

CryptoChem messages (could be txt files).  Molread takes the generated CryptoChem messages as 

input and decodes the molecules into original textual message. To validate our Molwrite and 

Molread programs, we encoded a series of five datasets consisting of numerical and textual 

information with increasing size and complexity (Table 6.1). Often considered as benchmark for 

storage and encryption techniques, these datasets have different sizes and complexity increasing 

from dataset 1 to 5. All the five datasets are saved as plain texts in txt files.  

Table 6.2. Results of encoding and decoding the five datasets using Molwrite and Molread 

programs 

Dataset No. of 

characters a 

No. of 

compounds 

Accuracy of 

original 

molecules set 

Encoding Time Decoding 

Time 

1 10 10 100% 1s 1s 

2 26 26 100% 1s 1s 

3 26 26 100% 1s 1s 

4 5163 5163 100% 144 10s 

5  8685 8685 100% 247s 16s 

a  with spaces.  
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For each of the five datasets, we used Molwrite to encode the original numerical and/or 

textual information with and without analogue retriever. The encoded messages were then decoded 

by Molread. The results are summarized in Table 6.2.  

The first and the second datasets consists of Arabic numerals and English alphabet, 

respectively, which are considered as the basic elements of English texts. The results of the first 

and the second datasets showed that the Molwrite and Molread programs can fast encode and 

decode the Arabic numerals and English alphabets with perfect accuracy. The result of the third 

dataset demonstrated the ability of Molwrite and Molread programs to encode and decode simple 

sentence. 

The real challenges are the 4th and 5th datasets (Figure 6.4). The 4th dataset (Figure 6.4a) is 

the latitude, longitude, and corresponding time zones for major cities. It is worth noting that this 

dataset is stored in a tabular format in the txt file. Impressively, the output of Molread of this 

dataset is the same as original text. This demonstrated that our programs can not only encode and 

decode the content of text, but also the format of the text. The 5th dataset (Figure 6.4b) is the full 

article of the US Declaration of Independence. We tested our programs on the entire text including 

8685 characters and got the encoded text fully recovered. This validated our programs and 

demonstrated the feasibility of storing complex information with molecules. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.4. (a) The 4th dataset, and (b) the first paragraph of the 5th dataset 
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6.4. Discussion 

Our primary goal is to develop the Quantitative Structure-Data Relationship (QSDR) 

modeling method to encode and store information using machine learning, molecular structures 

and their properties. There are several key advantages of using machine learning to create those 

relationships: (i) the descriptor  data relationship is encoded non-linearly, meaning there is no 

direct, obvious link between a particular chemical scaffold, shape, volume and the actual character 

to be stored; (ii) different molecules can still encode the same character, meaning that character 

frequency analysis (traditionally used to crack methods that substitute a given alphabet by another 

one) is useless with this technology, (iii) the relationships are quantified, meaning there is an actual 

weight (or set of weights) associating each molecular descriptor with a character. Overall, the 

direct consequence is the enhanced level of encryption our new technique will offer: the message 

cannot be read and/or written without using the right QSDR model (that includes the compounds 

used to train the model, the type of machine learning algorithms, the set of descriptors used to 

characterize these compounds, and the actual parameters of the models (e.g., descriptor weights, 

number of neurons/hidden layers if using DNN). More specifically, we utilized implicit and 

explicit 2D molecular descriptors/fingerprints and deep learning neural networks (DNN) model to 

encrypt and decipher CryptoChem messages containing textual and numerical data.  

We have successfully developed our first QSDR-DNN model that directly links the 

molecular descriptors of chemicals in V1 dataset to numerical/textual characters. It should be noted 

that the application of our DNN is unique from others found in literature. In contemporary research 

in cheminformatics, DNN models are usually used to build the quantitative relationship between 

molecular structures and their properties/activities (e.g. binding affinity, toxicity), where the 

relevance and choice of descriptor sets are crucial in the model’s performance to predict these 

desired outputs. DNN models must be trained with the most appropriate and relevant set molecular 

descriptors to correctly predict the targeted characteristics (affinity, toxicity, solubility, etc.). In 

other words, the accuracy in those predictions relies heavily on choosing the right set of features, 

relevance between these features and the targeted characteristics, data curation, etc. If such 

important criteria are not met, it is usually challenging to obtain high accuracy. It is therefore 

important to follow normal protocols [18] in preprocessing data, training such QSDR models and 
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evaluating their accuracy to ensure that the model’s performance will be good enough to predict 

values on new data.  

However, in our approach, we train our models to associate manually created labels 

(labeled by k-means clustering algorithm) with the molecular descriptors of compounds. The major 

difference between contemporary approaches and ours is that we can manipulate the descriptor 

sets and cluster labels as we see fit, and our model will still learn to associate certain descriptors 

with cluster labels. If it fails to predict the right clusters, we can simply discard those data. In 

essence, our models learn to distinguish molecules based on specific molecular descriptors. Our 

goal is to use DNN models as keys to decode information, so standard protocols used in developing 

machine learning models are not strictly necessary due to our vastly different intentions. All we 

need are DNN models trained to predict the right clusters for our large libraries of molecules given 

the right set of descriptors. So, we trained and fitted our model (substitution key) with the entire 

dataset, instead of splitting it into train and test sets like in other contemporary cheminformatics 

researches. The wrongly predicted compounds which is a very small percentage are discarded. 

This way, our fitted model has learned to associate molecules in our libraries with cluster labels 

with 100% accuracy.  

Molwrite and Molread programs were implemented to respectively write and read 

CryptoChem messages encoded with chemical molecules that could only be decrypted using our 

QSDR DNN model as substitution key and specific descriptor sets. We showed in 6.3.1. 

Assessment of CryptoChem with Five Datasets section the true accomplishment of our system by 

encoding and decoding five datasets containing textual, numerical information and tabular formats 

with increasing complexity with100% accuracy not only in content but also in format.  

Additionally, we implemented 6.2.5. Analogue Retriever (AR) to enforce higher security 

in data encryption and transfer. It replaces molecules in CryptoChem messages generated from 

reference set in Molwrite with the new “analogues” from analogue set. By introducing new 

molecules from an unlabeled external set, it ensures integrity of our data security even if our 

database and CryptoChem messages are compromised. However, our well-trained QSAR models 

can decipher them correctly provided the right descriptor set to use. We tested AR by applying it 

on the five datasets we previously mentioned. The molecules from these CryptoChem messages 

were replaced with new molecules using AR, and we encoded them using Molread program. The 
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QSDR model used in Molread was able to decipher the analogue retrieved CryptoChem messages 

with 100% accuracy. This accomplishment showed two important things: (1) our DNN model 

successfully learned the intricate features and representations mapping molecular descriptors with 

cluster labels, and (2) AR was designed with a good understanding of how our DNN model works. 

In terms of implementing the AR, we tested several different approaches such as Tanimoto, 

Euclidean distance, string similarity, etc. We previously assumed that we could sample a few 

molecules from different clusters in the external set, and selected the cluster containing a molecule 

with the highest Tanimoto score or highest string match score or lowest Euclidean distance to the 

target molecule. These approaches were tested with different sample sizes, and clustering methods 

(DL-model based, initial k-means based), but all failed to retrieve the original messages. None of 

them yielded an accuracy score more than 51%. These tests, however, provided how impervious 

our CryptoChem messages are to security attacks. The analogues have not been chosen simply 

based on Tanimoto scores, Euclidean distance or string match. More complexity is involved, and 

selecting the analogues relies heavily on initial k-means clustering. Unless the centroids from the 

initial k-means clustering generated with the exact random seed is known, there is no way to crack 

the code. On the other side, it showed that our model may have learned to recognize these centroids 

and decipher the cluster labels on its own. By successfully implementing AR, we may have gained 

a better understanding on the inner workings of our QSDR model.  

The summary of security layers in CrpytoChem encryption technology is shown in Figure 

6.5. In order to encode the message, one can select a chemical universe aka library; it could cover 

any chemical space including a set of highly specific and similar chemical compounds or a 

combination of various chemical scopes. The chemical universe is vast and there are many 

possibilities of designing one’s in-silico libraries. One can benefit from using cheminformatics 

software such as PKS Enumerator [19], SIME, etc. for designing extremely large libraries of 

macrocycles, macrolactones or macrolides with multiple constitutional and structural constraints.  

Next, the choice of descriptor sets, or fingerprints is highly relevant in establishing the 

QSDR relationships between chemicals and cluster labels as well. Both the sender and receiver 

must know the type and exact descriptor set applied in order to successfully encode and decode 

CryptoChem messages. For even further improved security, one can specify in-house, hand-picked 

chemical descriptors or use 3D descriptors for which both the sender and the receiver have to know 
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the method to specify the conformational arrangement used for each molecule to derive the correct 

3D descriptors. Going one step further, one can even use 4D/MD descriptors where chemicals are 

docked or run through molecular dynamic simulation in a specified binding site of a protein or 

ribosome target of interest for a specific duration. One can then extract 4D/MD chemical 

descriptors from that process and use that to establish to QSDR relationships. This is however 

highly complex and thus very challenging and rewarding at the same time, if the proper protocol 

and regulations are meticulously applied. 

Another security layer is AR which obscures and adds confusion to the link between 

chemical structures and digits associated with them. Since new analogues without any associated 

cluster labels (analogue set) are being used in CryptoChem messages, it makes it difficult for third 

parties to decode the labels by attempting to identify the chemicals even with access to reference 

set. It is also highly improbable to reproduce the same QSDR model without using the exact 

parameters such as number of decision trees (in RF), nodes, layers, activation functions, dropout 

layers, regularizations, etc. (in DNN); thus it is treated as an additional security layer in 

CryptoChem technology. LS is another security layer to protect CryptoChem messages. It protects 

them from cryptanalysis attacks involving frequency analysis by generating new labels based on 

permutation key (a molecular key) and 128 neighbor molecules.  
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Figure 6.5. Security layers in CryptoChem Encryption Technology 

We also compare CryptoChem to other contemporary encryption methods such as block 

cipher (e.g. AES - Advanced Encryption Standard [20]) and stream cipher (e.g. One-Time Pad 

[21]). A summary of encryption features among these three encryption methods are provided in 

Table 6.3.  

Both CryptoChem and block cipher are based on substitution and permutation concepts 

whereas stream cipher is based on substitution alone. In terms of cryptographic keys, CryptoChem 

requires both substitution and permutation keys; the former can be any virtual chemical library of 

user’s choice and the later can be any chemical molecule that needs to be passed in a different 

secure channel or in a physical form. With the application of label swapper, even if the permutation 

key (any chemical molecule of user’s choice) and the substitution key (any large virtual chemical 

library) are compromised, the key space for permutation key is still rather large (factorial of 128 

= 128!) due to the application of Label Swapper in CryptoChem. Meanwhile, block ciphers keys 

are bit dependent such as 56-, 128-, 256-bits etc. and consequently the key space depends on the 

bits employed as well (e.g. 2256 = 1.2 x 1077). Stream cipher relies on pseudorandom number 

generator. Block cipher is deterministic with the use of same initialization vector; an encryption 
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system is deterministic if the same ciphertext is reproducible given the same plaintext and key. 

Stream cipher is deterministic as well. On the contrary, CryptoChem is not deterministic; meaning 

that different encoded messages are generated even if the same key molecule and models are being 

applied to generate them.  

XOR operation [22] is not applicable to CryptoChem though it is used in both block and 

stream ciphers. Next, we compared avalanche effect, one important trait in determining the 

strength of a cryptographic algorithm wherein a higher avalanche effect is desired for a stronger 

encryption system [23]. An avalanche effect is achieved if a substantial change in the cipher 

message can be triggered by a slight change in the plaintext for a fixed key [24]. CryptoChem has 

a high level of avalanche effect since one character can be expressed by a cluster of chemicals, 

and the use of Analogue Retriever and Label Swapper switched chemicals and change labels 

accordingly. Consequently, very different CryptoChem message are generated even when the same 

message is used as input. Block cipher possesses avalanche effect whereas stream cipher does not. 

The operation unit of CryptoChem is byte (character) which is converted to molecules in 

the encrypted message. On the other hand, block cipher uses block of bits and stream cipher uses 

bytes. Both CryptoChem and block cipher use both principles of confusion and diffusion; which 

are central to the security of conventional encryption algorithms [25] while stream cipher uses 

confusion principle alone. Confusion is the concealment of the relation between the secret key and 

the cipher text whereas diffusion is the complexity of the relationship between the plain text and 

the cipher text [25]. Regarding the reversibility, both CryptoChem and block cipher made it highly 

improbable to reverse cipher text back to original text unlike stream cipher which applies XOR 

that can easily reverse cipher text to the plain text. CryptoChem and stream cipher are strongly 

resistant to error; meaning that an error in a character will not affect the rest. However, block 

cipher is more susceptible to error because an error in a byte will affect the entire block. 
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Table 6.3. Comparison with Contemporary Encryption Methods 

Features Cryptochem Block cipher Stream cipher 

Principle Substitution-permutation 
Substitution-

permutation 
Substitution 

cryptographic 

key 
Substitution key + permutation key 

56, 128, 256-

bits, etc. 

Pseudorandom 

number 

generator 

deterministic 
No (if using the same key molecule and 

model) 

Yes (if using 

same 

Initialization 

vector) 

Yes 

Key space 
Substitution key: any chemical library 

Permutation key:  128! = 4 x 10
215

 

Depend on 

key length 

256-bit: 2
256 

= 1.2 x 10
77

 

--- 

XOR based No Yes Yes 

avalanche effect yes yes no 

Operation unit Character (byte) to molecule Block of bits byte 

Confusion and 

diffusion 
Uses both confusion and diffusion 

Uses both 

confusion 

and diffusion 

Relies on 

confusion 

only 

Reversibility Reversing encrypted text is hard. 

Reversing 

encrypted 

text is hard. 

It uses XOR 

for the 

encryption 

which can be 

easily 

reversed to the 

plain text. 

Susceptibility to 

error 

Strong (an error in a character will not 

affect the rest) 

Weak (an 

error in a 

byte will 

affect the 

entire block) 

Strong (an 

error in a byte 

will not affect 

the rest) 
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6.5. Conclusion and Perspective 

In this project, we propose to use chemical structures and their properties as the central 

element for a completely novel data encryption method. In this initial phase, we fulfilled to 

implement the Molwrite and Molread programs to write and read the CryptoChem messages. The 

applications of Label Swapper and Analogue Retriever strengthen the security of the CryptoChem 

messages.  The program validation on five datasets showed the accomplishment of our goal that 

encrypts data/information in molecules. Additionally, the comparison of CryptoChem to 

contemporary encryption methods justified the robustness of our encryption system though 

advanced heuristics and cryptanalysis attacks need to be simulated to further assess and truly prove 

the security of CryptoChem. 

In further phases, we plan to develop different machine learning models and create multiple 

libraries with varying sizes based on different sets of descriptors (including 3D, 4D/MD) and 

fingerprints. To encode larger texts such as in dataset 5 (full text of the US Declaration of 

Independence, ~1322 words), we certainly need much bigger chemical libraries. We also plan to 

handpick and develop our own sets of molecular descriptors to enforce the security of CryptoChem 

even more. There is certainly more work to be done on optimizing AR and LS in terms of method 

improvement, algorithm optimization, incorporation of parallel computing and GPUs, to that the 

efficiency and reliability of CryptoChem can be further improved. In the future, we plan to encode 

not only texts but also images as well.  
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The role of Cheminformatics has become essential in the advancement of pharmaceutical 

development through the exploration, mining and manipulation of very large amounts of chemical 

information. Specifically, cheminformatics techniques such as the enumeration of global/local 

chemical space [1–3] and the analysis of molecular scaffolds have become imperative to the 

discovery of novel molecules [4]. The development of well-designed and screening-ready virtual 

chemical libraries is especially vital in the exploration and discovery of macrolides, an under-

studied and intricate structural class with potent biological activities.   

We showed in 0 that the PKS Enumerator software enables the computationally efficient 

enumeration of diversity-controlled and extremely large libraries of macrolide scaffolds with 

structural constraints tailored to individual project’s needs. To enforce high customizability not 

only structure-wise but also property-wise, another version of PKS Enumerator with an additional 

filter on specific molecular descriptors such as rotatable bonds, hydrophobicity, etc. has been 

implemented as well. The cheminformatics analysis on our proof-of-concept V1M library in 0, 

section 2.3. Results showed that we were able to generate macrolide scaffolds of pharmaceutical 

interest and druglike properties, which were also highly analogous to well-known experimentally 

confirmed bioactive macrolides.  

We described in 0 the development of SIME – Synthetic Insight-based Macrolide 

Enumerator that efficiently generates large in-silico chemical libraries of fully assembled 

macrolides by closely following the way synthetic chemists and biologists could potentially design 

novel macrolides. It allows us to incorporate the knowledge from enzymatic assembly lines that 

construct macrolides in nature, and from artificial biosynthetic pathways to diversify macrolides; 

especially using the insights into what extenders can be inserted or manipulated throughout the 

macrolide scaffolds. Dr. Gavin Williams, a leading researcher in the biosynthesis of natural 

products at North Carolina State University, has commented on the application and usefulness of 

SIME as follows. "SIME is a critical tool that allows us to start designing libraries of 

macrolides in silico that have never been synthesized before. For the first time, this will allow us 

to begin to look for structure-function relationships that we can experimentally validate by 

leveraging synthetic biology and synthetic chemistry. We are excited to combine in 

silico macrolide discovery with bioengineering and organic chemistry to transform how we 

design, develop, and manufacture macrolide drugs."  
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As proof-of-concept, we then used SIME to generate V1B library containing 1 billion fully 

assembled macrolides with sugars present based on the core structure of Erythromycin, structural 

motifs and sugars extracted from eighteen bioactive macrolides. The analysis shows that the 

chemical properties (MW, MolLogP, TPSA, HBA, HBD and NRB) of V1B were well-distributed 

and they fell within the chemical scope of MacrolactoneDB.  

Macrolide libraries generated by both PKS Enumerator and SIME can be used in 3D 

molecular docking and simulation studies to extract binding profiles, important protein-ligand 

interactions and structure activity relationships to further lead optimization endeavors. Henceforth, 

both SIME and PKS Enumerator are useful in diversifying and enlarging the chemical space of 

macrolides. The resulting macrolide libraries can be probed to understand and improve their 

pharmacokinetic features and the findings can guide biosynthetic efforts towards prioritized 

innovative macrolides, thereby motivating the search of polyketide drugs for design and synthesis. 

The capabilities of SIME and PKS Enumerator can be further enhanced by incorporating several 

useful features such as synthetic feasibility scores either based on organic synthetic or biosynthetic 

approach, similarity constraint towards a particular scaffold, etc. In the future, we aim to perform 

virtual screening of these chemical libraries against biological targets of interest (e.g. bacterial 

ribosome) to discover potentially bioactive macrolides/macrocycles for biosynthesizing and 

experimental testing a priori. Additionally, cheminformatics techniques such as computational 

modeling, docking and molecular dynamics simulations can be coupled with our PKS Enumeration 

and SIME technology to perform in-silico studies and interrogate the importance and contribution 

of certain functional groups in macrocyclic scaffolds. The outcomes from such studies will 

certainly help us gain more insight into this privileged class of macrocycles/ macrolides, and 

design more potent therapeutic drugs to tackle challenging biological targets.  

As part of the summer internship at Collaborations Pharmaceuticals Inc., the macrolactones 

from public repositories were mined along with biological information to develop 

MacrolactoneDB (0). It is a web application hosting a collecting database of macrolactones with 

options to extract a desired set of macrolides and macrolactones based on properties such as MW, 

SlogP, ring size, etc. so that it can be useful for different research projects. Dr. Gavin Williams has 

described MacrolactoneDB as follows. "MacrolactoneDB for the first time provides a centralized 

source of macrolide structure and bioactivity data. This enables us to generate hypotheses related 

to macrolide drug design and development. Ultimately, this is a crucial resource to help guide the 
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design of future macrolide drugs for the treatment of a variety of diseases." In essence, 

MacrolactoneDB is a comprehensive database of macrolactones with bioactivities, many targets 

of interest and potential for new uses. In the future, we intend to increase the speed of databasing 

by incorporating multi-thread to handle high traffic since it is currently single thread, meaning that 

it handles one user at a time, and other users wait in queue. We also aim to implement a workflow 

to incorporate new compounds routinely into the database so MacrolactoneDB can be regularly 

and automatically updated.  

We also developed MRC descriptors to better distinguish macrolactone and macrolide 

features such as frequency of ring sizes ranging from twelve to ninety-nine, smallest and largest 

core ring sizes (≥ 12 membered) in chemical structures containing two or more large rings, 

frequency of sugars, and occurrence of esters within the core rings. MRC descriptors can 

complement already existing descriptors such as mordred [5]. In 0, section 4.3.5. Assessment and 

Comparison of Descriptors and Machine Learning Algorithms, we showed with three case studies 

that predictive QSAR models for macrolides / macrolactones can be trained and validated using 

state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms and two-dimensional molecular descriptors. 

Specifically, “all” descriptor set, a merger of MACCS, ECFP6 and mordred_mrc, yielded the 

highest performance on macrolactones across MLs, followed closely by mordred and 

mordred_mrc. We observed that explicit chemical descriptors generally perform better than 

implicit fingerprints on macrolactones. Among machine learning algorithms, random forest 

models were best predictors, often boosted by consensus or hybrid modeling approaches. The fact 

that predictive models could be built with 2D molecular descriptors alone is hopeful and 

remarkable because macrolactone structures are known for highly complex three-dimensional 

conformations and “chameleonic” abilities that have a substantial impact on polarity, 

bioavailability, solubility, etc. Much more research needs to be conducted on the 3D 

conformational analysis of macrolactones to better understand and fully exploit the 

pharmacokinetic properties this privileged class of nature derived products have to offer.  

In 0, we established QSAR of Imatinib derivatives with activities towards BCR-ABL 

kinase protein, a key target for treating chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), by visualizing the 

chemical space of Imatinib derivatives. The unsupervised hierarchical clustering using the 

combination of 2D, 3D and 4D/MD molecular descriptors successfully grouped chemicals with 

highly similar biological endpoints. We conducted 3D molecular docking with Glide XP and 
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demonstrated that it performed reasonably well in classifying higher active from lower active 

imatinib derivatives in both pKi and pIC50 datasets though some false positives were observed 

especially in pIC50 dataset.  

Most importantly, we developed the hybrid MD-QSAR approach by combining 

information from 2D, 3D and 4D/MD simulation to random forest and deep neural net-based 

QSAR models to estimate their biological endpoints. We showed in the external test set that MD-

QSAR approach employing 2D, 3D, and 4D/MD chemical descriptors enhanced the predictive 

performance of our DNN models. Lastly, we established that 3D molecular docking and QSAR 

modeling were in a synergistic consensus for classifying active from inactive and estimating the 

inhibition potencies of Imatinib derivatives. We recommended the utilization of QSAR-docking 

ensemble approach as a stringent and powerful protocol to more accurately screen future 

therapeutics in tackling BCR-ABL tyrosine kinase to treat CML.   

One of the ultimate goals of molecular informatics is to store complex information in 

molecules and their properties. We proposed in 0 a highly secure cheminformatics-based 

encryption technology that applies big chemical data concept, Quantitative Structure-Data 

Relationships (QSDR) and state-of-the-art machine learning methods such Deep Neural Networks 

(DNN). With multiple layers of security including Analogue Retriever and Label Swapper, the 

integrity of cryptochem messages is heavily protected. We validated the success of our technology 

by encoding five different textual/numerical datasets with increasing complexity in virtual 

chemical molecules and decoding them into original contents using MOLWRITE and MOLREAD 

respectively.  

In lieu of the working prototype, there is considerable amount of work still to be done on 

the development of multiple machine learning models, chemical library creations, and algorithm 

optimization of the Analogue Retriever for runtime efficiency, etc. One major drawback of current 

CryptoChem technology is the expansion of storage in CryptoChem messages since each character 

in the original dataset is encoded into one molecule represented by SMILES, hence expanding the 

storage content. We are currently researching ways to condense storage information even more, 

notably by encoding a word/sentence as a single molecule (or a substructure) instead of a character 

in one molecule.  

To summarize, our work on developing MacrolactoneDB, PKS Enumerator and SIME has 

provided vital resources and state-of-the-art cheminformatics methods and tools to diversify, and 
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investigate the underexplored, complex structural class of macrolactones and macrolides with high 

interest in industry. They have important applications in designing and guiding the rational drug 

design of polyketides in search of novel macrolide therapeutics. Our work on QSAR modeling 

with macrolactones emphasizes the capability of advanced cheminformatics methods that can 

effectively assess the potencies of such complicated structures and determine potentially 

therapeutic macrolides that will be biosynthesized. Notably, our work on hybrid MD-QSAR 

ensemble approach is a cutting-edge cheminformatics method for modeling and analyzing very 

complex protein-ligand complexes. This method has significant applications and impacts on 

effectively screening and accurately estimating pharmacokinetic properties of new kinase 

inhibitors towards BCR-ABL kinase protein in the treatment of CML, some of which will be tested 

experimentally. Lastly, we demonstrated another important use of cheminformatics with 

CryptoChem which efficiently stores and transfers information in in-silico molecules, an advanced 

encryption technique that parallels the finest contemporary encryption techniques such as block 

and stream ciphers in terms of security and robustness.  
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Appendix Table A1. Common Structural Motif (CSM) Type Distribution and Occurrence per 

Macrolide among Eighteen Bioactive Macrolides (BM). The list of eighteen BMs are provided in 

Figure 2.3 of the paper. 

# Bioactive Macrolides – the number of bioactive macrolides in which corresponding CSM types 

were found. # CSM Occurrence per Macrolide – the repetition of corresponding CSM type 

observed in each macrolide, reported in ranges as it varied across different macrolides.  
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Appendix Figure A1A. SM001 (methylene) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1B. SM002 (methyl) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1C. SM003 (ethyl) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1D. SM004 (hydroxy) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1E. SM005 (methoxy) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1F. SM006 (α-hydroxy methyl) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1G. SM007 (α-methoxy methyl) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1H. SM008 (methyl carboxaldehyde) found and derived from bioactive 

macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1I. SM009 (keto) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1J. SM010 (α-fluoro methyl) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1K. SM011 (acetoxy) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1L. SM012 (2,2-disubstituted epoxide) found and derived from bioactive 

macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1M. SM013 (alkene) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1N. SM014 (propionyloxy) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1O. SM015 (N-methyl amino) found and derived from bioactive macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A1P. SM016 (2,3-disubstituted epoxide) found and derived from bioactive 

macrolides 
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Appendix Figure A2. Modified structures of eighteen well-known bioactive macrolides. The 

original structures were simplified by removing sugar groups and replacing ester and amino chains 

protruding from the core cyclic structures with alcohol and amine respectively. The original 

structures of these macrolides are shown in Figure 3 of the paper. 
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Appendix Figure A3. Structural simplification of Erythromycin for a comparative study with 

enumerated virtual macrolides from V1M. Bulky, substituted ester and amino functional groups 

protruding from the ring cyclic frameworks were replaced with alcohol and amine groups 

respectively, and sugar blocks were removed.  
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Appendix Figure A4. Percentage of (A) macrolides in which associated CSM types were found, 

and (B) CSM type composition, in 18 BMs and V1M. 
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Appendix Figure A5. Distribution of (A) rotatable bonds, and (B) heavy atoms in V1M 
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Appendix Figure A6. Color-coded map to demonstrate molecular properties of eighteen bioactive 

macrolides in correlation to Lipinski’s rule: green grids indicate compliance to Lipinski’s values 

and grey grids indicate values outside of Lipinski’s range. Lipinski’s rule predicts drug likeness of 

compounds based on the following molecular properties: MW ≤ 500, SlogP ≤ 5, TPSA ≤ 140, 

HBA ≤10, HBD ≤ 5 and RB ≤11. 
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Appendix Figure A7. Pearson’s pair-wise correlation heatmap of all eight molecular descriptors 

of 1M macrolides. Correlation values range from -1 to 1, with 1 presenting strongest possible 

agreement, 0 no correlation and -1 strongest possible disagreement. MW – molecular weight, 

SlogP – hydrophobicity, TPSA - topological polar surface area, HBA – hydrogen bond acceptors, 

HBD – hydrogen bond donors, RB – rotatable bonds, heteroatoms, heavy atoms 
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Appendix Figure A8. Modified structures of Rokitamycin and Spiramycin. The computed 

Tanimoto score between these two structures is 1, based on both MACCS and Morgan fingerprint 

methods. 
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Appendix Method B1 

MacrolactoneDB 

The web interface of MacrolactoneDB (http://macrolact.collabchem.com/), provides 

options to subset macrolactones based on multiple criteria for which users can provide a range or 

a single minimal, maximal threshold value. For many filters, users can fill in both entries to provide 

a range wherein the first entry is designated for minimal values of the range and the later for the 

maximal. Providing only the first or the last entry designates a threshold value for minimal and 

maximal margins respectively. For example, if a numerical value “1” is provided in the first entry 

and the second entry is left blank for the filter e.g “Number of Sugars”, the compounds with at 

least one sugar moiety will be filtered. If, however, “1’ is filled only in the second entry and the 

first entry is left empty, the compounds with at most one sugar moiety will be selected. For 

structures with exactly one sugar, users can submit “1” in both the first and second entries for the 

“Number of Sugars” filter.  

Below is a list of filters currently employed in MacrolactoneDB: 

Ring Filters 

1. Ring size: Ring size is defined as the number of atoms in the core ring structure with ring 

size larger than 12. MacrolactoneDB contains macrolactones which are at least 12-

membered ring structures.  

2. Number of rings: Some structures have several rings embedded. If users are looking to 

restrict the chemical space by number of rings, they can do so by inputting minimum and 

maximum values for the number of rings. ≥3 membered rings are accounted for. 

3. Number of large rings (≥12-membered): Some macrolactones have two or more large ring 

structures attached together (large rings are ≥12 membered macrolactones). In this 

parameter, only large rings will be accounted for. 

4. Number of fused rings 

5. Number of aromatic rings 

The filters on 4) the number of fused rings and 5) the number of aromatic rings are computed by 

Mordred descriptor calculator [1].  

Macrolide Filters 

http://macrolact.collabchem.com/
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6. Number of Sugars: Classic macrolides such as Erythromycin, Azithromycin, etc. have one 

or more glycosylated sugars attached to the core ring structures. If users intend to extract 

“macrolides” with any number of sugars, users can put “1” in the first entry and leave the 

second entry blank. 

7. Number of esters in large rings (≥12-membered): Some of the macrolactones in 

MacrolactoneDB contain two or more esters within the core rings. Classic macrolides 

normally contain one ester within the core rings. Users can filter classic macrolides using 

this filter by submitting “1” in both the first and second entries.  

Molecular Property Based Filters 

8. Molecular weight: the mass of one mole of a given molecule; users can restrict the chemical 

space of macrolactones by their mass. It is useful for users who are interested in studying 

only small molecules (i.e. <900 Daltons) or larger macrolactones.  

9. SlogP: hydrophobicity as assessed by the fragment-based octanol/water coefficient 

partition 

10. Meet Lipinski Rules? Filter compounds on whether they are within druglike or oral bio-

available region according to Lipinski’s rule of five; backend module by Mordred 

descriptor calculator [1]. Users can select “Whatever” for no preference; which will 

provide a chemical dataset of compounds whether they are within the druglike region or 

not. 

Bioactivity Filters 

11. Activity Reported? Filter compounds by whether their bioactivities have been reported in 

ChEMBL. Users can select “Whatever” for no preference. “Whatever” option will provide 

a chemical dataset of compounds whether their bioactivities are reported or not. 
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Appendix Method B2 

Computing Details for QSAR Modeling 

All computing for RF, NB, SVR, KNN was done on 8 CPUs, 32GB RAM Intel® Xeon® 

W-2104 CPU, 64-bit operating system. All computing related with DNN calculations were done 

on Intel® Xeon® E5-2630 server running CentOS Linux 7 with 132 GB memory and four 

NVIDIA Corporation GP102 GPUs. DNN QSAR models were built with Keras 2.2.2 functional 

API, TensorFlow backend with GPU acceleration, NVIIA CuDNN libraries, CUDA 10.1; RF, NB, 

SVR, KNN were built with scikit-learn [2].  

The scripts for data cleaning, manipulation, computing descriptors / fingerprints and 

developing QSAR models were written in python 3.6.3. The following modules were used: pandas 

[3], numpy [4], scipy [5], RDKit [6] and mordred [1]. SMILES for macrolactone ligands were 

standardized with molvs module [7] and used as input for descriptor / fingerprint generation.  
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Appendix Method B3 

Machine learning Methods 

Random Forest (RF) – an ensemble learning method that uses consensus of decision trees 

to predict the endpoint for regression problems [8, 9]. RFs are robust to hyperparameter tuning and 

work well with different types of molecular descriptors. Known as the “gold standard”, they have 

been shown to perform reasonably well for small and large chemical datasets. 

Naïve Bayes (NB) – a probabilistic algorithm based on Bayes’ theorem that assumes 

features are independent and distributed differently. Despite its simplicity, NB predictions are 

more accurate than other complex ML methods, especially for classification tasks. It is widely 

used in cheminformatics due to easy implementation and extremely fast computation. 

Support Vector Regression (SVR) – a kernel regression function that finds a hyperplane or 

set of hyperplanes in a high-dimensional space. It is one of the most popular methods in 

cheminformatics commonly used to predict toxicity related endpoints [10–15].  

K nearest neighbors (KNN) – one of the simplest algorithms which predicts a numerical 

target based on K closest or most similar neighbors [16].  KNN is widely used in a plethora of 

cheminformatics studies to predict physicochemical properties (melting point [17, 18], boiling 

point [19], logP [18, 19], aqueous solubility [18, 20], etc.), drug clearance [21], mutagenic potency 

[22], odor characteristics of compounds [23, 24], etc.  

Deep Neural Nets (DNN) – one of the most popular methods in Cheminformatics, which 

have outperformed traditional MLs from time to time, especially when large training data is used. 

They are effective in tackling problems of any complexity level; from simple linear problems to 

highly complex high-dimensional data. DNN can learn hidden patterns and relationships within 

the data without needing the domain experts to extract important features as in simpler traditional 

ML algorithms.  

Consensus (CSS) takes the average prediction of 5 MLs (RF, NB, SVR, KNN and DNN).  

Hybrid takes the average of two best performing ML methods. In our case studies, we 

applied two hybrids which are RF_KNN (average predictions from RF and KNN) and RF_DNN 

(average predictions from RF and DNN).  
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Appendix Results B1 

Cluster Analysis of Macrolactone Ligands  

In the Hepatitis C dataset, we found an activity cliff (two 19-membered macrolactones 

indicated with red arrows in Appendix Figure B6B) by ECFP6, fragment-based approach. Their 

structures were shown in Appendix Figure B6C. The only difference between these two structures 

was a N2 (tertiary amine in the piperidine component, highlighted yellow in Appendix Figure 

B6C). Despite this minor structural difference, CHEMBL601195 and CHEMBL591648 afforded 

pIC50s of 7.22 and 5.84 respectively. They were however clustered relatively far apart and 

identified to be less similar via mordred_mrc. This demonstrates that despite high structural 

similarity, they had different molecular properties accounted for by mordred_mrc which 

contributed to various pIC50s and an activity cliff. Applying mordred_mrc to QSAR models may 

establish better chemical relationship between molecular properties and biological endpoints for 

these types of chemical analogues, while ECFP6 may have some challenges in this regard.  

Additionally, we found a chemically unique macrolactone (CHEMBL2407590) based on 

mordred_mrc (Appendix Figure B6A, blue arrow), yet not as unique based on ECFP6 (Appendix 

Figure B6B, blue arrow). Its structure was shown in Appendix Figure B6D. It was a 33-membered 

peptide macrolactone, an attractive example to predict with our machine learning models to assess 

the relevance of structural fragment-based approaches like ECFP6 (10-fold CV predictions shown 

in Appendix Figure B19B and in Appendix Results B4).  

In the T-Cells Dataset, an activity cliff was identified between CHEMBL422367 and 

CHEMBL347589 (blue cluster) based on ECFP6 (Appendix Figure B7). The former afforded 

experimental pIC50s of 8.67 and the later 5.88. With mordred_mrc, they were, however, located 

in different clusters occupying similar shades of pIC50s. In other words, the activity cliff identified 

via ECFP6 was resolved in mordred_mrc. The structures were shown in Appendix Figure B7D. 

Herein, mordred_mrc captured the different molecular properties derived from the structural 

differences at C15 (highlighted yellow in Appendix Figure B7D). In this scenario, reducing the 

polarity of the side chain by replacing the ethanone component to a methyl significantly improved 

the activity of the analog.  

Another structure which stood out in mordred_mrc based on relatively low pIC50 yet 

clustered with chemicals having higher pIC50s was shown in Appendix Figure B7E. It was 
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however clustered together with other structures sharing similar pIC50s by mordred_mrc. It 

contained the same core scaffold as all the other chemical analogues in the previous purple and 

blue clusters with variations in the structural motif at C15. 
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Appendix Results B2 

Distribution Analysis of MRC Properties 

We additionally looked at the distribution of ring sizes present in these case studies along 

with the distribution of pIC50 and number of compounds associated with corresponding ring sizes 

(Appendix Figure B8). 15-membered macrolactones (the most common ring size with 204 

compounds) has a relatively lower variation in pIC50 values which range from 4.89 to 8.61. It 

might be ideal to model just 15-membered ring structures since the applicability domain would be 

limited and the performance of the model could be improved, however it could also introduce bias 

into our models. We can learn a lot from such large-scale modeling with all the machine learning 

algorithms and descriptor sets in this study. We do not know with certainty the level of influence 

of ring sizes or how critical they are towards their inhibition. Additionally, if implicit fingerprints 

like ECFP6 can sufficiently encode important features of these ring structures and predict 

biological endpoints, fragment-based descriptors may be an appropriate approach for building 

predictive models for structures with varying ring sizes, even for very large complex structures. 

Thus, restricting the dataset based on the most prevalent ring size would limit our exploration and 

understanding of this structural class. We used the entire dataset of pIC50 and the modeling results 

to better understand and gain insights into macrolactones. Additionally, due to the unbalanced 

distribution and limited variation of ring size (Appendix Figure B8A), sugars (Appendix Figure 

B9) and core esters (not reported; 221 macrolactones have 1 core ester and 2 macrolactones have 

2 core esters) in the dataset of case study I (Plasmodium falciparum), we do not expect the 

prediction boost from adding mrc descriptors to mordred. We reported 10-fold CV predictions 

from our QSAR modeling workflow on CHEMBL2303629 and CHEMBL487366, two structures 

with highly unique and complex ring sizes (the only 27-, 36- membered macrolactones) from the 

Plasmodium falciparum macrolactone ligand dataset.  

In the second case study with Hepatitis C Virus, 18-membered macrolactones were the 

most dominant structures (65 compounds) with pIC50 ranging from 6.33 to 8.7. 19-membered 

macrolactones (12 compounds) covered a similar range of pIC50 from 6.22 to 8.07, whereas 20-

membered macrolactones covered a larger pIC50 range from 4.5 to 8.01. From this dataset, it 

would be interesting to observe our machine learning predictions on ring size-based outliers such 

as 14, 21, and 33-membered macrolactones. Similar to the first case with Plasmodium falciparum, 
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we do not expect to see the prediction boost from our mrc descriptors to mordred in the second 

case study with Hepatitis C due to limited variation and heavily uneven distribution in ring sizes 

(Appendix Figure B8B), sugars and core esters (not reported). In Appendix Results B4, we show 

model predictions on CHEMBL591604 (the only 21-membered) and CHEMBL2407590 (the only 

33-membered macrolactones), the two largest ring structures from Hepatitis C macrolactone ligand 

dataset. 

The T-cells target, our third case study, has the least variation in terms of ring sizes which 

account for 20, 21 and 29-membered macrolactones (Appendix Figure B8C), sugars and core 

esters (not reported). 21-membered ring size was the most dominant among all others with a total 

number of 87 compounds and covered larger pIC50 distribution which range from 4.93 to 9.74. 

Due to the small variation and uneven distribution of these properties, we do not expect to see a 

noticeable impact of mrc descriptors by complementing mordred descriptors. 
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Appendix Results B3 

Tuning parameters and feature extraction techniques to improve performance 

For all targets, we implemented a) base ML models with no parameter tuning, b) models 

with more than 80% PCA feature extraction and tuned parameters, c) models with tuned 

parameters (Appendix Figure B1).  For base models, only default parameters were used; no 

parameter tuning / selection was performed. For pca_tuned and tuned models, the best 

hyperparameters were selected by performing randomized search on 100 sample parameter 

settings with 10-fold cross-validations on the associated full datasets. The hyperparameters used 

in grid search areas across 5 MLs for pca_tuned and tuned models have been provided in Appendix 

Table B4. Additionally, DNN models use 300 training epochs with early stopping method to 

prevent overfitting. The hyperparameters for DNN covered in this study are provided in Appendix 

Table B5. 

For all case studies of Plasmodium falciparum, Hepatitis C and T-cells datasets, we first 

generated heatmaps for eight machine learning (ML) models and six descriptors (excluding mrc 

descriptors) for base, pca_tuned and tuned models in the evaluation metrics of R2 – coefficient of 

determination, and MAE – mean absolute error. All the modeling results in this study were 

consistently from 10-fold cross-validation. The results from mrc descriptor set were excluded due 

to consistently low performance in comparison to the rest; thereby affecting the heatmap. In our 

heatmaps, green is associated with “good” performance, while red is associated with “poor” 

performance; thus “green” indicates high R2 and low MAE, and “red” indicates low R2 and high 

MAE. The heatmaps of R2 and MAE across base, pca_tuned and tuned models for Malaria, 

Hepatitis C, T-cells have been provided in Appendix Figure B10, B11 and B12 respectively. In all 

three case studies, pca_tuned or tuned models had better performance than base models (greener 

in Appendix Figure B10, B11 and B12) though it varies from one ML algorithm to another.  

DNN and RF methods which can discriminate and select features on their own without 

needing much feature pruning or reduction work better with just parameter tuning. In fact, their 

performance worsened in all three cases when the PCA feature extraction technique was applied. 

It can be seen in the RF (Appendix Figure B13A) and DNN (Appendix Figure B13B) boxplot 

analysis of R2 distribution across six descriptor sets for pca_tuned and tuned methods in three case 

studies. The SVR algorithm, which was observed to perform consistently well across the descriptor 
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sets with the PCA-tuned method, performed worse in the tuned method in which ≥80% PCA 

feature extraction method was removed (Appendix Figure B14). In this scenario, applying PCA 

that explains 80% of the variables to the SVR algorithm boosted the performance because feature 

selection and/or extraction is an important part of developing good SVR models. It was perhaps 

due to removing less relevant features along with the noise that could be involved in 20% least 

explainable variables by PCA.  

To interpret more easily across all case studies, we generated an average R2 and MAE from 

10-fold cross-validation of eight ML models and six descriptors (excluding mrc descriptors) for 

base, pca_tuned and tuned methods separately. It allowed us to compare the general performance 

of these three methods and see the impact of ≥80% PCA feature extraction and parameter 

optimizations. The resulting clustered columns for R2 and MAE for all three targets have been 

provided in Appendix Figure B15. The tuned method yielded the best performance in terms of R2 

and MAE across the case studies. Except for the first case study of Plasmodium falciparum 

(CHEMBL364), PCA-tuned models also performed better than base models which only use default 

parameters.  
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Supplemental Results 4 

Performance of ML Workflow with Macrolactones 

In this section, we took a few unique macrolactone ligand samples from each case study 

(Plasmodium falciparum, Hepatitis C and T-cells targets) and assessed the previously conducted 

10-fold cross validation predictions from machine learning workflow on these individual 

compounds. We previously analyzed the distribution of ring sizes in each case study and sampled 

those with unique ring structures or complex, challenging structures based on circular dendrogram 

analysis. These are chemicals of interest because they stand out from the rest of the dataset due to 

either their ring size, structural complexity or molecular properties. The goal of this analysis is to 

assess the predictive power of QSAR models on these “misfit” or “unique” macrolactones even 

though the training data did not include many structures within their chemical proximity. This is 

because larger, more complex macrolactone rings are harder to organically synthesize, and are 

thus more difficult to test and retrieve experimental values. Consequently, they cover a sparse 

chemical space even though they are still of high research interest due to favorable biological 

activities reported. The importance of QSAR modeling could certainly be emphasized if good 

predictions can be made on such complex, uniquely ring-sized molecules especially if the training 

set barely covers the chemical scope of these structures.  

In the case study I with Plasmodium falciparum, we picked two chemicals with unique ring 

sizes: CHEMBL2303629 (27-membered), CHEMBL487366 (36-membered). The predictions on 

CHEMBL2303629 (27-membered) and CHEMBL487366 (36-membered) are shown in Appendix 

Figure B18. These predictions within 0.1 of experimental biological endpoints are bolded and will 

be referred from now on as “top” predictions. CHEMBL2303629 is, in fact, a highly complex 

structure with two large rings (26- and 27-membered) fused together with five 5-membered rings 

and three 6-membered rings. The only other structure containing two large structures in the Malaria 

dataset was CHEMBL1682585, which contained 12- and 15-membered rings. Regardless of 

whether that analogue, CHEMBL1682585, was part of the training data in the cross-validation 

process, the predictions from machine learning workflow on CHEMBL2303629 was quite 

impressive (Appendix Figure B18A). In fact, 8 combinations of ML and descriptors afforded “top” 

prediction values. Another compound of interest, CHEMBL487366, was the only 36-membered 

macrolactone in the Malaria dataset affording experimental pIC50 of 6.1 (Appendix Figure B18B). 
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It is relatively less complex than the previous structure (CHEMBL2303629); nonetheless, the 

biggest macrolactone in the Plasmodium falciparum dataset with only two 31-membered 

macrolactones as the second biggest (Appendix Figure B8A). The machine learning workflow had 

highly successful predictions on this compound; 11 combinations of ML and descriptors afforded 

“top” predictions, which fell within 0.1 of its experimental pIC50.  

It is important to note the high success rate of our models affording eight and eleven “top” 

predictions on these two uniquely ring-sized and complex molecules of CHEMBL2303629 (27-

membered) and CHEMBL487366 (36-membered) respectively though the training set was 

dominated heavily by 15-membered ring sizes (Appendix Results B2, Appendix Figure B8A). 

In the second case study with Hepatitis C, we picked out two macrolactones with 21- and 

33-membered macrolactones which were unique ring size-wise. The predictions from machine 

learning workflow on 21-membered (CHEMBL591604) and 33-membered (CHEMBL2407590) 

were shown in Appendix Figure B19. The former, the second largest ring structure in the Hepatitis 

C dataset, had experimental pEC50 of 8.08 (Appendix Figure B19A). There was only one “top” 

predicted pIC50 of 8.01 afforded by KNN algorithm and “all” descriptors. The second chemical, 

CHEMBL2407590 (33-membered) was sampled out in the circular dendrogram analysis as a 

unique chemical based on mordred_mrc. It was the single largest ring structure among the dataset 

of Hepatitis C Virus macrolactone ligands (Appendix Figure B8B). The machine learning 

workflow had more success with this compound in achieving six “top” predictions (Appendix 

Figure B19B). Overall in this second case study, the QSAR models still performed well and 

afforded “top” predictions on these two challenging and large ring size macrolactones: one ML 

and descriptor combination on the 21-membered CHEMBL591604 and six on 33-membered 

CHEMBL2407590.  

In the third case study, there were three ring size variations in total, and no singled-out 

macrolactone with unique ring size (Appendix Figure B8C). Thus, we looked at “misfit” 

compounds from the activity cliffs and reported the findings in the Appendix Results B4. The 

important takeaways from a close look at “misfit” macrolactones from these studies was the 

models’ high predictability on uniquely different (or large) ring structures especially with 

mordred_mrc, ECFP6 and RF algorithm. Though they were one-of-a-kind in terms of ring size 

and structural complexity, our models afforded top predictions on these macrolactones as shown 

in the case studies of Malaria and Hepatitis C targets.  
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In the third case study with the T-cell dataset, we observed several activity cliffs by 

mordred_mrc (Appendix Figure B7A) and ECFP6 (Appendix Figure B7B). The first activity cliff 

(purple cluster containing three compounds - CHEMBL269732, CHEMBL351140, 

CHEMBL158921) was identified by mordred_mrc (Appendix Figure B7A). The activity cliff was 

however resolved by ECFP6 since they were clustered apart with other analogues sharing similar 

shades of pIC50s (purple arrows in Appendix Figure B7B). Their structures were shown in 

Appendix Figure B7C. In that cluster, the compounds shared the same core scaffolds, but are 

differentiated in the side chains at C15 (highlight yellow) which contributed to widely varying 

pIC50s of 9.41, 8.3 and 5.68. Even though they were classified to be similar by mordred_mrc, 

ECFP6 distinguished them based on minor structural differences. These structural variations may 

play an important role in the interactions with the protein target though they are similar in terms 

of chemical properties. In this example, the shorter side chain at C15 afforded a higher, more 

favorable pIC50.  

Another activity cliff was observed between two chemicals (CHEMBL162354 and 

CHEMBL352172) based on both mordred_mrc and ECFP6 (orange oval indicated with orange 

arrows). Their structures were shown in Appendix Figure B20A and Appendix Figure B20B along 

with experimental pIC50s and QSAR 10-fold CV predictions. These analogues were highly similar 

structure-wise and property-wise with the only difference being a single methyl extension at C15 

position in the core ring structure. However, they afforded vastly different experimental pIC50s of 

5.37 and 8.58. It is surprising that reducing one methyl from the side chain significantly improved 

pIC50s. Perhaps, this small structural change played an important role in accommodating the 

compound to fit well within the binding site of the target or it induced different poses or 

conformations of the ligand that favors interaction with the amino acids in the binding pocket. It 

would be useful to couple with docking studies in another project to further analyze these sets of 

analogues to better understand the contributions of such structural differences.   

An activity cliff was found between CHEMBL162354 and CHEMBL352172 (highlighted 

blue oval) from circular dendrogram analysis based on both mordred_mrc and ECFP6. It is 

important to note again that these two structure2 differ slightly by a single methyl at C6 of the core 

ring structure yet yielded moderately different experimental pIC50s. Understandably, the machine 

learning workflow did not perform as well on these analogues as in the previous case studies. No 

combination of ML and descriptor set afforded “top” predictions; thus, the single closest prediction 
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value to the experimental pIC50 were underlined to assess its proximity of the best prediction 

value. CHEMBL162354 afforded experimental pIC50 of 5.37. A closer look at the circular 

dendrogram based on ECFP6 (Appendix Figure B7B, orange oval indicated with orange arrows) 

revealed that it was the only one among four compounds in that cluster of CHEMBL352172, 

CHEMBL162354, CHEMBL347139, CHEMBL351140 affording the lowest pIC50. 

Consequently, our models predicted very high pIC50s for this compound, especially ECFP6 across 

MLs (Appendix Figure B20A). None yielded a predicted value lower than pIC50 of 6; the closest 

prediction came from DNN with 2Drdkit which predicted pIC50 of 6.24 which was 0.87 apart 

from experimental pIC50. 

However, the machine learning workflow had better success at predicting the other 

analogue CHEMBL352172 (Appendix Figure B20B) with an experimental pIC50 of 8.58 even 

though no combination afforded “top” predictions. Again, it is important to note that in the recently 

mentioned “orange oval and the closest cluster”, it had a similar range of pIC50s with other 

chemical analogues. Perhaps, that contributed to our models predicting closer values for this 

compound. The closest prediction came from DNN with “all” descriptors which yielded an pIC50 

of 8.68 which was exactly 0.1 away from the experimental pIC50, on the borderline of “top” 

prediction. In fact, our workflow overwhelmingly predicted pIC50s above 7.0.  

We also sampled another compound CHEMBL347657 with an experimental pIC50 of 5.78 

(Appendix Figure B20C), based on cluster analysis of T-cells dataset with mordred_mrc in Cluster 

Analysis of Macrolactone Ligands. It was clustered along with other analogues sharing very 

different shades of pIC50s in mordred_mrc. However, it was clustered with analogues sharing 

similar range of experimental pIC50 based on ECFP6. Thus, we initially assumed that ECFP6 may 

perhaps be better at predicting the bioactivity of CHEMBL347657 than mordred_mrc. However, 

our workflow did not afford any “top” prediction for this compound as well, not even with ECFP6. 

The closest prediction with pIC50 of 6.45 came from DNN with “all” descriptors, 0.67 higher than 

the actual value. It should be noted that it would be unreasonable to expect our models to make 

highly accurate predictions for these challenging and “misfit” macrolactones, especially with a 

small training dataset in the first place.   

Interestingly in this case study with T-cells, DNN was able to generate the closet 

predictions either with “all” or 2Drdkit descriptors on these challenging macrolactones. In general, 

the workflow had the least success on these complex macrolactones with T-cell dataset among all 
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three cases. Even for compounds from uneven clusters with various endpoints, DNN was doing 

relatively better than other ML algorithms including combined approaches such as CSS, RF_DNN 

and RF_KNN. It is hopeful that we can increase the predictive power of DNN models with more 

training data addressing these slight structural variations and associated biological endpoints. We 

expect including molecular dynamics-based fingerprints or descriptors will enhance the 

predictability of our models especially in the case study of T-cells with minor structural differences 

causing activity cliffs.  
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Appendix Data B1. 

Curated structure activity data – data supplied as a separate file. 
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Appendix Table B1. The number of chemicals filtered for 13 databases at each filtering stage; 

workflow developed using SMARTS and RDKit Molecule Substructure Filter in Knime 

Analytical Platform. 

Database # compounds # processed 
# RS >= 

12 

# Ester in ring RS >= 

12 

ChEMBL 1870461 1870461 33910 10205 

BindingDB 1606505 1486509 25736 2574 

ZINC15 – natural products 220952 220397 4644 1516 

ZINC15 – biogenic 304595 304040 5335 1729 

PubChem 895 890 388 384 

AfroDB 954 954 8 1 

AfroMalariaDB 265 265 2 1 

BIOFACQUIM 423 423 15 15 

NANPDB 6842 6842 335 264 

NuBBe 2336 2336 19 18 

StreptomeDB 3991 3991 792 563 

Tipdb 8856 8856 184 73 

unpd 216959 216959 10335 5509 

Total 4244034 4122923 81703 22852 

ZINC15 – natural products, ZINC15 – biogenic, ChEMBL, were downloaded directly from the 

hosted websites; whereas only structures tagged as “macrolides” were downloaded from 

PubChem since it contains an overwhelming number of 96 million structures.  
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Appendix Table B2. Descriptive Statistics on Molecular Properties of MacrolactoneDB: 

Molecular Weight (MW), PSA (Polar Surface Area), SlogP (Hydrophobicity), HBA (Hydrogen 

Bond Acceptors), HBD (Hydrogen Bond Donors), NRB (Number of Rotatable Bonds), and Ring 

Size (RS). 

Properties MW PSA SlogP HBA HBD NRB RS 

Minimum 194.13 26.30 -18.45 2 0 0 12 

Maximum 4429.72 1438.93 21.74 87 48 154 55 

Mean 786.58 212.68 3.10 12.67 4.63 9.21 17.40 

Median 761.47 181.16 3.33 12 3 8 15 

Mode 867.29 252.75 2.33 7 3 8 14 

Standard Deviation 338.63 139.27 2.65 6.36 4.88 7.98 5.99 

25th Percentile 550.31 131.03 1.76 8 2 4 14 

50th Percentile 761.47 181.16 3.33 12 3 8 15 

75th Percentile 923.49 239.34 4.78 16 5 12 19 

90th Percentile 1174.60 367.14 6.00 20 10 17 26 

count 13721 13721 13721 13721 13721 13721 13721 
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Appendix Table B3. SMARTS for sugar patterns (for mrc descriptors) 

Sugar Patterns SMARTS 

1  [OX2;$( [r5]1@C@C@C(O)@C1),$( [r6]1@C@C@C(O)@C(O)@C1)] 

2  [OX2;$( [r5]1@C(!@ [OX2,NX3,SX2,FX1,ClX1,BrX1,IX1])@C@C@C1), 

$( [r6]1@C(!@ [OX2,NX3,SX2,FX1,ClX1,BrX1,IX1])@C@C@C@C1)] 

combi  [OX2;$( [r5]1@C(!@ [OX2,NX3,SX2,FX1,ClX1,BrX1,IX1])@C@C(O)@C1), 

$( [r6]1@C(!@ [OX2,NX3,SX2,FX1,ClX1,BrX1,IX1])@C@C(O)@C(O)@C1)] 

2 reducing  [OX2;$( [r5]1@C(!@ [OX2H1])@C@C@C1), 

$( [r6]1@C(!@ [OX2H1])@C@C@C@C1)] 

2 alpha  [OX2;$( [r5]1@ [C@@](!@ [OX2,NX3,SX2,FX1,ClX1,BrX1,IX1])@C@C@C1), 

$( [r6]1@ [C@@](!@ [OX2,NX3,SX2,FX1,ClX1,BrX1,IX1])@C@C@C@C1)] 

2 beta  [OX2;$( [r5]1@ [C@](!@ [OX2,NX3,SX2,FX1,ClX1,BrX1,IX1])@C@C@C1), 

$( [r6]1@ [C@](!@ [OX2,NX3,SX2,FX1,ClX1,BrX1,IX1])@C@C@C@C1)] 
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Appendix Table B4. Hyperparameters covered in grid search areas for pca_tuned and tuned 

models. 

MLs Grid Search Area 

RF # estimators =  [200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000] 

Max features =  [‘auto’, ‘sqrt’]  

    Max depth =  [None, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110] 

    Min samples split =  [2, 5, 10]  

    Min samples leaf =  [1, 2, 4] 

bootstrap =  [True, False]  

NB # estimators =  [200, 288, 377, 466, 555, 644, 733, 822, 911, 1000] 

fit intercept =  [True, False] 

SVR kernel =  [‘linear’, ‘poly’, ‘rbf’, ‘sigmoid’] 

    shrinking =  [True, False] 

    degree =  [1,2,3] 

KNN # neighbors =  [1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 20] 

weights =  [‘distance’, ‘uniform’] 

    algorithm =  [‘auto’] 

leaf size =  [10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100] 

DNN Parameters used in this study are V0 to V19 from Appendix Table C  
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Appendix Table B5. Summary of 30 Neural Network Architectures Tested for Internal Cross-

Validation 

Models # 

hidden 

layers 

Activation functions Optimizer Weight 

regularization 

Dropout Range of 

nodes in 

hidden 

layers 

V0 9 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 512 – 4 

V1 7 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 200 – 5 

V2 4 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 64 – 20 

V3 2 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 64 – 16   

V4 3 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 90 – 15   

V5 10 ReLU, LeakyReLU RMSprop No No 64 – 8   

V6 3 ReLU, LeakyReLU RMSprop Yes No 16 – 8   

V7 2 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 52 – 13   

V8 3 tanh, linear, ReLU RMSprop Yes No 70 – 21  

V9 7 linear, LeakyReLU RMSprop No No 128 – 16   

V10 9 ReLU, linear Adam No No 512 – 4   

V11 7 ReLU, linear Adam Yes No 200 – 5   

V12 4 ReLU, linear Adam Yes No 64 – 20  

V13 2 ReLU Adam Yes No 64 – 16  

V14 3 ReLU Adam Yes No 90 – 15  

V15 10 linear, tanh, 

LeakyReLU 

Adam No No 64 – 8   

V16 3 tanh, LeakyReLU Adam Yes No 16 – 8  

V17 2 ReLU Adam Yes No 52 – 13  

V18 3 ReLU, elu Adam Yes No 70 – 10  

V19 5 Selu, LeakyReLU RMSprop Yes No 128 – 16  
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Appendix Table B6. Maximally Reported Y-randomization Results from 10 iterations of 10-fold 

Cross-Validation for case study I - Malaria (CHEMBL364), pIC50 

R
2
 NB SVR KNN RF RF_KNN 

2Drdkit 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.04 

all 0.11 0.07 0 0.05 0.04 

ecfp6 0.1 0.08 0.03 0.06 0.04 

maccs 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.03 

mordred 0.09 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.04 

mordred_mrc 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 

 

Appendix Table B7. Maximally Reported Y-randomization Results from 10 iterations of 10-fold 

Cross-Validation for case study II - Hepatitis C (CHEMBL379), pIC50/pEC50 

R
2
 NB SVR KNN RF RF_KNN 

2Drdkit 0.12 0.1 0.02 0.01 0.02 

all 0.13 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.05 

ecfp6 0.1 0.09 0.03 0.06 0.06 

maccs 0.12 0.11 0.1 0.13 0.12 

mordred 0.14 0.1 0.02 0.03 0.02 

mordred_mrc 0.11 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.06 

 

 

Appendix Table B8. Maximally Reported Y-randomization Results from 10 iterations of 10-fold 

Cross-Validation for case study III – T-cells (CHEMBL614309), pIC50 

R
2
 NB SVR KNN RF RF_KNN 

2Drdkit 0.17 0.14 0.09 0.14 0.11 

all 0.17 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.01 

ecfp6 0.1 0.1 0.12 0.15 0.18 

maccs 0.14 0.14 0.05 0.03 0.04 

mordred 0.15 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.09 

mordred_mrc 0.16 0.12 0.07 0.14 0.15 
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Appendix Figure B1. QSAR modeling workflow using 8 ML algorithms and 7 fingerprint / 

descriptor sets  
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Appendix Figure B2. Distribution of Core Ring Sizes in MacrolactoneDB.  
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Appendix Figure B3. Statistics on the bioactivity of macrolactones and their agreement or lack 

thereof to Lipinski’s rules. Scatter plots between (A) MW and SlogP, and (B) MW and TopoPSA. 

The compounds were colored based on their maximally reported pChEMBL values. Yellow 

regions indicate molecular properties within Lipinski’s druglike rules.  
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Appendix Figure B4. Distribution of (A) pIC50 values for Plasmodium falciparum 

(CHEMBL364), (B) pIC50/pEC50 values for Hepatitis C virus (CHEMBL379), (C) pIC50 values 

for T-cells (CHEMBL309), (D) Boxplot distribution of biological endpoints aka p-affinity for 

three case studies: Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), Hepatitis C (CHEMBL379) and T-

cell (CHEMBL614309) targets. 

Note: Outside this study, we attempted modeling with only pIC50s as endpoints for the Hepatitis 

C target; however, our models yielded poor performance as expected due to poor data distribution 

(not reported).  
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Appendix Figure B5. Circular dendrogram obtained from the hierarchical clustering of 

Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364) dataset with Ward linkage, and Euclidian distance using 

(A) modred_mrc descriptors, (B) ECFP6 fingerprints. Compound nodes and names are colored 

according to their pIC50 value. Structures of (C) two chemicals indicated with red arrows in both 

mordred and ECFP6 dendrograms, and (D) three chemicals from the blue oval based on mordred 

and in different clusters indicated by blue arrows based on ECFP6. Colored star symbols indicate 

shared structural fragments among the chemicals. 
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Appendix Figure B6. Circular dendrogram obtained from the hierarchical clustering of Hepatitis 

C virus (CHEMBL379) dataset with Ward linkage, and Euclidian distance using (A) modred_mrc 

descriptors, and (B) ECFP6 fingerprints. Compound nodes and names are colored according to 

their pIC50 value. Stuctures with activity cliff based on ECFP6 clustering are shown in (C). The 

structure of the most chemically unique macrolactone based on mordred_mrc dendrogram is 

shown in (D). 
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Appendix Figure B7. Circular dendrogram obtained from the hierarchical clustering of T-cells 

(CHEMBL614309) dataset with Ward linkage, and Euclidian distance using (A) modred_mrc 

descriptors, and (B) ECFP6 fingerprints. Compound nodes and names are colored according to 

their pIC50 value. Structures from purple oval or indicated by purple arrows are shown in (C), 

blue oval or indicated with blue arrows are shown in (D). 
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Appendix Figure B8. Violin plot analysis of ring size scaffolds with associated pIC50 and 

pChEMBL distributions for (A) Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), (B) Hepatitis C Virus 

(CHEMBL379), and (C) T-cells (CHEMBL614309) respectively. The number of compounds for 

associated ring sizes are reported above the corresponding violin shape distribution for each ring 

size. 
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Appendix Figure B9. Violin plot analysis of sugars with associated pIC50 score distributions for 

Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364). The number of compounds for associated ring sizes are 

reported above the violin shapes. 
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Appendix Figure B10. 10-fold Cross-Validation across eight machine learning algorithms and six 

fingerprint / descriptor sets for case study I with Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364): (A) 

Coefficient of Determination (R2), and (B) Mean Absolute Error (MAE).  
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Appendix Figure B11. 10-fold Cross-Validation across eight machine learning algorithms and six 

fingerprint / descriptor sets for case study II with Hepatitis C Virus (CHEMBL379): (A) 

Coefficient of Determination (R2), and (B) Mean Absolute Error (MAE). 
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Appendix Figure B12. 10-fold Cross-Validation across eight machine learning algorithms and six 

fingerprint / descriptor sets for case study III with T-cells (CHEMBL614309): (A) Coefficient of 

Determination (R2), and (B) Mean Absolute Error (MAE). 
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Appendix Figure B13. Boxplot comparison of pca_tuned and tuned methods for six descriptor sets 

across three case studies of Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), Hepatitis C Virus 

(CHEMBL379) and T-cells (CHEMBL614309) in terms of R2 – coefficient of determination: (A) 

Random Forest (RF), and (B) Deep Neural Nets (DNN). 
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Appendix Figure B14. Distribution of Coefficient of Determination R2 using Support Vector 

Regression (SVR) from six descriptor sets for base, pca_tuned and tuned methods for (A) 

Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), (B) Hepatitis C Virus (CHEMBL379), and (C) T-cells 

(CHEMBL614309).  
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Appendix Figure B15. Comparison of base, pca_tuned, tuned methods from eight MLs and six 

descriptors (excluding mrc descriptors) used in the study across three case studies of Plasmodium 

falciparum (CHEMBL364), Hepatitis C Virus (CHEMBL379), T-cells (CHEMBL614309) for (A) 

coefficient of determination (R2) and (B) mean absolute error (MAE). 
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Appendix Figure B16. Clustered columns analysis of coefficient of determination (R2) from 10-

fold cross validation for (A) Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), (B) Hepatitis C Virus 

(CHEMBL379), and (C) T-cells (CHEMBL614309). The numbers indicated on each set of 

clustered columns are the highest R2 value from the associated set of 8 machine learning 

algorithms. 
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Appendix Figure B17. Clustered columns analysis of mean absolute error (MAE) from 10-fold 

cross validation for (A) Plasmodium falciparum (CHEMBL364), (B) Hepatitis C Virus 

(CHEMBL379), and (C) T-cells (CHEMBL614309). The numbers indicated on each set of 

clustered columns are the lowest MAE value from the associated set of 8 machine learning 

algorithms. 
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Appendix Figure B18. Machine Learning workflow predictions on (A) the only 27-membered 

(CHEMBL2303629) and (B) the only 36-membered (CHEMBL487366) macrolactones from 

Plasmodium falciparum – malaria (CHEMBL364) ligand dataset. The predicted values within 0.1 

of the experimental pIC50 values of the associated macrolactone are bolded. 
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Appendix Figure B19. 10-fold CV predictions on the (A) 21-membered (CHEMBL591604) and 

(B) 33-membered (CHEMBL2407590) macrolactones from Hepatitis C Virus (CHEMBL379) 

macrolactone dataset. The predicted values within 0.1 of the experimental pIC50 values of the 

associated macrolactone are bolded. 
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Appendix Figure B20. Machine learning workflow 10-fold CV predictions on the 21-membered 

macrolactone ligands (A) CHEMBL162354, (B) CHEMBL352172 and (C) CHEMBL347657 

from T-cells (CHEMBL614309) dataset. The closest prediction value to the experimental pIC50 

of the associated macrolactone are underlined. 
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Appendix Table C1. Summary of 30 Neural Network Architectures Tested for Internal Cross-

Validation. 

Models # hidden 

layers 

Activation functions Optimizer Weight 

regularization 

Dropout Range of 

nodes in 

hidden 

layers 

V0 9 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 512 – 4 

V1 7 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 200 – 5 

V2 4 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 64 – 20 

V3 2 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 64 – 16   

V4 3 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 90 – 15   

V5 10 ReLU, LeakyReLU RMSprop No No 64 – 8   

V6 3 ReLU, LeakyReLU RMSprop Yes No 16 – 8   

V7 2 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 52 – 13   

V8 3 tanh, linear, ReLU RMSprop Yes No 70 – 21  

V9 7 linear, LeakyReLU RMSprop No No 128 – 16   

V10 9 ReLU, linear Adam No No 512 – 4   

V11 7 ReLU, linear Adam Yes No 200 – 5   

V12 4 ReLU, linear Adam Yes No 64 – 20  

V13 2 ReLU Adam Yes No 64 – 16  

V14 3 ReLU Adam Yes No 90 – 15  

V15 10 linear, tanh, LeakyReLU Adam No No 64 – 8   

V16 3 tanh, LeakyReLU Adam Yes No 16 – 8  

V17 2 ReLU Adam Yes No 52 – 13  

V18 3 ReLU, elu Adam Yes No 70 – 10  

V19 5 Selu, LeakyReLU RMSprop Yes No 128 – 16  

V20 14 ReLU, Linear, 

LeakyReLU 

Adam Yes No 3000 - 300 

V21 11 ReLU RMSprop Yes No 3500 - 10 

V22 5 ReLU Adam Yes Yes 2000 - 20 

V23 3 ReLU RMSprop Yes Yes 4000 - 1000 

V24 3 ReLU Adam Yes No 90 - 15 

V25 10 ReLU, LeakyReLU, elu RMSprop No No 64 - 8 

V26 3 ReLU, LeakyReLU Adam Yes No 16 - 8 

V27 3 ReLU, LeakyReLU, 

selu, elu 

Adam Yes No 70 - 10 

V28 5 LeakyReLU, selu RMSprop Yes No 128 - 16 

V29 6 relu RMSprop Yes No 1000 - 10 
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Appendix Table C2. Distribution Information on Train and Test Sets for pKi, pIC50 and p-All 

Affinity Types. 

 Train 
Test 

 Range Mean ± Stdev Range Mean ± Stdev 

pKi 4.24 to 10.73 8.16 ± 1.36 5.01 to 10.52 7.77 ± 1.44 

pIC50 4.02 to 9.4 6.83 ± 1.31 4.13 to 8.94 7.02 ± 1.27 

p-All 4.02 to 10.7 7.66 ± 1.49 4.13 to 10.73 7.64 ± 1.44 
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Appendix Table C3. Evaluation of DNN Regression Models on pIC50 dataset (I) External Folds of 

Nested Cross-Validation, (II) Training Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Same Training 

Set, (III) Test Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Training Set, (IV) Full Set by the 

Optimized Model Fitted with the Full Set, (V) Cross-Validation by the Optimized Model Fitted 

with Internal Folds. 

pIC50 Nested 10-fold CV (all data):  external CV results 

I 2D 2D + 3D 
2D + 3D + 

4D/MD MD all frames 

R2 0.57 0.54 0.52 n/a 

MAE 0.66 0.71 0.72 n/a 

Native 10-fold CV (Predictions on all the external fold made by the optimized model) 

II 2D 2D + 3D 
2D + 3D + 

4D/MD 
MD all frames 

R2 0.58 0.54 0.51 0.1 

MAE 0.67 0.68 0.71 1.02 

Fitting (training set, n=260) 

III 2D 2D + 3D 
2D + 3D + 

4D/MD 
MD all frames 

R2 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.91 

MAE 0.12 0.1 0.08 0.7 

External validation (n=46) 

IV 2D 2D + 3D 
2D + 3D + 

4D/MD 
MD all frames 

R2 0.55 0.66 0.67 0.51 

MAE 0.78 0.69 0.67 0.93 

Fitted with all data - final model (n=306) 

V 2D 2D + 3D 
2D + 3D + 

4D/MD 
MD all frames 

R2 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.86 

MAE 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.68 
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Appendix Table C4. Evaluation of DNN Regression Models on p-All dataset (I) External Folds of 

Nested Cross-Validation, (II) Training Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Same Training 

Set, (III) Test Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Training Set, (IV) Full Set by the 

Optimized Model Fitted with the Full Set, (V) Cross-Validation by the Optimized Model Fitted 

with Internal Folds. 

p-All Nested 10-fold CV (all data):  external CV results 

I 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.66 0.66 0.63 

MAE 0.66 0.68 0.69 

Native 10-fold CV (Predictions on all the external fold made by the optimized model) 

II 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.72 0.7 0.72 

MAE 0.59 0.62 0.59 

Fitting (training set, n=732) 

III 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.98 0.99 0.99 

MAE 0.14 0.1 0.08 

External validation (n=129) 

IV 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.7 0.69 0.68 

MAE 0.67 0.78 0.79 

Fitted with all data - final model (n=861) 

V 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.97 0.98 0.98 

MAE 0.16 0.17 0.1 
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Appendix Table C5. Evaluation of RF Regression Models on pIC50 dataset (I) External Folds of 

Nested Cross-Validation, (II) Training Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Same Training 

Set, (III) Test Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Training Set, (IV) Full Set by the 

Optimized Model Fitted with the Full Set, (V) Cross-Validation by the Optimized Model Fitted 

with Internal Folds. 

pIC50 Nested 10-fold CV (n=555):  external CV results 

I 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.58 0.54 0.52 

MAE 0.66 0.71 0.72 

Native 10-fold CV (Predictions on all the external fold made by the optimized model) 

II 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.63 0.58 0.58 

MAE 0.64 0.7 0.7 

Fitting (training set, n=472) 

III 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.96 0.96 0.96 

MAE 0.26 0.28 0.28 

External validation (n=83) 

IV 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.64 0.69 0.71 

MAE 0.7 0.71 0.67 

Fitted with all data - final model (n=555) 

V 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.96 0.96 0.96 

MAE 0.25 0.26 0.26 
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Appendix Table C6. Evaluation of RF Regression Models on p-All dataset (I) External Folds of 

Nested Cross-Validation, (II) Training Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Same Training 

Set, (III) Test Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Training Set, (IV) Full Set by the 

Optimized Model Fitted with the Full Set, (V) Cross-Validation by the Optimized Model Fitted 

with Internal Folds. 

p-All Nested 10-fold CV (n=555):  external CV results 

I 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.73 0.72 0.72 

MAE 0.59 0.61 0.61 

Native 10-fold CV (Predictions on all the external fold made by the optimized model) 

II 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.96 0.96 0.96 

MAE 0.22 0.23 0.22 

Fitting (training set, n=472) 

III 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.96 0.96 0.96 

MAE 0.24 0.24 0.24 

External validation (n=83) 

IV 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.75 0.74 0.74 

MAE 0.62 0.61 0.59 

Fitted with all data - final model (n=555) 

V 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.96 0.96 0.96 

MAE 0.22 0.23 0.22 
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Appendix Table C7. Y-Randomization Results (R2): Summary of Model Prediction Results on 

pKi, pIC50 and p-All Compounds Across 3 descriptor sets. 

y-randomization: Best Model Results on external set and 10-fold CV 

Test (n=83) 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

Ki 0.13 0.05 0.25 

IC50 0.26 0.12 0.14 

All 0.20 0.08 0.05 

10-fold CV 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

Ki 0.02 0.01 0.01 

IC50 0.01 0.02 0.02 

All 0.02 0.05 0.02 

y-randomization: Average of 10 Model Results on external set and 10-fold CV 

Test (n=83) 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

Ki 0.03 0.03 0.06 

IC50 0.05 0.04 0.04 

All 0.03 0.04 0.01 

10-fold CV 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

Ki 0.00 0.00 0.00 

IC50 0.00 0.01 0.01 

All 0.00 0.01 0.01 
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Appendix Table C8. Y-randomization Results (R2) on pKi Reported Imatinib Analogues: 10 

Independent Model Predictions on 10-fold Cross-Validation. 

Models 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

Model_0 0.0042 0.0030 0.0000 

Model_1 0.0188 0.0003 0.0114 

Model_2 0.0019 0.0001 0.0000 

Model_3 0.0001 0.0000 0.0002 

Model_4 0.0001 0.0018 0.0002 

Model_5 0.0002 0.0014 0.0000 

Model_6 0.0038 0.0098 0.0001 

Model_7 0.0002 0.0036 0.0001 

Model_8 0.0001 0.0015 0.0088 

Model_9 0.0016 0.0015 0.0000 

Average 0.0031 0.0023 0.0021 
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Appendix Table C9. Y-randomization Results (R2) on pIC50 Reported Imatinib Analogues: 10 

Independent Model Predictions on 10-fold Cross-Validation. 

Models 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

Model_0 0.0013 0.0229 0.0002 

Model_1 0.0003 0.0019 0.0037 

Model_2 0.0030 0.0034 0.0093 

Model_3 0.0029 0.0000 0.0126 

Model_4 0.0091 0.0000 0.0034 

Model_5 0.0044 0.0050 0.0210 

Model_6 0.0141 0.0023 0.0001 

Model_7 0.0014 0.0064 0.0028 

Model_8 0.0014 0.0103 0.0003 

Model_9 0.0006 0.0073 0.0079 

Average 0.0038 0.0060 0.0061 
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Appendix Table C10. Y-randomization Results (R2) on p-All Reported Imatinib Analogues: 10 

Independent Model Predictions on 10-fold Cross-Validation. 

Models 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

Model_0 0.0022 0.0073 0.0205 

Model_1 0.0001 0.0039 0.0006 

Model_2 0.0049 0.0004 0.0031 

Model_3 0.0058 0.0200 0.0087 

Model_4 0.0009 0.0041 0.0036 

Model_5 0.0167 0.0469 0.0052 

Model_6 0.0131 0.0000 0.0131 

Model_7 0.0001 0.0064 0.0131 

Model_8 0.0019 0.0036 0.0000 

Model_9 0.0003 0.0071 0.0014 

Average 0.0046 0.0099 0.0069 
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Appendix Table C11. Y-randomization Results (R2) on pKi Reported Imatinib Analogues: 10 

Independent Model Predictions on External Test Fold. 

Models 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

Model_0 0.0044 0.0002 0.0813 

Model_1 0.0108 0.0192 0.0803 

Model_2 0.0020 0.0337 0.0314 

Model_3 0.0020 0.0526 0.0190 

Model_4 0.0022 0.0517 0.2489 

Model_5 0.0200 0.0152 0.0272 

Model_6 0.0666 0.0413 0.0319 

Model_7 0.0530 0.0179 0.0036 

Model_8 0.1342 0.0032 0.0001 

Model_9 0.0039 0.0180 0.0472 

Average 0.0299 0.0253 0.0571 
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Appendix Table C12. Y-randomization Results (R2) on IC50 Reported Imatinib Analogues: 10 

Independent Model Predictions on External Test Fold. 

Models 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

Model_0 0.0235 0.0000 0.0227 

Model_1 0.0005 0.0007 0.0146 

Model_2 0.0499 0.0174 0.0006 

Model_3 0.0048 0.0000 0.0126 

Model_4 0.0246 0.1234 0.1443 

Model_5 0.0000 0.0032 0.0003 

Model_6 0.0137 0.1097 0.0863 

Model_7 0.0730 0.0124 0.0399 

Model_8 0.2563 0.0911 0.0342 

Model_9 0.0160 0.0007 0.0002 

Average 0.0462 0.0359 0.0356 
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Appendix Table C13. Y-randomization Results (R2) on p-All Reported Imatinib Analogues: 10 

Independent Model Predictions on External Test Fold. 

Models 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

Model_0 0.0232 0.0053 0.0008 

Model_1 0.0208 0.0001 0.0458 

Model_2 0.0564 0.0115 0.0003 

Model_3 0.0014 0.0149 0.0078 

Model_4 0.0123 0.0013 0.0107 

Model_5 0.1992 0.0050 0.0001 

Model_6 0.0032 0.0082 0.0000 

Model_7 0.0000 0.0802 0.0144 

Model_8 0.0001 0.0000 0.0251 

Model_9 0.0112 0.0116 0.0030 

Average 0.0328 0.0138 0.0108 
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Appendix Table C14. Hyper-Parameters of the Best DNN Architecture for Regression Models 

across Different Descriptor Sets of pKi, pIC50, and p-All Reported Imatinib Analogues. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param # 

========================================================= 

dense_1 (Dense)              (None, 512)               334848 

_________________________________________________________________ 

dense_2 (Dense)              (None, 256)               131328 

_________________________________________________________________ 

dense_3 (Dense)              (None, 256)               65792 

_________________________________________________________________ 

dense_4 (Dense)              (None, 128)               32896 

_________________________________________________________________ 

dense_5 (Dense)              (None, 64)                8256 

_________________________________________________________________ 

dense_6 (Dense)              (None, 64)                4160 

_________________________________________________________________ 

dense_7 (Dense)              (None, 32)                2080 

_________________________________________________________________ 

dense_8 (Dense)              (None, 32)                1056 

_________________________________________________________________ 

dense_9 (Dense)              (None, 16)                528 

_________________________________________________________________ 

dense_10 (Dense)             (None, 4)                 68 

_________________________________________________________________ 

dense_11 (Dense)             (None, 1)                 5 

========================================================== 

Total params: 581,017 

Trainable params: 581,017 

Non-trainable params: 0 

_________________________________________________________________  
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Appendix Table C15. Evaluation of 1-set (1 set of Decently Complex DNN Architecture) on pKi 

dataset: (I) External Folds of Nested Cross-Validation, (II) Training Set by the Optimized Model 

Fitted with the Same Training Set, (III) Test Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Training 

Set, (IV) Full Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Full Set, (V) Cross-Validation by the 

Optimized Model Fitted with Internal Folds. 

pKi 
Native 10-fold CV (Predictions on all the external folds made by the optimized 

model) 

II 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.69 0.7 0.72 

MAE 0.58 0.6 0.57 

Fitting (training set, n=472) 

II 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.94 0.95 0.95 

MAE 0.29 0.23 0.26 

External validation (n=83) 

III 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.74 0.77 0.72 

MAE 0.76 0.65 0.77 

Fitted with all data - final model (n=555) 

IV 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.91 0.92 0.95 

MAE 0.31 0.31 0.29 
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Appendix Table C16. Evaluation of 1-set (1 set of Decently Complex DNN Architecture) on pIC50 

dataset: (I) External Folds of Nested Cross-Validation, (II) Training Set by the Optimized Model 

Fitted with the Same Training Set, (III) Test Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Training 

Set, (IV) Full Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Full Set, (V) Cross-Validation by the 

Optimized Model Fitted with Internal Folds. 

pIC50 
Native 10-fold CV (Predictions on all the external fold made by the 

optimized model) 

II 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.54 0.56 0.47 

MAE 0.67 0.69 0.73 

Fitting (training set, n=472) 

II 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.95 0.96 0.96 

MAE 0.21 0.21 0.24 

External validation (n=83) 

III 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.64 0.69 0.6 

MAE 0.59 0.55 0.64 

Fitted with all data - final model (n=555) 

IV 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.95 0.9 0.94 

MAE 0.21 0.38 0.3 
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Appendix Table C17. Evaluation of 1-set (1 set of Decently Complex DNN Architecture) on p-All 

dataset: (I) External Folds of Nested Cross-Validation, (II) Training Set by the Optimized Model 

Fitted with the Same Training Set, (III) Test Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Training 

Set, (IV) Full Set by the Optimized Model Fitted with the Full Set, (V) Cross-Validation by the 

Optimized Model Fitted with Internal Folds. 

p-All 
Native 10-fold CV (Predictions on all the external fold made by the optimized 

model) 

II 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.68 0.64 0.67 

MAE 0.63 0.68 0.65 

 Fitting (training set, n=472) 

II 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.93 0.92 0.95 

MAE 0.27 0.32 0.31 

External validation (n=83) 

III 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.73 0.73 0.68 

MAE 0.58 0.6 0.79 

Fitted with all data - final model (n=555) 

IV 2D 2D + 3D 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

R2 0.93 0.91 0.9 

MAE 0.31 0.45 0.4 
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Algorithm of Nested Cross-Validation 

1. Split the dataset S into external k (10) folds. 

2. For i = 1 to external_k /*external loop for evaluation of the model with selected parameters 

from internal loop*/ 

external_test = fold i 

external_train = all the data except those in ith fold 

For each parameter set p: /*parameter selection*/ 

Randomly split the external_train into internal_k (10) folds  

/*for internal cross-validation*/ 

For j=1 to internal_k 

internal_test = fold j  

internal_train = all the data except those in internal_test or external_test 

Train the regression model on the internal_train  

Calculate the test error (MAE) ej on the parameter internal_test 

Compute internal CV test error ecv = 
𝟏

𝒊𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒓_𝒌
∑ 𝒆𝒋

𝒊𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒓_𝒌

𝒋=𝟏
 

Select parameter set p with minimum ecv 

Train regression model with selected parameter set on external_train 

Calculate test error ei on the external_test 

3. Calculate external CV test error ecv = 
𝟏

𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒆𝒓_𝒌
∑ 𝒆𝒊

𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒆𝒓_𝒌
𝒊=𝟏  

 

Appendix Figure C1. Pseudocode of Nested Cross-Validation Algorithm. 
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Appendix Figure C2. Chemical Network Visualization of pIC50 dataset Using 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

descriptors, Euclidean Distance and Ward Linkage. Nodes are colored based on pIC50 values 

from low (red) to high (green). The sizes of the nodes also correspond to the pIC50 values. 
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Appendix Figure C3. Chemical Network Visualization of p-All dataset Using 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

descriptors, Euclidean Distance and Ward Linkage. Nodes are colored based on p-All values 

from low (red) to high (green). The sizes of the nodes also correspond to the p-All values. 
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Appendix Figure C4. Principal Component Analysis of pIC50 Reported Imatinib Analogues Using 

Lig2D Descriptors. 
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Appendix Figure C5. Principal Component Analysis of all p-All Reported Imatinib Analogues 

Using Lig2D Descriptors. 
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Appendix Figure C6. Train and Test Sets Distribution of pKi reported Imatinib Analogues. 

Circular Dendrogram was generated with 2D + 3D + 4D/MD descriptors; unsupervised 

hierarchical clustering Euclidean’s distance, Ward’s method. 
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Appendix Figure C7. Train and Test Sets Distribution of pIC50 reported Imatinib Analogues. 

Circular Dendrogram was generated with 2D + 3D + 4D/MD descriptors; unsupervised 

hierarchical clustering Euclidean’s distance, Ward’s method. 
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Appendix Figure C8. Train and Test Sets Distribution of p-All reported Imatinib Analogues. 

Circular Dendrogram was generated with 2D + 3D + 4D/MD descriptors; unsupervised 

hierarchical clustering Euclidean’s distance, Ward’s method. 
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Appendix Figure C9. Hierarchical clustering of pKi Imatinib Analogues using 2D + 3D + 4D/MD 

descriptors, Euclidean’s distance, Ward’s method. The nodes are labeled with Chembl IDs and 

colored based on pKi values from green (high) to red (low). Labels 1 and 2 correspond to most 

poorly predicted by DNN, and 3 and 4 correspond to most poorly predicted by RF algorithms. The 

structures along with experimental, prediction value, Tanimoto similarity scores are shown in 

Figure 16. 
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Appendix Figure C101. Heatmap of predictions from QSAR modeling and docking studies, 

along with experimental pKi on test set compounds. The values are color coded based on pKi 

(experimental pIC50, RF and DNN predicted pKi), dock score and emodel scheme on the right 

top. 
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Appendix Figure C11. Heatmap of predictions from QSAR modeling and docking studies, along 

with experimental pIC50s on test set compounds. The values are color coded based on pIC50 

(experimental pIC50, RF and DNN predicted pIC50s), dock score and emodel scheme on the right 

top.  
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Appendix Table D1. Currently available descriptors in python script. 

 
Descriptor sets Information 

Explicit 6_Lipinski Molecular Weight, Topological Polar Surface Area, Hydrophobicity, 

Hydrogen Bond Acceptors/Donors, Rotatable Bonds 

115_filtered MaxEStateIndex, MinEStateIndex, MaxAbsEStateIndex, 

MinAbsEStateIndex, qed,MolWt, HeavyAtomMolWt, ExactMolWt, 

NumValenceElectrons, NumRadicalElectrons, MaxPartialCharge, 

MinPartialCharge, MaxAbsPartialCharge, MinAbsPartialCharge, 

FpDensityMorgan1, FpDensityMorgan2, FpDensityMorgan3, 

BalabanJ,BertzCT, Chi0, Chi0n, Chi0v, Chi1, Chi1n, Chi1v, Chi2n, 

Chi2v, Chi3n, Chi3v, Chi4n, Chi4v, HallKierAlpha, Ipc, Kappa1, 

Kappa2, Kappa3, LabuteAnalgoue SetA, PEOE_VSA1, PEOE_VSA10, 

PEOE_VSA11, PEOE_VSA12, PEOE_VSA13, PEOE_VSA14, 

PEOE_VSA2, PEOE_VSA3, PEOE_VSA4, PEOE_VSA5, 

PEOE_VSA6, PEOE_VSA7, PEOE_VSA8, PEOE_VSA9, 

SMR_VSA1, SMR_VSA10, SMR_VSA2, SMR_VSA3, SMR_VSA4, 

SMR_VSA5, SMR_VSA6, SMR_VSA7, SMR_VSA8, SMR_VSA9, 

SlogP_VSA1, SlogP_VSA10, SlogP_VSA11, SlogP_VSA12, 

SlogP_VSA2, SlogP_VSA3, SlogP_VSA4, SlogP_VSA5, SlogP_VSA6, 

SlogP_VSA7, SlogP_VSA8, SlogP_VSA9, TPSA,EState_VSA1, 

EState_VSA10, EState_VSA11, EState_VSA2, EState_VSA3, 

EState_VSA4, EState_VSA5, EState_VSA6, EState_VSA7, 

EState_VSA8, EState_VSA9, VSA_EState1, VSA_EState10, 

VSA_EState2, VSA_EState3, VSA_EState4, VSA_EState5, 

VSA_EState6, VSA_EState7, VSA_EState8, VSA_EState9, 

FractionCSP3, HeavyAtomCount, NHOHCount, NOCount, 

NumAliphaticCarbocycles, NumAliphaticHeterocycles, 

NumAliphaticRings, NumAromaticCarbocycles, 

NumAromaticHeterocycles, NumAromaticRings, NumHAcceptors, 

NumHDonors, NumHeteroatoms, NumRotatableBonds, 

NumSaturatedCarbocycles, NumSaturatedHeterocycles, 

NumSaturatedRings, RingCount, MolLogP, MolMR 

200_complete The complete set of 200 available 2D descriptors from RDKit 

Implicit 

(fingerprints) 

1024_Morgan 1024 bits from Morgan circular fingerprint 

2048_Morgan The complete set of 2048 bits from Morgan circular fingerprint 

166_MACCS The complete set of 166 MACCS keys 

Atom-pair All available 8388608 atom-pair fingerprint bits  
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Appendix Figure D1. Illustration of the clustering process in Analogue Retriever (AR). 

 

 


